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Alternative Traditions
Carry On-- 

With Your Help
At its peak in the late 1800's, the Oneida Community in 

Oneida, New York had 200 members, a farm, a construction 
company, a school and a newspaper completely run by wo 
men.

The Oneida communards were among the first supporters 
of Women's Liberation, and also advocated free love. Onei 
da women ran businesses and wore pants. Surviving as a 
group for over thirty years, they tried to create a humane 
socialist society out of the capitalist society of their time. 
They took the job of creating social alternatives seriously 
and we can all learn from their early successes and failures.

The Ann Arbor SUN also takes the job of creating stable 
alternatives seriously, now in 1974. It has taken hard work, 
heaps of time and energy to get even as far as we have today, 
but the results of this work can be felt all over town. After 
years of work by us and lots of other people around town. 
Ann Arbor has a S5 marijuana law, radicals on city council, 
and one of the country's most stable communities of food 
co-ops, free clinics, womens' organizations and people's cul 
ture.

A great deal has already been accomplished, but to keep 
building we and other groups in town need the help of every 
one else who is dissatisfied with America 1974. On the SUN 
we need people to write articles, take photos, proofread 
and lay out pages, and help distribute the paper to more 
people.

If you'd like to work with us give us a call at 761-7148, 
or if you'd like to help other groups, give us a call and we'll 
hook you up.
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Gimme Shelter?
Dear Editors,

Well, Mick is in there, in the other room, singing. 
SHUCKS, it sure sounds like he's got the blues bad, singing 
about snow and time, and not waiting for anyone. It just 
really is too bad; they reeely /w//burnt out and lhat Paul 
Grant guy was right after all. Aw nuts how aweful. Yep. 
see HEY . . . wow . . . uh, like, did I-say they had the 
blues'.' Then . . . how could this be? ... A, uh, bad album 
with the blues'.' Then how could this be, like, you know, a 
uh, "bad" album . .. ? _

Well, Maybe it's not'that simple, but maybe it is. May 
be there's at least two ways of looking at five letters or 
stones or whatever is rolling by, and when I listen to the 
warm lilting sway that Watts and Wyman set swinging be 
fore their time runs out on cut five (neatly numbered of 
course) I like it; an why, there's even a song about imperial 
ism. OH WOW they are STILL revolting and I can dig them 
for that for sure, babe.

But how did all this get started anyway? Weren't they 
exiled to mainstreet or someone got their goat or some 
thing happened to their head or something. . . OH, but 
weight, folks, it's the cover of the NEW STONES Ip, and 
yes, sportsfans, he's alive and half dead and walking, no 
he's STAGGERING into the arena and now THOUSANDS 
OF DANCING GIRLS ... or no, wait a minute, no ... 
it's . . . why, it's YOUNG GRECIAN-LIKE WOMEN 
STREAMING TOWARDS JAGGER READY TO TEAR 
INTO HI-... Wait a MINUTE, ladies and gentlemen, why 
aren't those YOUNG GIRLS THERE' RUSHING FOR 
WARD TO GREET THE RETURNING HEROES? AND 
YES, THERE'S JAGGER NOW, WITH HIS TORN AND 
FRAYED GOLD LAME SUIT' LOOKING RIGHT AT 
THEIR CUTE LITTLE EYES, AND SCREAMING HORSE- 
LY, "DANCE. . . DANCE LITTLE SISTER . . J)ANCK!f"

dijano that the stones first record was the Last Time?
did you know that the doors bombed in Ann Arbor?
Holesom kids, those stones, and very sly. They must be. 

It seems that some little jerk in the FBI has a file on mick, 
rumored to be six feet high. It gets us all down, mate. Hey, 
you be careful. They already got you framed.

Anyway, I think the Ip ain't bad, especially for a macho 
chauvinist half-dead burnt out old man, and his friends, who 
turned you and me on to rock and roll. 

Gimme shelter. I like it.
OM
The Mad Music Mixer

"Bremerland"
We received the following poem in response to our recent 
issue on assassinations. Check out part 2 of that series on 
page 8 of this issue.

' BREMERLAND
Somewhere down in Dixieland 
Garrison can't play his hand 

-Neubleu cheer in every brain 
Arthur Bremer is the name.
Trial to see if Bremer is insane 
Trial to see if Bremer is to blame 
While the Nation 's Brain's aflame 
Arthur Bremer ain 't the same.

After Dealy Plaza Sixty-three 
M.L. King and Bobby Kennedy 
Since George Wallace got the ax 
Can you tell me who is next?

Hunt to Hampton, Boggs to Malcolm X 
Teddy's neatly skewered off the bridge 
Ruby's canccred, Oswald Skids. 
Just for 'Jacky and the kids'.
Don 't let that bloody deal go down 
2039 is way too long 
Nineteen hundred eighty-four 
Knockin' next on heaven's door.
H. Gonzalez wants to know the truth 
But he needs to hear from me and you 
Who's behind it? Wait and see. 
James Earl Ray fust changed his plea.

The Sublimal Kid

Just as we were going to press this week yet another weed 
bust was announced, this time 100 Ibs. kidnapped on North 
Campus. Apparently busts of area marijuana suppliers are 
on the upswing, as we discuss in this week's cover story re 
vealing Defense Intelligence and talk of assembled narks in 
side the Ann Arbor Ann St. Armory. Also this extra-large 
issue, the SUN looks into reports that faulty construction is 
being ignored at the unfinished Midland Nuclear Power 
Plant, at the true extent of the Rockefeller Brother's Em 
pire, the Warren Commission Conspiracy to cover up the 
truth behind John Kennedy's assassination, and sugar as a 
phenomenon of profits and poor health.

And now the news. Former Lt. Governor James Brickley's 
son has been sentenced to 30 days in jail for copping a reefer 
possession plea. The arrest came to public attention several 
months ago when the elder Brickley refused to bail out the 
younger from jail, the compassionate fellow. The ex-Lt. Gov 
is about to become President of Eastern Michigan University. 
... Shades of 1969: Washtenaw Circuit Court Judge Edward 
Deake upheld the conviction this week of a brother accused 
of defaming the American flag by wearing it on the seat of his 
pants.

The movement to ban aerosol cans and their freon gas com 
ponents seems to be gathering steam. Legislation has been in 
troduced to ban their sale in Michigan by Perry Bullard, and 
nationally by none other than steadfast Marv Esch! The Mi 
chigan Clear Air Movement is urging a boycott of the cans -- 
for info contact them at PO Box 05036 in Lansing.

The trial of 19 Detroit police officers begins Friday on 
heroin conspiracy charges. Likely to shake things up even 
further in the continuing Detroit police controversy, the 
trial of the 10th Precinct boys will be open to the public at 
the City County Building Auditorium.

Marion Brando says he will retire from the screen upon 
finishing his upcoming movie, entitled "Wounded Knee." 
Brando both stars in and co-produced the flick, a re-enact 
ment of last year's South Dakota siege. Also appearing will 
be Steve McQueen, Barbara Streisand, Jane Fonda, Paul 
Newman and even Lee Marvin. Any Indians? All of the ac 
tors and actresses have agreed to accept minimum union- 
scale wages to maximi/e profits, earmarked for donation to 
Indian causes... Jane Fonda's new movie should be here soon. 
Called " Introduction to the Enemy," it's a full color tour 
of life in North Vietnam.

COMMUNITY ANNOUNCEMENTS: Local poet Carolyn 
Gregory will give a reading at David's Books on Sunday, 
Dec. 8 at 3pm... Ethel Mertz, a band that does feminist and 
youth songs, will perform at a benefit for Youth Liberation 
also on Sunday at the Unitarian Church, 1917 Washtenaw. 
Admission SI.50... An introductory lecture on Transcenden 
tal Meditation will be given Tuesday, Dec. 10 at 8pm in the 
Kuen/el Rm of the Union...

MUSIC NEWS: First we'd like to offer some well-deserved 
praise to Ron Scott and WABX for the recent Tuesday night 
History of Black Music programs. The shows have been ex 
citing and highly listenable, even informative, which is not 
often the case for Detroit "progressive FM" programming 
these days. The music kept us glued to the radio, and the 
brief raps on its history were attention-grabbing, despite 
the position of many stations that talk turns off the aud 
ience. That depends on presentation. You could actually 
feel a part of history while listening to Scott's shows, in 
stead of simply being related to as a consumer of the latest, 
most trendy record company pop.

Muhammed Ali is about to release his first record. Called 
"The People's Choice." it will appear on Starway records... 
Can you imagine David Bowie ;md that awful Marc Bolan 
guy teaming up to make a film together? Get ready... Look 
tor a string of country and western nightclubs called "Hag's 
Place." Merle Haggards' behind them. First one opens in 
LA soon.

George Harrison's Berkeley appearance raised $65,000 for 
the Haight Ashbury Free Medical Clinic. 5 more of his shows 
will be benefits... The Allman Brothers just raised $105,000; 
in one show for the American Indian Foundation... Here's 
a twist. An irate concert-goer recently sued Neil Young for 
S80,000. Richard Kass was pissed after Young cut his act ' 
far too short during an Oakland concert, and so brought a 
class-action suit on behalf of the 14,000 assembled fans.

A few final words. First, our sincere apologies to the Rub- 
aiyat restaurant for forgetting to include them in the Eating 
Out Guide... Our benefit featuring the fantastic Cuban epic 
film LUCIA was a tremendous success. Thanks to everyone 
who came to fill every available seat, raising two hundred 
needed extra dollars for the SUN's operations. Look for a | 
bi-weekly series of other political SUN film benefits, in- 
cluding the return of LUCIA, to start in early January. i
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What's Going On At The 
Ann St. Armory ?
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by David Stoll
Undercover U.S. military intelligence agencies have been operating out of 

Ann Arbor's Michigan National Guard Armory since at least 1970, the SUN 
has learned.

The armory, at 223 E. Ann St., may also be functioning as an observation 
post/meeting place for increasing numbers of federal narcotics agents in the 
area.

Despite initial refusal by occupants to divulge their identity, the SUN 
learned last week that a two person Defense Investigative Service (DIS) office 
is operating out of the building. The. identification was confirmed by a De 
partment of Defense (DOD) spokeswoman in Washington, D.C.

The DIS office was apparently set up in October, 1972 to replace an office 
of the 112th Military Intelligence (MI) Group, Region II, which occupied the 
same space and may have been staffed by the same persons.

The MI office was part of the domestic 
intelligence network compiling dossiers - 
on political activists and groups for a na 
tional computer data bank. While the files 
were ordered destroyed in 1970, a num 
ber of federal operations have kept alive 
suspicion that a domestic surveillance net 
work still exists. The problem is, which 
agency and where?

The primary purpose of DIS is supposed 
to be background investigations for security 
clearances.

Last year a retired naval officer, Rear 
Adm. Eugene LaRocque, charged the new 
DIS has "virtually no limitations on the 
type of surveillance and actions it may 
undertake." He also called it a potential 
"plumbers" unit and said it is not subject 
to review by Congress.

Finally identifying himself last week as 
Mr. Kleinbeck, one of two known DIS 
agents operating out of the armory called 
LaRocque's charges "defamatory" and 
"blown out of proportion." While Klein 
beck also denied the building is being used 
by law enforcement agencies, street ob- 
se'rvorshave described to the SUN what 
may be meetings of undercover narcotics 
agents in the building.

According to reports from Ann St., as 
many as twenty persons sporting beards, 
long hair and blue jeans have been seen 
entering the armory at times when it is 
closed to the public. The sources say cars 
with federal stickers, some with Ohio li 
cense plates, have been left on the street 
during meetings.

Persons in the armory have also been 
linked to several drug arrests down the 
street in the vicinity of the Derby Bar. 
The location of the DIS office, on the se 
cond floor and in the southwest corner of 
the building, gives it an unobstructed view 
of the block where heroin and stolen mer 
chandise is frequently traded. 
While knowlegeable observers discount 
the possibility that a DoD unit is coordina 
ting the activities of federal narcotics a- 
gents, they do note that undercover per 
sonnel belonging to one agency frequent 
ly introduce those of another into the com 
munity.

Besides its advantageous location, the 
armory is also usually locked and empty, 
except for a Michigan National Guard of 
fice on the first floor, southeast corner.

LOOSE LIPS SINK SHIPS 
The Defense Department say DIS per 

forms background investigations for secur 
ity clearances, but the language of the 
unit's charter appears to authorize it to 
do nearly anything.

As Adm. LaRocque pointed out last year, 
the DIS charter also authorizes it to:

*conduct "other special investigations 
as the Secretary of Defense may direct."

*"maintain liason" and "render appro 
priate assistance to" various military and 
civilian, law enforcement and intelligence 
agencies.

*"provide personnel security investiga 
tive support" to the National Security 
Agency (NSA).

LaRocque pointed out this last item 
might be designed to allow the highly se

cretive NSA to engage in domestic, rather 
than the foreign activities for which it is 
authorized.

A spokesman for DIS, Air Force Col. 
Mason W. Gant III, said last year he could 
understand why LaRocque was concerned 
over the charter's language, but said it 
was put there only "to leave the option 
open to the the Secretary so^that if he 
wanted someone checked out for criminal 
or counterintelligence matters, he could."

In testimony to a House subcommittee 
in January 1973, a few months after the 
unit was formed, DIS director and Air 
Force Brig. Gen. Joseph Cappuccisaid 
DIS had conducted only two or three 
special investigations to get to the source 
of "security material that appeared in the 
press."

A back-up directive obtained by La 
Rocque could be construed as open season 
on dissidents, however. It apparently au 
thorizes the unit to investigate persons 
who undertake "subversion of loyalty, 
discipline or morale" of the armed forces.

"These agencies get formed under the 
aegis of the government," LaRocque told 
the SUN in a telephone interview over 
the weekend, "but once they're started 
the people in them can decide to save the 
country and we have very little control 
over what they do." LaRocque, a frequent 
critic of the military establishment, is di 
rector of the Washington based Center for 
Defense Information.

"If they're investigating for security 
clearances," he said of the Ann Arbor office, 
"then that's what they're supposed to do. 
But at the very least they should put a 
sign on their door to identify themselves, 
and tell people who they are when they're 
asked. The reason we don't know what's 
going on is that everything is so secret."

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE AND 
DEFENSE INVESTIGATION

"1 can assure you there is no affiliation 
whatsoever between DIS and the MI units," 
a Major Kirby from the DIS office in 
Washington told the SUN on Tuesday.

According to official doctrine, DIS is an 
investigative rather than an intelligence 
unit. That is, DIS is supposed to check 
for Communist friends in the back 
grounds of persons working for the DOD 
or military contractors, not compile dos 
siers on the Revolutionary Student Bri 
gade or Interfaith Council for Peace.

In Ann Arbor, however, DIS not only 
replaced the local Ml office but occupies 
the same space and may be staffed by the 
same persons.

According to a DOD statement released 
on Friday: "The U.S. Intelligence Agency 
did have a regional office of the 112th Mi 
litary Intalligence Group at the armory 
until the group was phased down during 
the consolidation of the personnel secur 
ity mission...(This subsequently) became 
the mission of the Defense Investigative 
Service when it was established in October 
of 1972."

Nationally the MI mission began in 1965 
as an early warning system for civil disor 
ders, but by 1967 it was gathering intelli- 

continued on page 21

Good afternoon, Mr. 
Phelps. You're looking 
at a map of the City of 
Ann Arbor, Mich..You 
will operate out of a 
small office in the Ar 
mory on Ann St..Your 
mission, should you 
chose to accept it, is....

The SUN has uncovered a military intelligence 
unit operating out of the Ann St. armory. Last 
year, a retired admiral called the agency a po 
tential "plumbers" unit, with virtually no limi 
tations on the type of actions it may undertake.

Narcs Step Up Activity
If reports are true, word from Ann St. 

that undercover narcotics agents are meet 
ing in the armory substantiates other, nu 
merous reports that the vermin are in Ann 
Arbor and Ypsilanti in numbers.

A sense of proportion is necessary in 
evaluating these reports, of course, as par 
anoia peroidically besets the drug dealing 
community. This time; however, most re 
liable corroboration comes from none 
other than the Ann Arbor Police Depart 
ment.

According to a confidential source with4 
in the department, the garage underneath 
the City Hall has been used to install and 
maintain sophisticated communications 
equipment in cars brought there by fed 
eral narcotics agents.

$250,000 worth of technology is sup 
posedly being put into vehicles, including 
mobile relay stations, scramblers and de 
coders.

The police report parallels other descrip 
tions of the undercover agents as highly 
mobile, possessed of secure communica 
tions and expensive, late model cars.

While their talents may be exaggerated, 
according to reports the feds come to 
town on trusted connections from 
cities where they have performed similar 
work. Then the agents use handsome 
amounts of cash to set up arrests for mari 
juana and hard drugs. They also develop 
Internal Revenue Service charges on their 
prey, two cases of which the SUN has 
learned.

Some busts have been reported with the 
usual laconic notices in the Ann Arbor News, 
but others of which the SUN has learned 
have not, making it difficult to tell whe 
ther there has actually been a step-up in 
arrests.

Some arrest notices mentioning the 
Washtenaw Area Narcotics Team (WANT)

may be misleading. According to discern 
ing observors, the city-county-state under 
cover group has been eclipsed by the feds, 
who are supposed to be not only better 
equipped and bankrolled, but smarter. In 
some cases developed by the feds, apparent 
ly, WANT has only been called in after 
the fact to provide cover.

Federal narcotics agents can come from 
any number of secret places these days, 
but my guess is that most in this area re 
ceive their instructions from the Drug En 
forcement Administration (DEA) Region 
VI Headquarters in Detroit. This office di 
rects DEA operations in Michigan, Ohio, 
and Kentucky, deputy director is a Mr. 
Al Pringle. Contacted by telephone recent 
ly, Mr. Pringle denied that DEA has been 
stepping up its Ypsilanti-Ann Arbor oper 
ations lately, also said he was "not aware 
of people operating out of the armory."

Pringle did admit there have been "ge 
neral increases", in federal activity locally 
in recent years, but that would have to be 
the case from his agency's history.

When the Bureau of Narcotics and Dan 
gerous Drugs (BNDD) was formed in 1968, 
its funding was $14 million. Next year the- 
DEA, BNDD's successor, will spend ten 
times as much. Given the proximity of 
Detroit a'nd Ann Arbor's reputation, the 
DEA operation is probably here to stay, 
the only question being how extensive and 
how effective it will get.

Whoever they are, the undercover agents 
in our fair twin cities are described as 
street-wise and sharp, as well as lacking in 
all scruples and any human decency.

"They'd just as soon sleep with your sis 
ter, eat your mama's dinner and bust you 
the next day," says a man on Ann St. 
They could be anywhere, although it 
should be cautioned they could also be 
nowhere.
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By David Stoll

The Consumers Power nuclear plant at 
Midland, Michigan continues to be plagued 
by inadequate testing of the materials go 
ing into its construction, the SUN has 
learned from knowledgeable workers on 
the site.

Based on information the workers pro 
vided this paper, the Atomic Energy Com 
mission (AEC) is launching an investiga 
tion into the alleged abuses which, if con 
firmed, could halt construction of the 
plant.

The workers charge AEC-required qual 
ity control tests have been omitted, nega 
tive results ignored and testing procedures 
not followed. They say the abuses center 
on concrete being poured into the nuclear 
core containment and on landfill for cool 
ing pond dikes.

"This could open up a complete rein- 
spection of the concrete," commented 
James Keppler, director of the AEC's re 
gional enforcement-office in Chicago.

The Midland plant is being built by the 
San Francisco-based, world-wide Bechtel 
Corporation, which also built Consumers' 
ill-fated Palisades nuclear plant at South 
Haven. The Palisades plant has been 
closed since August 1973 because of cor 
roding steam tubes, a vibrating nuclear 
core and radiation leaks into Lake Michi 
gan and the atmosphere.

Bechtel and Consumers have gotten into 
trouble at the Midland plant before over 
the painstaking quality control tests which 
the AEC required just to prevent the kind 
of problems which the Palisades plant is 
having.

Last December the AEC ordered con 
struction halted because required proce-
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dures for cadweld splicing, a test of con 
crete, were not being followed.

Consumers has sued Bechtel and several 
other, smaller firms for $300 million in 
damages because of alleged faulty design 
and construction of the Palisades plant, 
but the utility has consistently defended 
its builder's record at Midland.

"I'm unaware of any problems in quali 
ty control ."Consumers' vice president 
Russell Youngdahl said Wednesday, "but 
we're equally concerned if anything 
should be proven wrong."

According to the workers, concrete is

routinely poured into the nuclear core 
containment before being subjected to 
air and slump tests which determine 
whether it meets specifications. WhiJe 
most of the concrete has met specs, says 
one of the workers, "a dozen or more 
times" it hasn't. To his knowledge, the 
non-spec concrete has never been taken 
out of the containment, which will house 
the plant's radioactive nuclear core.

The workers also say a four hundred 
foot section of holding pond dike was laid 
down in one afternoon without the sys 
tematic tests necessary to determine whe

ther the soil is as compact as it should be 
The holding pond will store water neces 
sary to cool the plant's reactor.

According to the workers, testing of the 
aggregate material which goes into the 
concrete has also been abused. In one in 
stance, a load of aggregate tested negative 
ly fpr specified size ten times, but when 
it passed on the eleventh trial it was used

Confirmation of the workers' charges 
would probably result in an AEC-ordered 
halt to construction, but possibly more 
drastic action.

"If quality control problems present 
themselves," said Keppler, "we'll re-open 
the matter as soon as we can." He was re 
ferring to a show-cause hearing this sum 
mer, in which the right of Bechtel and 
Consumers to continue building the plant 
was challanged.

The utility won that round, but its in 
vestment in the S940 million plant is still 
tangled in litigation which could prevent 
the plant from ever being finished.

Nov. 25 the Saginaw Intervenors, a citi 
zen's group, argued before the U.S. Court 
of Appeals in Washington that the original 
construction license should be revoked on 
the grounds the AEC licensing procedure 
excluded environmental issues. A decis 
ion is expected in a few months.

The Saginaw group is also contending to 
the AEC's Atomic Safety and Licensing 
Board that Consumer's Palisades suit a- 
gainst Bechtel is reason enough to halt 
construction at Midland. If quality con 
trol abuses are substantiated, they will al 
so be brought to this body.

As of this week, the SUN was arranging 
for direct contact between the workers 
and the AEC's Keppler, who has promis 
ed to protect their identity.

WAKE $4-025 
PER WE£KJ

Looking for a job to help make ends meet this winter? Check out 
the special Ann Arbor Sun COLD WEATHER BONUS.

In effect from December 1st to February 28th, the COLD WEATH 
ER BONUS allows you to make $40.00 or more a week selling the 
Ann Arbor Sun newspaper. Here's how it works:

For the first 25 papers you sell you pay 10 cents apiece and make 
the standard 15 cents per copy. Then, for every copy you sell over 
25 (on any issue), your profit goes up to 20 cents per copy you pay 
only a nickel a paper!

If you sell 100 copies your profit amounts to SI 8.75. Sell 200 cop 
ies and your profit is S38.75.

People who try it usually find The Sun sells consistently at 
many public places (e.g., in Ann Arbor: South State, the Diag, the 
Fishbowl, South University; in Ypsi: Cross St., Forest Ave.),,at e- 
vents (film showings, movies, concerts, etc.) and where people live 
and work.

So if you're serious about finding a solid source of extra income 
this winter, give some thought to selling the Sun-you can make more 
doing it now then ever before with our special COLD WEATHER 
BONUS.

For more information contact Frank Bach at the Sun 761-7148, 
603 E. William near State.

ALTERNATIVE 
COMMUNITY FUNDING

Local Motion would like to encourage all social service groups in Ann Arbor 
hoping to receive Community Development Revenue Sharing Funds to a meeting 
at 212 N. Fourth Ave. on December 11 at 7:30 p.m. to form a united proposal 
to give to the city.
Meeting 11/24/74-ATTENDANCE: RFC, CCP, LA, Ozone, Corntree, NWFC, 
IIVC, i'FCU, FPC, Sun, RP; BUSINESS: Financial statements received from 
Corntree, II-VC, and A2 Health Collective. Discuss HRP proposal on CDRS funds, 
decided we were unable to organize city social service groups at this time. 
Discussed seed money, agreed to submit proposal to city for funds. Interviewed 
job applicants, but no final decision reached. Adopted following constitutional 
amendment, vote unanimous.

Procedure for amending LM constitution: The constitution can be amended 
by a 3/4 vote of the BoD. Any person can propose an amendment. To amend the 
constitution, a copy of the proposed amendment must be submitted to the BoD 
in writing. The Board can discuss the amendment at the meeting at which it is 
submitted, and propose any substantial changes. The original proposal, along 
with any suggested changes, must then be printed along with the meeting's minutes, 
before a final vote can be taken. Along with the proposed amendment, notice of 
a public hearing, as well as date, time and place of the meeting at which the hear 
ing and vote will be held, must be published. At a public hearing no earlier than 
48 hours following such publication, the proposal can come up for a vote. Each 
representative must be allowed to speak once before the final vote is taken. The 
proposed amendment must receive 75 percent of the total BoD in attendance in 
approval to pass. Minor wording changes can be made at the meeting at which 
the vote is taken. No substantial changes can be made without prior public notice 
in local media and a public hearing.
SPECIAL MEETING 12/3/74 due to snow. Attendance: FPC, FFCU, IFVC, 
Ozone, LA, NWFC, Drug Help, Sun, CCP; BUSINESS: Attorney Jeremy Rose 
discussed tax exempt status, decision to be made Sunday between c(3) and c(4). 
Final hiring decision postponed to Sunday. Agreed to attend meeting of social 
services on Dec. 11 regarding CDRS funds. Received first loan from Ozone House 
to start bank account with $500.00. Discussion of funding priorities and percent 
should accept from non-grass roots sources. Next meeting Dec. 8, 7:30 pm at 
621 E.William.
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Rent Control 
Petition Recalled

If you signed the Human Rights Party 
rent control petition before the beginning 
of this week, be prepared to sign it again. 
Due to a major typographical error, the 
original petition has been recalled and 
another is now on the streets. Just so you 
can easily tell the difference, the corrected 
rent control petition is orange rather than 
blue like the defective one.

The error involved an omitted phrase in 
Section 19.6 (0 of the charter amendment 
proposal. Corrected, the phrase should 
read, "The maximum monthly rent shall 
be adjusted upward only for the reasons 
contained in this section. ..(1 j nun-delin 
quent property taxes; (2) actual and rea 
sonable operating expenses; (3) actual and 
reasonable maintenance expenses; and 
(4) utilities expenses..."

Still being circulated are the HRP peti 
tion to require city funding for child care, 
and another by students m the U-M Pilot 
Program for door-to-door voter registra 
tion. All these proposals need about 4,000 
signatures to appear on the ballot, and 
must be completed by early January. Peo 
ple interested in circulating the petitions 
can call the HRP office, 761-6650 or 
Marshal Clayton, Pilot Program, 764-5907.

Democrats Plan 
Charter Change

The Democrats have joined in the mass 
of petitioners out on Ann Arbor streets 
with a petition aimed at setting up a new 
city charter. If enough signatures are ob 
tained, the proposal will go before voters 
in April.

Under state law, getting a new charter 
involves a vote in which the people agree 
they want a new charter, then a charter 
commission is elected to write a proposal, 
and finally, another election is held to 
pass the revised charter.

As the Democrats petition is set up, vo 
ters would take the first step of approving 
a rewriting, and also electing the nine mem 
ber commission at the April election. Of 
course, if the proposal is turned down, the 
elected members would not be seated.

Among the advantages of a new charter 
are streamlining and strengthening city 
government. The Democrats have suggest 
ed redefining "fuzzy" lines of authority, 
and altering the city's tax structure. Pos 
sibilities include cutting down the number 
of city departments, setting up a full-time, 
paid mayor, and changing the limited 7.5 
mill property tax which has proved inca 
pable of supporting the city. The Demo 
crats contend this can best be done by 
totally rewriting the charter, rather than 
trying to alter it in a piecemeal fashion 
with large numbers of amendments.

Critics both inside the Democratic Party 
and outside of it have been quick to jump 
up with objections. Among the problems 
are the undefined nature of the changes

This
RADIO KING AND HIS COURT OF RHYTHM return 

to their home town at a Michigan Union Ballroom Benefit 
Dance for the Ann Arbor SUN, this Saturday, December 
14 starting at 8pm and continuing to lam. Also featured 
will be the Mojo Boogie Band. Admission is a S3 donation 
to aid your struggling community newspaper, and a stomp 
down party is guaranteed for all. Radio King, once one 
of Ann Arbor's most popular bands, is visiting home for 
the first time since moving to Boston, where they've been 
catching raves.

TECHNOFASCISM AND THE INTELLIGENCE COM 
MUNITY will be the subject of a talk presented this Mon 
day, December 9, by the SUN, New World Film Coop and

the National Lawyers Guild. Featured 
speakers are two members of the Organizing Committee for a 
Fifth Estate, which spends its time alerting the public to the work 

of government spies, and John Marks, co-author of the best-sell 
ing book "The CIA and the Cult of Intelligence". Mark's book 
was actually censored by the CIA before publication, under a 
court order, leaving blank white spaces throughout the published 

work. Come to Rackham Auditorium on Monday at 8pm and 
have your spine tingled with documentation of the Invisible Go 
vernment.

THE WOMEN'S FILM SERIES winds up with "Women's Libera 
tion", an ABC documentary about the women's movement, including film clips from the 
1971 take-over of the Ladies' Home Journal offices. That's Thrusday, Dec. 12, in Aud. C 
of Angell Hall at 8pm for FREE...Also check out "The Harder They Conic", the Jimmy 
Cliff flick on Dec. 14 at MLB 3, 7pm.

FENTON ROBINSON, Chicago blues guitarist, comes to the Blind Pig for two nights. 
Dec. 6. & 7. Ever hear the not so old but not so new Boz Scaggs recording of "Somebody 
Loan Me a Dime"? Well Fenton wrote it. Ann Ar 
bor's own Gary Churchill will belt sax behind Fen- 
ton, making this a must for blues fans.

TV features the Pointer Sisters, the best scat sing 
ers around, this Tuesday night at 10pm on Chan 
nel 56. Also on 56 comes a program entitled "Be 
hind the Lines: Henry Kissinger and the Press." 
That's Sunday, Dec. 8, 4pm.

MUSIC ELSEWHERE hosts a surprise appearance of MILES DAVIS at the Stables in E. 
Lansing for one night only, Wednesday Dec. 11. Two shows at 8 and 1 1, with admission 
S4.00 for Miles...Detroit offers the Marshall Tucker Band with James Cotton and Charlie 
Daniels at Masonic, Sunday Dec. X. Organist Jimmy Smith is at the Savoy now until Dec. 
8. And for all you speedsters, REO Speedwagon at the Michigan Palace, Saturday Dec. 7, 
at 8pm.

the Democrats hope to achieve, the method 
of electing the commission, and the status 
of voter-approved charter amendments 
like the S5 marijuana fine. Most critics, 
however, have expressed doubt at the 
Democrats ability to get enough signatures 
to get the issue on the ballot. A drive last 
spring for run-off elections sponsored by 
the Dems failed to get anywhere near the 
needed 4,000 signatures.

Food Day 1975 
Explores Hunger Crisis

The first teach-in on Vietnam in the U.S. 
was held at the University of Michigan in 
1965. Following that tradition is the first 
teach-in on the hunger crisis, to be held in 
A2 on March 13, 14, and 15.

Part of a nationwide alert on the rising

problems of hunger, nutrition, spiraling 
prices, and agricultural practices, the 
teach-in will be the culmination of educa 
tional efforts over the next three months.

Sponsored by the Student Nutrition Ac 
tion Committee (SNAC), the program and 
projects now being discussed include es 
tablishing a speaker's bureau on food and 
nutrition, periodic workshops and training 
sessions, and a massive publicity campaign 
in local media about the food crisis.

Beyond the educational programs, SNAC 
hopes to put together action groups, con 
taining both expert professionals and ener 
getic non-professionals to work towards 
individual and social change around food 
and nutrition.

The teach-in itself is part of a national 
organizing effort in conjunction with the 
Washington, D.C. based group. Center for 
Science in the Public Interest. Locally, 
the teach-in will host nationally known 
speakers, debates, workshops, demonstra 
tions, films, and discussions.

SNAC now has an office at 3507 Vaughan 
Building, School of Public Health, U of M 
They are looking for people to contribute 
time, ideas, and/or resources.

Storefront Food Coop 
Opening inYpsi ^

Ypsilanti may soon have its own store 
front food coop, similar to the one in Ann 
Arbor on Packard. The new venture is 
growing out of the original Ypsilanti Food 
Coop, founded in 1970 to provide low 
cost food to Ypsi residents.

Beyond simply providing high quality, 
low priced foods, the coop plans to work 
up an educational program in health, nu 
trition, cooking and even wine-making.

Right now, the Coop is lookingfor help 
from the community in the form of mon 
ey, labor and equipment. Estimated 
three month operating expenses are about 
52,000 with SI ,000 already offered from 
the Michigan Federation of Food Coops. 
Other needs are artists, carpenters, electri 
cians, to help put together the store front, 
and cash registers, scales, refrigerators, 
coolers and a truck to stock the store.

Fundraising kicked off with a pot luck 
dinner, and the next scheduled event is a 
film, "Alice in Wonderland," December 
12 and 13, 7 and 9 p.m. at 201 Pray-Harold. 
EMU campus.

Folks interested in getting involved can 
try the meetings Saturdays, 11 a.m. at 
311 College Place or call 483-6363 or 
483-7287.

Next SUN Out Dec.13
Sam Lovejoy and the Great Nuke 

Caper
The Rockefeller Empire and Foreign 

Policy
George Harrison in Detroit
Counterspies in Ann Arbor
Movie, Record, Concert and book 

Reviews

1st Floor-Enormous selection of books 
Mezzanine-Clearing-house; completely devoted

to remainders and clear-outs 
2nd Floor-Art Gallery of all media

Sunday 11-6

SUZUKI
4040 Washtenaw Avenue (at Carpenter)

A,™
**1 WF1 X

Michigan, 48104 

MOTO-CROSS & 

ENDURO BOOTS

normally S69.95 
NOW S54.95 s'

971-4210

while supply lasts

~' BROOKS MEN'S 

& LADIES LEATHER 

JACKETS

20% OFF
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Want to meet the BIG MONEY, folks? Well, here they are, the amazing
__ . _ ̂ ^ ____ .   _____ .^k. ~^* ^^^^Mtf^^ .^^k

DAVID ROCKEFELLER 1915- IMELSON ROCKEFELLER 1908-

DRAWM &V G. Wzil. 

LAURANCE S. ROCKEFELLER 1910- JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER III 1906-

In 1958, Nelson ran for Sovernor of New 
York against Averell Harriman, one of the 
world's richest men.

After the election, a well-known foreign pres 
ident visiting the Rockefeller mansion, said:

"The U.S. is the only country in the world 
that would ask people to choose between a 
millionaire and a billionaire."

"Yes, it's a great country. . 
it could only happen here!"

Rocky won, and has been Governor ever since

Rocky spent most of his first term running 
for President and convincing people to build 
 bomb shelters. After failing to get everyone 
to build them, he took 8Vi million in taxes 
and built himself one near his capital in 
Albany. At least he was going to be safe!

GOT MA\O SERV\CE. A
POOL SUAMA, BOWUKO Au-tX COLOR

In September 1971, 2,000 prisoners at 
Attica State Prison took 30 guards hostage 
and demanded that Rocky come to the 
prison to talk over their grievances. Rocky 
refused to come, sending instead an ulti 
matum to give up his prison and his guards. 
They refused.

...and the prisoners are demanding anend to 
fascist and inhuman livinp conditions, better 
food, freedom of religion, amnesty and t 
meet with vou!

THAT SHIT
MY PRisor*

Keeping Nelson in office hasn't been easy   
it has cost the Rockefellers $27 million 
since 1962 - more than has been spent on 
any other governor. It cost them $7 million 
for the 1970 campaign alone, 10 times what 
his opponent had to spend.

And all that $7 million didn't go for cam 
paign buttons . . .

Ever since he was a kid, Rocky has wanted 
to build the biggest, most beautiful and 
expensive palace in the world - and that's 
what he has built in Albany. Pharoah Rocky 
has ordered the most massive building pro 
ject in Western History   a 100-acre marble 
sculpture   after destroying a huge section 
of Albany's black community and 
displacing 9,000 people. Rocky started 
building his dream in the early 60's. He 
estimated the cost at S250 million - so far 
it has cost New Yorkers over $1 billion, and 
it's still not finished.

While David Rockefeller is probably the most 
powerful man in the country, the most famous 
of the brothers is Nelson, who will soon be 
confirmed as Pres... I mean, Vice President 
of the United States ! Nelson was named af 
ter his grandfather (the Senator) and raised
and groomed to be a politician...

He went to college at Dartmouth, where, 
despite poor grades, he was voted "Most 
Likely to Succeed."

In 1970, Rocky ran for Governor against 
Arthur Goldberg. In the middle of the cam 
paign, a biography of Goldberg appeared in 
print, that was a hatchet job of lies aimed 
at discrediting the former Supreme Court 
justice.
When FBI agents first asked Nelson about 
the book, he said:

it[ "I had heard of it at the time, but knew 
ill nothing about its preparation and f inan-

Dec.6-13. 1974
Nelson went on to many high positions in 
the State Dept. and became a member of 
the two most powerful groups in the gov 
ernment, the National Security Council and 
the President's Cabinet ..

The man whose 1970 "fact-finding" tout of 
Latin America caused widespread noting, 
bombings, street fighting and the destruc 
tion of a Rockefeller oil refinery, 9 Rocky- 
owned supermarkets, and a GM plant, served 
as the first "Co-ordinator of Inter-American 
Affairs!"

After the FBI found out the book had been 
financed by $60,000 in laundered money 
from brother Laurance, Nelson told them. . .

Rocky has consistently invented new tax 
laws and raised tax rates to hit the poorest 
N.Y. families, while cutting taxes for corpor 
ations and the very rich. After cooking up a 
tax dodge called "Greenrock Farms" for 
himself. Rocky voted against a raise in the 
minimum wage, and was personally respon 
sible for cutting New York's welfare pay 
ments.

' "Had he told me about it, 
I would have been totally 
opposed to it..."

But people weren't about to buy that, so 
later, Nelson apologized to Goldberg, calling 
it an "oversight . . ."

"When the project was 
brought to my attention, 
I should have immediate 
ly taken steps to have it 
stopped as totally alien 
to the standards I have 
always tried to observe 
in my political life...

And still later . . .

"In fact, my memory 
was bad - I had known 
about the book, and 
approved it..."

During Rocky's reign, he ordered a number 
of repressive laws. Some, including "Stop & 
Frisk," "No-Knock" and "No Sock'" were 
declared unconstitutional by the Supreme 
Court. But right now in New York a first 
offender can go to prison for as little as 
25 mg. of LSD, five grams of speed or any 
trace of heroin. Possession of an ounce of 
grass can draw up to 15 years. Rocky created 
a special toll-free number for informers, who 
could earn $1000 for 3 tip leading to a 
conviction.

u)HAT THE POOR
NEED ' > A TEAM 
OP SLICK LAWYERS
LIKE fWNE TO 
LOOK FOR TAX 

LOOPHOLES.'

TORN IN YOUR FPlENDS, KlDS.' Wf'LL 
Pur THEM 'N PRISON. AlJt> GIVE YOU -Jl.OOO.'

Finally, Rocky had had enough!

Rocky's army moved in with shotguns, 
M-16's, snipers, helicopters and tear gas, and 
killed 43 people, including 10 of the hostages.

Then there's the more than S2 million in 
"gifts" to political figures ranging from a 
Republican chairman convicted of bribery 
(whose sentence was commuted by Rocky) 
to Henry Kissinger. Of them, Rocky said:

ike to give gifts, and $100,000 to me 
like S10 to other people - they judge me 
by their own standards. They're not used 
to money being used generously!"

Heard enough about Rocky? Well, there's 
more' The Rockefeller brothers, David, 
Laurance, John and Nelson are richer than 
anyone has ever been before   they control 
an incredible 20% of all U.S. Industry, and 
20% of U.S. Banking! (Stop a minute and 
let that sink in a little . . .) The next SUN 
will feature a guided tour of the Rockefeller 
Empire . . . Don't miss it"

THE EQUITABLE

O
CBS

Most of this information was gently lifted from "The Incredible Rocky Vs. the Power of the People!" by Joel Andreas.
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IIITHE OIL BROTHER 
PLANS A LUBE JOB 
DIM THE SPIRIT IV76

by Linda Ross
November 15, 1974, "People should 

quit talking about Rockefeller and start 
thinking about the economy," sputtered 
a businessman drinking at a local tavern. 
"Those members of the House Judiciary 
Committee should be glad to have Rocky 
as Vice President. Who's going to inspire 
the trust and confidence of the business 
community with inflation running ram 
pant, a recession all but here and the com 
mies running the U.N.? Jerry Ford from 
Grand Rapids? We need someone with 
international connections to stabilize the 
world situation."

The Rockefellers have made billions 
by creating stability amid the anar 
chy wrought by capitalist competi 

tion. Each week the Rockefeller brothers, 
David, John II, Nelson and Laurance meet 
in New York's Rockefeller Center to dis 
cuss the management of the largest com 
plex of wealth and power the world has 
ever known. They control* 20% of all US 
industry, 20% of US banking and dictate 
the lives of four million employees. While 
the headlines scream about Rocky's gifts 
to Kissinger (one of his oldest friends and 
associates) and critics foam at the mouth 
because he backed a book critical of Gold- 
berg during a gubernatorial campaign, 
there is silence when Rocky denies he is 
one of the richest and most powerful men 
in the world.

*(A major corporation usually has many 
stockholders each owning a small number 
of shares. Therefore any interest group 
holding 5% or more of the stock can ef 
fectively control its Board of Directors.)

While the family fortune was made in 
oil and is still highly concentrated in that 
industry (the world's most profitable) the 

. Rockefellers have expanded into almost 
all areas of industry and finance. Through 
a network of 13 foundations and 74 fam 
ily trusts they maintain a dominant inter 
est in Standard Oil of New Jersey, Indian- 
a, California and in Mobil Oil. They con 
trol Chase Manhattan, the second largest 
commercial bank (the most powerful in 
the world through its international loans), 
the second and third largest insurance 
companies, Metropolitan and Equitable, 
Eastern Airlines and Pan Am, Consolida 
ted Natural Gas and the world's largest 
real estate development. Rockefeller Cen 
ter, not to mention the Radio City Music 
Hall regulars, the Rocketttes!

Slock in these companies is held by the 
Rockefeller Brothers, Inc., by each of 
them personally, by the Chase Manhattan 
Bank, the Rockefeller Brother's Fund, 
and by that miracle of modern corporate 
law, the Rockefeller Foundation, a tax 
free "philanthropic" organization. The 
Foundation emerged in the early 20th 
century when the court ordered the disso 
lution of the Standard Oil Trust and when 
the corporate income tax became a reali 
ty. It enables the Rockefellers to main 
tain a liberal image as philanthropists, a- 
void income taxes and still maintain con 
trol over all the corporations originally 
under the Standard banner. Through its 
donations the Rockefeller Foundation in 
fluences major American universities, A- 
merican foreign(policy and the internal sit 
uations of emerging industrial nations a- 
round the planet. In 1972 Standard Oil

Part One

HOW JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER PLAYED MONOPOLY 
AND WON 20% OF ALL U.S. INDUSTRY AND HOW HIS 
GRANDSON NELSON POLE-VAULTED TO POLITICAL 

STARDOM FROM THE SHOULDERS OF THE GOLIATH OF 
BUSINESS AND FINANCE

of California paid only 5% of its income 
in taxes and Standard of Ohio not only 
paid no taxes, but received a 10.4% tax 
credit on future earnings.

We cannot escape Rockefeller influ 
ence. Like Big Brother they are 
everywhere. From our precious 

Skippy Peanut Butter to the gas that takes 
us to work to the Kleenex we dried our 
eyes with after watching a documentary 
on their TV station to the food we feed 
our dog we are surrounded. Of course 
all this is tremendously confidential. The 
Rockefellers don't report to anyone, ex-   
cept the IRS during tax season.

The Rockefellers count on the profits 
and loyalty of Amoco, Esso, Chevron, 
Citgo, Humble, Marathon, Pan Am, Ana 
conda Copper, Kimberly Clark, IBM, Bor- 
den Foods, Domino Sugar, AT&T (yes 
even Bell Telephone), MIT and on and on.

So where do you go to escape their in 
fluence?

On to a higher education?
No. They financed the building of the 

University of Chicago and are-major con 
tributors to Cornell, Notre Dame, Brown, 
Princeton, Yale, Harvard, John Hopkins,

everything. But what they don't own is 
owned by the DuPonts, Mellons, Fords, 
Hearsts, Reynolds, Olins, Astors, Hannas, 
Kaisers, and a few other families. And all 
these people work together, play togeth 
er, go to school together, belong to the 
same clubs and marry each other. That's 
what you call the ruling class. You will" 
not meet them at the supermarket.

So let's be a Rockefeller for a day 
and see what the brotherhood is up 
to. Fkst we have to fly to New 

York City, center of the Rockefeller em 
pire and of course center of world trade. 
A quick tour of Manhattan brings us to 
Rockefeller Center, a collection of 23 sky 
scrapers in midtown. Then there's the 
Rocky owned Chase Manhattan Building, 

.the largest bank building in the world. 
And the World Trade Center, technically 
not Rocky owned, but conceived and 
built by them. Add another 30 or so sky 
scrapers, assorted brownstones and other 
commercial property and you have the 
Rockefellers controlling directly or indir 
ectly through banks, Con Edison, NY Tel 
ephone and others, ONE QUARTER of 
all the island of Manhattan! We haven't 
even gotten to their outstate holdings or

It's true the Rockefellers don't own every 
thing. But what they don't is owned by the 
DuPonts, Mellons, Fords, Hearsts, Reynolds, 
Olins and a few other families. All these 
people work together, play together, belong 
to the same clubs and marry each other. 
That's what you call the ruling class.

Columbia, NYU and Dartmouth. What's 
more they or their friends are influential 
on the Boards of Trustees of these insti 
tutions.

Out to see David Bowie at Radio City 
Music Hall?

Not a chance. They helped build the 
Music Hall in addition to other cultural 
strongholds like the NY Public Library, 
the Whitney Museum, the Museum of Mo 
dern Art, Lincoln Center and the Metro 
politan Opera. And they control Bowie's 
record company, RCA.

Church?
They help finance every denomination 

from the prestigious Riverside Church in 
New York City to St. John's Cathedral to 
the Jewish Theological Seminary.

Watch TV or go to the movies?
Nope. They have a say at CBS, NBC, 

and Columbia Pictures, not to mention 
their interest in the New York Times.

OK, it's true the Rockefellers don't own

those in other cities or even their interna 
tional real estate like resorts in Hawaii or 
the Virgin Islands of Puerto Rico or their 
ranches in South America or Pocantico 
Hills, N.Y. Surrounded by wire fencing, 
patrolled by armed guards and served by 
hundreds of servants, Pocantico Hills is 
the most valuable estate in the world, 
complete with several mansions, golf 
course, tea garden and athletic facilities.

Except for Nelson, the Rockefeller 
brothers work behind the scenes prefer 
ring to place the heads of their corpora 
tions or research organizations in public 
office. David Rockefeller, head of the 
Rockefeller Foundation, is probably the 
most powerful man in the world. From 
his office on the 32nd floor of Chase Man 
hattan, David rules the most powerful 
bank in the world. When he goes abroad 
on business he is the only bank president 
who pays courtesy calls on reigning heads 
of state. He is President of the Board of

Overseers of Harvard, Director of Popula 
tion Control, Chairman of Rockefeller U, 
Chairman of the Museum of Modern Art, 
Past Chairman of the Peace Corps, and 
Director of the Kennedy Library, Rocke 
feller Center, L'Enfant Plaza, the Rocke 
feller Brothers Fund. As Chairman of the 
Council on Foreign Relations (Kissinger's 
alma mater) he and other corporate lead 
ers are in a position to influence much of 
US foreign policy.

John D. Rockefeller III is the head of 
the Rockefeller Foundation and a "ven 
ture capitalist" backing small innovative 
industries that turn into big money-mak 
ers, in the fields of aviation, electronics, 
and rocket research. He is also responsi 
ble for the development of Rock-Resorts, 
those abominations of modern architecture 
perched on the beaches of Hawaii, the Vir 
gin Islands and Puerto Rico.

Until his death in 1973, Winthrop Rock 
efeller had settled in Little Rock, Arkan 
sas on a 45,000 acre ranch called "Win- 
rock Farms," one of the principal bull 
breeding grounds on the planet. Although 
not a native son, he managed to get him 
self elected governor of Arkansas for two 
lerms.

S ince 1962 the Rockefeller family 
has spent over 27 million dollars to 
elect Nelson governor of New York. 

In 1970 alone his campaign cost 7 million, 
ten times the amount of money spent by 
his opponent. Since birth he has been 
groomed to be the family's politician. 
Voted "Most Likely To Succeed" at Dart 
mouth despite poor grades, Nelson gradu 
ated into a series of executive positions 
in government agencies specializing in La 
tin American affairs, some of which he 
personally asked the President to create. 
He advanced from First Coordinator of 
Inter-American Affairs to Undersecretary 
of State to Special Advisor to the Presi 
dent to member at large in the National 
Security Council and the President's Cab 
inet.

In 1958 he was elected to his first term 
as governor of New York and held the po 
sition as reigning monarch for four terms. 
In 1974 he declined another term to seek 
a higher calling, President of the United 
States.

Posing as a liberal and a champion of 
New York as the nation's industrial lead 
er, Nelson's terms were pockmarked with 
some of-the most insidious legislation 
passed in the U.S. in the 20th century.

His tax program offered loopholes to 
the large corporations and a biting sales 
tax felt most accutely by the poor. Brag 
ging that he had cut New York's corporate 
tax share in half he voted against a raise 
in the minimum wage. In the mode of an 
Egyptian Pharoah he ordered the decima 
tion of the homes of 9,000 poor people 
in Albany, New York for the sake of the 
billion dollar Albany Mall, a nightmare of 
marble and modern architecture. His am- " 
bilious building program has created the 
most extensive highway system in the 
US, the New York State Thruway, and his 
most controversial road cost 250 million 
ending at the doormat to his private man 
sion.

And th/n there is Nelson's personal ven 
detta against the drug traffic in New York. 

continued on page 20
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WANTTO
SING 

WITH MY
FRIENDS

THE NEW
PERSUASIONS

ALBUM ON
A&M RECORDS
Special Sole 
Price $4.29

Available at discountf recordso
1235 S. University 668-9866 
300 S. State 665-3679 
Mon-Thurs 10-9 Sat 10-9 
Fri 10-Midnight Sun 12-6

Assassination]

Warren Coi
By Ellen Hoffman

The Warren Commission filled 25,000 
pages with testimony from 552 witnesses, 
but a Gallup Poll shows that 65% of the 
people in this country don't believe its 
verdict.

In this case as in others, a lone assassin 
was blamed for the killing and the possi 
bility of conspiracy ignored. Evidence, and 
logic, which contradicted the official ver 
dict has been ignored, discredited or 
eliminated.

THE CASE AGAINST 
LEE HARVEY OSWALD

The findings of the Warren Commission 
rely totally on Oswald's ability to fire 
three shots in six seconds. The Commission 
concluded this was possible if the bullet 
struck Kennedy in the back, passed 
through the President, hit Texas Governor 
John Connally in the back, went on to 
shatter his wrist, and lodged in his thigh. 
The complex bullet route proved so con 
troversial that several members of the 
Commission hesitated to sign the report. 
They sensed the American public would 
not accept the theory as credible. In fact, 
then Congressman Gerald Ford was in 
strumental in persuading the reluctant 
commissioners that the theory should be 
endorsed.

The most startling evidence against the 
"magic" bullet theory is the six-second 
interval of a home movie taken by Abra 
ham Zapruder. Purchased immediately 
after the assassination by Time-Life, Inc., 
the film has never been released for pri 
vate viewing on the grounds of "horrify 
ing and revolting" the American public. 
A few prints have been obtained, although 
even these have a brief flaw.

(While some frames were reprinted in 
Life and Look magazines in 1963, the 
crucial frames were omitted from the pub 
lic's sight. In fact, as short as two years 
ago, the only copy was in the National 
Archives, for "authorized" researchers 
only.)

The film shows the motorcade round- 
ing a corner, led by the car carrying the 
Kennedys and Connallys. It is momentar 
ily obscured by a traffic sign, and as the 
car emerges. Kennedy's hands move to 
wards his throat, indicating the first shot 
has hit.

Connally begins to turn, and moments 
later, his cheeks bulge as he reacts to the 
shot which hits his respiratory system, 
forcing out his breath. The pause between 
Kennedy's reaction and Connally's indi 
cates two separate bullets were involved, 
not in line with the Warren Commission's 
single bullet finding.

This is followed by a longer pause, 
probably the point where a bystander was 
grazed by a bullet bouncing off the curb, 
and then comes the most dramatic hit. A 
bullet strikes Kennedy's head, throwing 
him violently backward, spraying blood 
and brain matter outward. A rifleman 
located behind the motorcade could not 
have fired a shot causing that reaction, yet 
the Warren Commission maintains all three 
bullets came from Oswald, stationed in 
the Texas Schoolbook Depository Build 
ing behind the car.

Also intriguing in the Zapruder film is 
an umbrella in the corner of the frame, 
which opens at the first shot, then closes 
after Kennedy's head explodes. Other pic 
tures gathered from Dealey Plaza that day 
show a man carrying an umbrella on a 
cloudless day, carefully opening and clos 
ing it as though signalling someone during 
the shooting. While he stands calmly, doing 
the umbrella trick, everyone around him 
scatters for cover. He has never been i- 
dentified, and pleas for him to come for 
ward have proven fruitless.

MISSING BRAIN, 
MISSING AUTOPSY REPORTS

Evidence for a shot coming from the 
front is backed by the doctors at Dallas' 
Parkland Hospital who tried to save Ken 
nedy's life after the shooting. The Park 
land doctors agreed the throat wound 
had come from the front, contrary to 
the Warren Commission. They listed the 
cause of death as "a massive head and 
brain injury from a gunshot wound of the 
left temple," another frontal wound which 
also contradicts the Warren Commission.

But by the time of Kennedy's formal 
autopsy later that day in Bethesda, Md., 
military doctors were supposedly dis 
covering that the President's wounds had 
been inflicted from behind - or at least 
according to their Warren Commission 
testimony.

Five years later Jim Garrison, the New 
Orleans District Attorney who conducted 
a private investigation of the assassina 
tion, managed to bring one possible con 
spirator, Clay Shaw, to trial. During that 
trial, Colonel Pierre Finck, an army path 
ologist conducting the autopsy, admitted 
he had not even examined the bullet track 
through the neck. Asked why he hadn't 
examined the neck wound, which the 
earlier Parkland doctors claimed was an 
entry wound, Finck told the questioner:

"As I recall, I was told not to, but 1 
don't remember by whom."

Finck also admitted the doctors were 
ordered not to discuss the autopsy, but 
could not remember who was in charge. 
Another military doctor, James Hume. 
who was the chief physician at the autop 
sy, told the Warren Commission he burned 
his first draft of the autopsy two days 
after the assassination.

The autopsy reports, X rays and Ken 
nedy's preserved brain were all classified 
secret following the autopsy, and finally 
locked away in the National Archives un 
til the year 2039. These documents, 
which could conclusively prove the bul 
lets' paths, were not even available to 
the Warren Commission. Yet despite the 
contradictions between military and Park 
land doctors, the Commission concluded 
all the bullets struck Kennedy from be 
hind, thus proving the lone assassin guil 
ty.

Dr. Cyril Wecht, a coroner from Pitts 
burgh, was the first Warren Commission 
critic to see the medical evidence in the 
Archives in 1972.

According to Wecht, at least two gun 
men, firing from different positions, had 
to be involved. Wecht also found that key 
evidence, including Kennedy's brain, 
microscopic slides which would indicate 
whether wounds were entry or exit type, 
and Dr. Hume's handwritten autopsy 
notes have all'disappeared. A two-year 
appeal to government officials failed to 
track down the missing material.

THE MAGIC BULLET
The magic bullet purported to have 

passed through Kennedy and Connally 
was discovered lying on a stretcher at 
Parkland Hospital. This bullet, listed as 
Warren Commission Exhibit 399, is the 
only one ballistics tests proved was fired 
from the Manlicher-Carcano rifle at 
tributed to OswalcL The bullet is in near 
perfect condition, with only a single 
fragment missing from the tip. Research 
ers claim that the bullet could not have 
made all the wounds, and may actually 
have been planted on the stretcher by 
Jack Ruby, whom two witnesses claimed 
to have seen at the Dallas hospital. In 
fact, in a test firing similar bullets shot 
into cotton batting were more damaged. 
In another test, a bullet fired into the
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mission Frames Oswald
wrist only of a corpse was crushed to 
half its original size.

Dr. Wecht has discovered two letters 
from J. Edgar Hoover, which were pre 
viously classified. These indicate that 
two "neutron" tests done on the bullets 
and fragments recovered indicate that 
fragments do not come from the same 
bullet when the Warren Commission says

leaving the Depository Building long after 
the Warren Commission had decided Os 
wald must have left.

Witness Richard Randolph Carr said 
he heard four shots and saw a man leave 
the Grassy Knoll in a station wagon. Carr 
told Garrison he was'instructed by the 
FBI to keep his mouth shut. Acquilla 
demons, who witnessed the murder of

Lee Harvey Oswald shakes a fist at reporters inside Dallas Police Headquarters moments after 
being arrested inside a movie theatre. I haven't shot anybody!" he yelled. ^^

The coverup of the Kennedy assassination is not limited to 
the Warren Commission. Ruby, Oswald and over 100 wit 
nesses and researchers have died since 1963 from gunfire, 
karate chops to the neck, hit and run accidents, suicide, cut 
throats and a variety of other causes.

they should. If true, it once again indi 
cates more than one gunman, as Oswald 
could not have fired more than three bul 
lets in the time alloted.

FROM THE WITNESS CHAIR
The majority of witnesses whose testi 

mony appears in the Warren Commission 
claimed the shots came from the Grassy 
Knoll, an area to the side of the motor 
cade. William Norman, who was standing 
on the curb one lane from the Kennedy 
car when the shots were fired, told fed 
eral officers he and his family threw them 
selves to the ground to avoid being hit. 
He said the shots came directly from be 
hind him. Norman was never called to tes- 
 ify before the Warren Commission.

Another witness, Julia Ann Mercer, 
saw a man carrying a long object, which 
could have been a rifle, get out of a truck 
near the grassy knoll about an hour before 
the shooting. She identified the driver of 
the truck as Jack Ruby two days before 
he shot Oswald in the Dallas police sta 
tion. Mercer told Garrison during the 
New Orleans' investigation that her affi 
davit, submitted to the Warren Com 
mission, had been revised without her 
knowledge.

Deputy Sheriff Roger D. Craig also 
found his testimony altered in 14 places. 
He saw a man he identified as Oswald

Officer J.D. Tippit (the Dallas police 
officer supposedly killed by Oswald while 
fleeing from the assassination site), testi 
fied the killer was short and dark. Dallas 
police told her not to tell the Warren 
Commissioner she might be killed.

James R. Worrell was not so lucky. He 
told the Warren Commission he saw a 
man who did not resemble Oswald fleeing 
the Depository immediately after the 
Kennedy slaying. Worrell died in a car 
accident two years later. Warren Rey 
nolds, who chased the Tippit killer for 
two blocks, told the FBI he could not 
positively identify Oswald. He managed 
to survive a bullet wound in the head, and 
later changed his mind about Oswald.

Within three years, eighteen material 
witnesses died   six by gunfire, three in 
motor accidents, two by suicide, one 
from a cut throat, one from a karate 
chop to the neck, three from heart at 
tacks and two from natural causes. The 
London Sunday Times concluded the 
odds of all these people being dead by 
1967 were one hundred thousand trillion 
to one.

EVIDENCE OF A CONSPIRACY
A number of people have given testi 

mony to indicate a conspiracy was be 
hind the Kennedy assassination. For ex 
ample, pictures taken in Dealey Plaza

immediately following the shooting 
showed a man with what appeared to 
be a radio antenna. Later identified as 
Jim Hicks, he told Garrison he had been 
radio coordinator for the assassination. 
Hicks is now being held in an Air Force 
mental institution.

One of the most amazing stories is 
that of Richard Case Nagell, who walked 
into an El Paso bank on November 20, 
1963, shot a hole in the ceiling, and sat 
on the steps waiting to be arrested. 
Nagell claimed at the time he wanted an   
airtight alibi when Kennedy was killed. 
He also said he sent the FBI a registered 
letter warning of a plot. The FBI says it 
never received the letter, but according to 
agency records, interviewed Nagell the 
day before the bank job anyway. Nagell 
reportedly told them he only knew Os 
wald "socially."

Nagell claims to be a CIA agent sent 
to investigate a plot by anti-Castro Cubans 
to kill the President. He found himself 
pulled into the plot, and was selected to 
kill the "patsy" following the assassina 
tion. He got cold feet, and pulled the 
bank shooting, a first offense. Nagell was 
sentenced to ten years, which he has 
spent being shuttled between Leavenworth 
and the federal mental institution in 
Springfield, Illinois.

Early in 1964, Richard Giesbrecht over 
heard two men in a Canadian airport 
restaurant discussing Oswald and an 
assassination plot. When Giesbrecht went 
to call the police, a third man stopped 
him. In speaking with the FBI later about 
the incident, he was told "Forget what 
you heard. It's big." The FBI investigated 
his report, but the results are classified. 
Giesbrecht later indicated one of the men 
was David Ferric, a man Garrison sus 
pected of being one of the major plotters 
behind the assassination conspiracy. 
Ferrie himself died four days after a 
newspaper report that Garrison was in 
vestigating him.

JACK RUBY 
AND THE CONSPIRACY

Jack Ruby also is reported to have told 
of a conspiracy. As early as 1964, Ruby 
told Chief Justice Earl Warren he would 
like to talk, but couldn't as long as he was 
locked in a Texas jail. Warren ignored 
Ruby's request for a transfer to a Wash 
ington jail in exchange for open testi 
mony.

Dr. Warren Teuter, a psychiatrist who 
examined Ruby in 1965 as preparation 
for a new trial, was told by Ruby of a 
conspiracy. Ruby admitted to killing Os 
wald following a call from Fort Worth. 
He suggested the assassination could be 
understood by reading a book by Thomas 
Buchanan, "Who Killed Kennedy?" 
Teuter found Ruby sane except for his 
views on the Kennedy killing. Ruby died 
of cancer in 1966 while awaiting that 
new trial.

Although portrayed as a loyal, patriotic 
American, Ruby owned a sleazy night 
club, and was implicated in gambling, gun- 
running and narcotics. Rose Chermi, 
thrown from a car in Louisiana on No 
vember 20, 1963, reported to attending 
physicians that she was a Ruby employee 
on her way to Florida from a narcotics 
pickup. She claimed a plot was brewing 
to kill Kennedy on his Dallas visit, and 
after the shooting, maintained Oswald 
and Ruby knew each other well. Chermi 
was killed by a hit and run motorist in 
1965.

In fact, the coverup did not end with 
the Warren Commission. Over 100 people 
in some way related to the assassination 
have died since 1963. Most notable was
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NOTICE
Small outstate publisher is

currently buying articles for a
new magazine. Publication date
is planned for fall 1975. Format
will be political and emphasize
freedom. Manuscripts are now
solicited as follows:

1. Must be written at av
erage communication gut
level.
2. Be well referenced.
3. Desired work will deal
with the Declaration of
Independence, the Consti
tution, Bill of Rights, free
enterprise, the concepts
of Dewey, Franklin, Jef
ferson, Pierce and related
subjects.
4. Alignment with hard
democratic liberalism as
opposed to soft undemo
cratic liberalism.
5. Sent with return ad
dressed mailer. All mater
ial will be read and you
will hear from us as soon
as possible.

Reply to:
Phil Johnson & Associates
418 Bearinger Bldg.
Saginaw

All work must be signed.

Also interested in layout & design
artists for magazine work.
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What's NEW on SOUTH U?

GET ALL THE NEWS AS IT HAPPENS

DAILY MONTHLY
N.Y.Times Cosmopolitan
Chicago Tribune Redbook
Detroit Newspapers Hot Rod
Washington Post Esquire
Wall Street Journal Playboy
Miami Herald & Hundreds more

WEEKLY 
U.S.News 
Time Magazine 
Newsweek 
New Yorker 
Sports Illustrated 
Ann Arbor SUN

PLUS
All the bestsellers 
in paperback & 
hardbound Books 
and Magazines on 
every conceivable 
subj. Alphabetical 
by author

SPECIAL ORDERS WELCOME

ANOTHER

COMMUNITY 
NEWSCENTER

Open - 8:30 AM - 11 PM 7 Days a week 
1301 South University 662-6150
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ALL LABEL SALE!
Wednesday, Dectl ONLY

Including jrom MCA

CARIBOU

ELTON 
JOHN

& KIKI DEE

at University Cellar Mon.-Fri. 9-9 
Sat. 10-5 Sun. 12-5

KIKI DEE LOVINC&FREE

MCA

UJin I Lb of Colombian Reefer!
Enter the SUN Pound-of-Colombian Contest now 
and get your chance to win one pound of high- 
grade Colombian smoking marijuana. Just clip and 
send us an official entry blank (send as many as 
you like). On January 3rd names will be random 
ly picked from all entries and, if yours is picked, 
you will win any one of 30 beautiful prizes listed 
at the right.

Accuracy of all contest claims will be certified by 53rd 
District Mich. Representative Perry Bullard. The name of 
the Grand Prize Winner will be kept strictly confidential 
unless we are authorized to do otherwise. Chances of win 
ning are determined by total number of entries. Staff of 
the Ann Arbor SUN and their relatives are not eligible.

Grand Prize
(Aiivonc can win -J 1 LB OF COLOMBIAN 
MARIJUANA
2nd Prize
(4 people win-) 1~ WINTER TERM PASS TO THE 
NEW WORLD FU.M COOP FILM SERIES (free 
admission to over 50 films:- worth $75)
3rd Prize
(10 people win-) 1 HARDBOUND COPY OF 
GUITAR ARMY (Autographed bv John Sinclair) 
AND 1 YEAR OF THE ANN ARBOR SUN
4th Prize
f 15 people win-*) 1 ANN ARBOR SUN T-SHIRT 
(any size) AND ! YEAR OF THE ANN ARBOR. - 
SUN

Free Blues & Jazz !
Subscribe to the SUN now for 4, 6, or 8 months 

and we'll give you free artifacts from the legendary 
Ann Arbor Blues & Jazz Festival including official 
programs from the 1972 and 1974 Festivals and a 
huge (22" x 33") four-color 1973 Festival poster. 

, Subscribe to the SUN for 1 year or more and get 
iyour choice of(l) Herbie Hancock's newest smash 
jazz Ip THRUST or (2) SWEET EARTH FLYING, 
the latest album by jazz saxophonist Marion Brown; 
(3) GUITAR ARMY, the full-color, rock-and-roll- 
and-politics book by John Sinclair; or (4) a beau 
tiful all-cotton red on yellow Ann Arbor SUN 
t-shirt.

Official Entry Hank And Home Delivery Subscription Form

This Entry Blank good for residents of ANN ARBOR AND YPS1LANT1 ONLY 

__I already subscribe. Enter my name in the SUN Pound-of ''ilombian Contest.

_ Enter my name in the SUN Pound-of-Colombian Contest and start my sub 
scription to the SUN.

__ I don't want to subscribe right now, but enter my name in the SUNJ 
of-Colombian Contest anyway.

Name

Address/Street 

City/State __ 

Phone ____

__ Deliver 4 months (16 issues of the SUN and 3 Blues & Jazz Festival souvenirs. 
Cost: $4.00 (254 an issue)

__ Deliver 8 months (32 issues) of the SUN and 3 Blues & Jazz Festival souvenirs. - 
Cost: $7.70 (24tf an issue)

__ Deliver 1 year (48 issues) of the SUN and give me a free book, record, or t- 
shirt. Cost: SI 1.00 (23^ an issue) ;

__ Payment Enclosed __ Bill me later __ Prepaid GIFT subscription (10% off) 

1 st Choice Bonus: 2nd Choice:

J2
.3 ~ 
 2 *

I

Official Entry Blank And Mail Delivery Subscription Form 

This Entry Blank good for people OUTSIDE OF AA AND YPSI ONLY 

__ I already subscribe. Enter my name in the SUN Pound-of-Colombian Contest.

Enter my name in the SUN Pound-of Colombian Contest and start my sub 
scription to the SUN.

_ I don't want to subscribe right now, but enter my name in the SUN Pound- 
of-Colombian Contest anyway.

Name
.

Address/Street

City/State

Phone -~nf-- '_____ ____________I__________________

__ Mail 6 months (24 issues) of the SUN and 3 Blues & Jazz Festival souvenirs 
Cost: $5.50 (23<! an issue)

l-*_ Mail 1 year (48 issues) of the SUN and a free book, record, or t-shirt. Cost: 
« $10.00 (2\i an issue) SAVE $2.00

Mail 2 years (96 issues) of the SUN and a free book, record, or t-shirt. Cost: 
, $ 18.00 (19tf an issue) SAVE $6.00

__j. Payment Enclosed __ Bill me later __ Prepaid GIFT subscription (10% off) 

1st Choice Bonus: _______ 2nd Choice: _______

-j 
X

|
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"UFOV'On 
NBC Airwaves

NBC, the network which will be televis 
ing a one-hour special on "Unidentified 
Flying Objects" next month, states that 
the documentary will not be us dramatic 
as Professor Robert Carr is claiming.

Professor Carr, a former instructor at 
the University of South Florida, has been 
insisting that starting December 15th the 
night of the NBC special-the U.S. govern 
ment and the Pentagon will launch a care 
fully-orchestrated effort to inform the 
world that "flying saucers" do exist and 
that they are piloted by beings from oth 
er planets.

C;irr also claims that the Air Force has 
been secretly hiding the remains of a 
crushed UFO and the dead bodies of its 
12 crew members which he says were re 
covered in 1948.

NBC, however, says that Carr's account 
is far too dramatic. The newtork says it 
will televise a documentary entitled "The 
UFO's" on the night of December 1 5tlv. 
but it adds that although there will be new 
material indicating that "flying saucers" 
might, in fact, exist, there will be nothing 
particularly shocking or dramatic about 
the show.

In other TV news, if you recall that tel 
evised shootout in Los Angeles last May 
when six members of the Symbionese 
Liberation Army were killed in a police 
attack, you might be interested in a new 
ABC television series.

The network reports it will replace 
''Monday Night Football," which ends 
next month, with another police show, 
this one to be entitled "S.W.A.T.T."

"S.W.A.T.T.", of course, stands for 
"Special Weapons And Tactical Teams"  
the elite, para-military police units that 
are used in American cities in urban guer 
illa warfare situations. It was a Los An 
geles "SWAT" unit that wiped out the 
SLA.

ABC's new Monday night line-up will 
consist of "S.W.A.T.", "CAR1BE" (which 
is another police show) and a third police 
series, "The Rookies." -ZODIAC

US Personnel 
In Cambodia

The Washington Post reports that Amer 
ican jets are making daily reconnaissance 
flights over battle.areas in Cambodia, "ap 
parently in violation of the Congressional 
ban on a direct U.S. military role in Cam 
bodia."

According to the Post, approximately 
three sorties a day are carried out by U.S. 
phantom jets assigned to the Udorn Air 
Base in northeast Thailand.

The planes reportedly photograph po 
tential bombing targets, return to the 
base, process the film and then turn it ov 
er to the Cambodian Air Force.

The newspaper says that following raids 
by Cambodian planes, U.S. reconnaissance 
flights return to the urea to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the bombing.

In a related matter, Wisconsin Congress 
man Les Aspin reports that the Air Force 
is paying out an extra S1.8 million a year 
in "combat pay" to American flyers in 
Cambodia. The money is being paid de 
spite the fact that U.S. forces are banned 
by Congress from engaging in combat.

The Pentagon replies to Aspin by saying 
that the flyers are not receiving "combat 
pay"; what they are receiving, said a 
spokesperson, is "hostile flight pay".

-ZODIAC

American Tortured
In Chile

According to Anderson. art teacher 
Amy Conger was arrested on October 11 th 
by Chilean Military Police. He states she 
was "threatened with death, forced to 
ride with breasts bared through the street 
and thrown on a bed and menaced with 
rape."

Anderson adds that the woman was cat 
apulted down a stairs while blindfolded, 
deprived of water, denied sleep and forced 
to stand until she almost collapsed.

All of this, Anderson said, was instigat- 
 ed in an effort to have her sign a false con 
fession. The columnist writes that after 
13 days of this treatment, when she still 
refused to sign the confession. Air Force 
officers told her she was being taken to an 
infamous torture center where prisoners 
were known to have been given electric 
shocks on the most sensitive parts of their 
bodies, stretched on racks and immersed 
in human excrement.

Amy Conger then signed the confession, 
and was finally released to the U.S. State 
Department, Anderson says. Even though 
Chile is currently seeking $85 million in 
additional U.S. aid, the State Department 
has not requested so much as an apology 
over the incident. -ZODIAC

Informed Sources
Victory For Wounded Knee

Stanley Neptune, a full-blooded Penob- 
scot Indian who was tried on charges aris 
ing from the Wounded Knee take-over, 
has been found innocent by a 12-member 
jury. Neptune's acquittal in Lincoln, Ne-

braska, marks the first 
time a Wounded Knee case 
has been decided by a jury.

The Plot Thickens
It was revealed in court out in 

California the other day that the al 
leged wife of Uncle Tim Leary has, un 
til recently, been living with a paid un 
dercover Federal drug informer. Up un 
til a short time ago Joanna had been living 
with Dennis Martino while she worked for 
Leary's release. Martino has admitted in court 
that he is a paid informer for the feds.

Who Gets Fat On Our Food Dollar?
Presently small farms are folding at the 

rate of 2000 per week. In 1935, there 
were 6.8 million farms in the U.S.; by 19- 
69. there were only 2.7 million. Fortune 
maga/.ine predicts that within a few de 
cades, there will be only 100.000 to 200- 
000 small farms. In the meantime, ITT 
owns Smiihfield Ham and Wonder Bread; 
Dow Chemical raises lettuce, poultry and 
fish: and Boeing aircraft turns out pota 
toes and wine. A recent university study 
found that four firms control 80% of the 
canning market; 87'^ of cereal prepara 
tion; and 75 7> of the bread and prepared 
flour market.

'Diego Garcia
U.S. Naval Air & 
Communications Facility

Columnist Jack Anderson reports that a 
31 -year-old American woman was "bru 
tally tortured last month by Chilean Air 
Force officers in an insect ridden prison" 
 yet the U.S. State Department has failed 
to even protest the incident.

7th Fleet Penetrates Persian 
Gulf For "Familiarization"

The movement last month of the air 
craft carrier Constellation into the oil-rich 
Persian Gulf the first such move since 
1948-marks a major new U.S. commit 
ment to military and political action in 
the MiddJe East.

This is not just an in-and-out show of 
the flag. The Constellation, and the two 
missile-carrying destroyers accompanying 
it, bring the Seventh Fleet onto the Mid- 
east scene as a long-fought controversy in 
Washington over the Navy's role in the 
Indian Ocean and all that this implies.

Until now, the U.S. has taken great 
pains to keep a low profile in the Persian 
Gulf. Since early 1972, the U.S. has 
maintained a small naval installation on 
Bahrain, just off-shore from some of the 
richest Saudi oil fields. But the only 
fighting vessels involved were two destoy- 
ers detached from the Atlantic fleet, to a- 
void suspicion that the Seventh Fleet had 
entered the area.

The two destroyers now with the Con 
stellation appear to be replacements for 
the earlier ones. In 1972, several Con 
gressmen objected to the move to Bahrain 
because it had not been submitted to Con 
gress for approval an approval that was 
unlikely in view of the strong feelings ov 
er the Vietnam commitment.

The dispatch of the Constellation comes 
after a spate of reports that top Washing 
ton policy makers are considering moves 
to seize the Mideastern oil fields. Advo 
cates of such action claim to be motivated 
by the continuing oil blackmail practiced 
by the Arabs and the possibility of a new 
Arab oil embargo.

More ominous is the prospect of a fifth 
Arab-Israeli war. The influential magazine 
A viation Week and Space Technology 
stated editorially that the massive flow of 
U.S. arms into Israel could easily spark a 
1975 winter war. Jack Anderson has re 
ported speculation that the Israelis might 
attempt to seize the Kuwait oilfields with 
airlift capabilities furnished by the United 
States.

A new war, or a new round of big oil 
price hikes, could provoke any sort of 
U.S. action to be sure. But the real mean 
ing of sending the Constellation into the 
Persian Gulf is that-even if the present 
crisis should subside -the U.S. has made a 
military and political commitment to this 
part of the world. The U.S. government 
made a similar move in 1964, when the 
U.S. Navy set up Yankee station in the 
Gulf of Tonkin off the coast of North Vi
etnam.

-Pacific News Service

Not Only That ... But

According to Iowa Senator Dick Clark, , 
South Vietnam will receive 2/3 of all U.S. 
fertili/.er shipments abroad. This year, ac 
cording to Clark, S. Vietnam received 
twice as much American fertilizer as the 
rest of the world combined. But don't 
forget, during the past decade the U.S. 
dropped more than 6 million pounds of 
''Agent Orange," one of the most potent 
plant-killing chemicals ever developed, on 
South Vietnam.

Prison News Shorts
In Indiana 11 former prison inmates re 

cently won.a suit against prison guards 
who fired at them during a peaceful sit-in 
protest. Jn 1969 at the Indiana State re 
formatory 208 prisoners turned in a list 
of 10 demands and then staged a sit-in. 
To break up the protest, guards loaded 
their shotguns and fired directly into the 
men. Two were killed and 46 wounded. 
Monetary damages to be collected by the 
plaintiffs will be determined later, but the 
Court has ruled that the individual guards 
must pay damages and not the state of 
Indiana.

Out in Wichita, Kansas a jury voted un 
animously last week to acquit Armando 
Miramon, the jast of the "Leavenworth 
Brothers" to face trial on charges of kid 
napping and assault stemming from a pri 
son rebellion at the Federal Pen in Leav 
enworth last year. Of the original 7 Bro 
thers indicted for the up-rising, two Chi- 
canos have been acquited. one white bro 
ther was mysteriously found hung in his 
cell, and four black brothers have been 
convicted of rioting and conspiracy char 
ges. They are appealing the conviction.

In pre-trial hearings for two native-A 
merican Attica Brothers, Judge Gilbert 
King acceded to the sovereign rights of 
Native Americans and allowed them to re 
main seated when he entered the court, 
he also conceded the Brothers their con 
stitutional right of speaking on their own 
behalf and to cross examine witnesses. 
Things don't look good for the defense of 
the Attica Brothers financially, they need 
some help fast, send donations to Attica 
Brothers Legal Defense, 147 Franklin St., 
Buffalo, New York - 14202.

ITT Busted In Belgium
The ITT corporation is in the middle of 

another major international scandal-this 
one in Belgium.

Prosecutors in Brussels-calling the scan 
dal "an ocean of corruption"-have placed 
the president of Bell Telephone under of 
ficial investigation for suspected payoffs 
to government officials. Bell Telephone 
in Belgium is a wholly-owned subsidiary 
of ITT.

At the center of the investigation is 
Frank Pepermans, who not only is the 
president of Bell, but also sits on the 20- 
member board of directors of ITT Eur 
ope.

To make matters worse for ITT, Brus- 
sels-where the potential scandal is brew 
ing-is the European headquarters of ITT 
operations. -ZODIAC
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KILL.
PLEASANT ODOR   NO STAIN

Head, body, "crab" lice 
and eggs killed with one 
shampoo. At drug stores 

without 
prescription.

MOO
PYRINATE

Stained Glass - Custom Glasswork 
Leaded Terrariums - Repair Work 
English, French and German Hand- 
Blown Glass - Opalescent Glass, 
Copper Foil, Lead, everything you 
need to make Tiffany-style lamps 
and windows in glass - even Les 
sons!

3381/2 State St. upstairs

(across from Diag) (313) 994-4659

Open JO-6 daily except Sunday

with the Support of 
ART WORLDS and the 

MICHIGAN COUNCIL for the ARTS
PRESENTS

THEATRE
and

Dflnce
every Friday& Saturday evening at

9 o'clock 
  at  ̂>/KT WORLDS

213' 2 South/VIAIN K
668-6244 or 668-6222

6&7 TheGelman/Palidofsky 
Dance Theatre

13&14 CALIGAN Merge 

Admission $1.50

SUGAR SHUCK:
How much sugar do you eat? Not 

much? A teaspoon in your coffee? A 
candy bar now and then? When you bake 
brownies? Well, think again. If you are an 
average American, you eat an astounding 
120 pounds of sugar per year, every year 
of your life, or over two pounds per week 
for a total of 20% of your total caloric in 
take. One-fifth of the food we eat is sugar!

Sugar is everywhere. Just gaze in won 
der at the labels of the not-necessarily- 
sweet manufactured foods on your shelves. 
Ingredients are listed in descending order 
according to percentage composition. In 
salad dressings, canned soups, baby food, 

'even peanut butter sugar appears as the 
second or third ingredient, not to men 
tion its overwhelming presence in manu 
factured snack foods, candy, cake and 
soft drinks where it appears as the first 
ingredient.

Soft drinks are an enlightening exam 
ple of the sugar take-over of our national 
diet. Coca-cola as a product is less than 
100 years old. It was developed by Con 
federate veteran John S. Pemberton in 
Atlanta in 1886. Today, Coke is far and 
away the most heavily advertised product 
in manufacturing history. Among the 
earth's majority of non-English speaking 
peoples, "coca-cola" is often one of the 
few English words they know. And one 
visible, if questionable, sign of detente 
with the Soviet Union is that Pepsi is now 
all the rage in Russia. Consumption of 
soft drinks topped 400 8-ounce servings 
per capita, or two glasses per day for 
every man, woman, and child in the 
country! In terms of actual sugar con 
sumption, this statistic means that the 
average American swallows almost an 
ounce of sugar per day from soft drinks 
alone! Soft drink consumption surpassed 
coffee and tea ages ago. In the past few 
years, soft drinks have shot past milk, 
and believe it or not, forward looking 
soft drink manufacturers have their sights 
set on overtaking water, a feat they hope 
to accomplish within the next decade, by 
1184 . . . The soft drink assault on water

has capitalized on the contamination of 
our environmental water supply by assert 
ing that soft drinks are a good source of 
"pure" water, factory scrubbed and 
packaged in sanitized, sterilized cans and 
bottles. Of course, not everyone drinks 
his/her two cokes per day. The fact that 
some people drink below the national 
average means that other people drink 
above it - some far above it. One study 
found young boys guzzling up to 8 bot 
tles per day. That's 3!4 ounces of sugar a 
day from soft drinks alone!

These figures become even more biz 
arre when one considers two fundamental 
facts about sugar's role in nourishing the 
human body: first there is absolutely no 
physiological need for any sugar whatso 
ever, and second, if what is now known 
and suspected about the physical conse 
quences of sugar consumption were re 
vealed about any newly developed food 
additive, that substance would be banned 
promptly - which is exactly what hap 
pened to cyclamate artificial sweeteners.

Sugar is one of the more recent addi 
tions to humankind's diet. It is estimated 
that agricultural food production is in the 
area of 10,000 years old. Sugar, on the 
other hand, was introduced in the late 
Middle Ages, a mere 400 years ago, as 
several European nations became imper 
ialist powers. However, sugar's availabili 
ty remained extremely limited for another 
250 years, until the majority of the planet's 
tropically dwelling peoples were subju 
gated by the white, plantation-owning 
powers of Europe and North America. 
Furthermore, while black slaves were 
brought to Virginia to work the cotton 
fields, they were originally abducted to 
the West Indies to cut and plant sugar 
cane. As late as the 1700's, home sugar 
boxes were secured with lock and key. 
We think the price of sugar is outrageous 
ly exorbitant today when compared with 
last year, or month, or week; but it's still 
a mere one one-hundredth of what it was 
when Columbus sailed.

Sugar is a prime commodity of imper

ialism. As is the case with bananas and 
coffee in Central America, or rubber in 
southern Asia, huge tracts of the best 
agricultural lands are seized by the W-.-s- 
tern powers and secured with the coopera 
tion of local police forces generously 
supplied with Western weapons. The 
indigenous people are forced to scratch 
whatever living they can out of poorer 
soil, or work as field hands on the plan 
tations for miserable pay.

Since sugar constitues one-fifth of our 
.food supply, it has long been an important 
thread in the fabric of U.S. imperialism. 
Before Castro, the U.S. bought the major 
ity of its sugar from neighboring Cuba, 
whose corrupt ruler, Batista, we whole 
heartedly supported. When the U.S. placed 
an embargo on all Cuban goods in the 
early 1960's, in retaliation for Castro's 
confiscation of land occupied by U.S. 
sugar company cane plantations, among 
other reasons, Uncle Sam turned to its 
more cooperative Third World allies, like 
the Philipines, for this vital crop. The 
Philipines is a notorious police state, 
whose autocratic President Marcos.recent 
ly engineered the passage of a new Consti 
tution, which makes him a virtual dictator, 
and gives him the authority to continue 
slaughtering secessionist Moslem Phili- 
pinos who oppose his regime, and who are 
waging guerilla war on some of the south 
ern Philipine islands.

Probably the most blatant example of 
sugar imperialism occurred in 1965, when 
President Lyndon Johnson sent the 
Marines to the Dominican Republic to 
prevent the election of a so-called com 
munist President. Here are the facts: at 
the time of the invasion, the U.S. Ambas 
sador to the Organization of American 
States was Ellsworth Bunker Jr.   also a 
Board member of the National Sugar Re 
fining Co., which depended on privileged 
access to Dominican sugar lands. The 
family of Johnson's roving Ambassador 
Averell Harriman owns a private invest 
ment house. Brown Brothers Harriman, 
which owned 10% of National Sugar.

Peopled Bicenten

MOLLY PITCHER GIVING THE TORIES A TASTh OI- REVOLUTIONARY JUSTICE.

By Ellen Hoffman

America's Birthday: A Planning and 
Activity Guide for Citizens ' Participation 
During the Bicentennial Yean. People's 
Bicentennial Commission, Simon and 
Schuster, cloth: 58.95, paperback:

"Last week, we got a propaganda analy 
sis that was done, we believe, by the ClA. 
It's being sent for S7 around the country. 
It's a 35 page analysis ofus, saying this is 
the most sophisticated propaganda cam 
paign ever conceived by the American left. 
It has the potential of making a revolution 
in middle America within thirty-six 
months if it's left unencumbered," said 
Jeremy Rifkin, chairperson of the People's 
Bicentennial Commission (PBC) white 
speaking in Ann Arbor last month.

The tools being used to stir up a move 
ment by the People's Bicentennial are 
the grand drama of the American Revolu 
tion. As the country's 200th birthday ap 
proaches in 1976, PBC is using such peo 
ple as Thomas Paine, Abigail Adams and 
Thomas Jefferson to convince middle A- 
merieans that this country was not set up '

he Return of RADCXNG
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The Sweet Taste Of Profits
Johnson's close friend and personal confi 
dant, Supreme Court Justice Abe Fortas, 
and Johnson's advisor, Adolf Berle Jr., 
have sat since 1946 on the Board of 
Sucrest Co., which depended on Dominican 
molasses, a sugar cane by-product. Further 
more, then-Ambassador to the Dominican 
Republic, Joseph Farland was on the 
Board of South Puerto Rico Sugar Co., 
which owned 275.000 acres of the best 
sugar cane plantation land on the island, 
and paid Dominican workers about SI.00 
per day wages. The supposed communist, 
whom the State Department predicted 
would win hands down in a free election, 
the election which the intervention 
quashed, was in fact a leftist populist who 
had promised to nationalize sugar company 
plantations and redistribute the land to 
impoverished Dominicans.

Sugar prices are skyrocketing today be 
cause world demand has outrun supply 
due to poor sugar cane and sugar beet har 
vests the past few years. Meanwhile, sugar 
company profits have soared, some as 
much as several hundred percent. This 
year sugar companies' profits will look 
like the profits of the oil companies last 
year.

The largest increases in demand for 
sugar have come from the Third World. As 
Africa, Asia, and Latin America have be 
come further urbanized and increasingly 
penetrated by "foods" like Coca-cola, 
Hershey bars, and Hostess Twinkies, com 
plete with multi-media advertising cam 
paigns, consumption of sugar has in 
creased tremendously among peoples 
who previously were not sugar eaters. 
From 1938 to 1958, world milk produc 
tion increased 309?. meat and food grains 
5(y/(, but sugar production leaped 1009'.

Before World War II. Italians ate an 
average of under 20 pounds of sugar per 
year per capita. By 1970. their consump 
tion had more than tripled, to over 60 
pounds, and it's still rising. Among Canad 
ian Eskimos, the increase in sugar con 
sumption is more dramatic: in one area it 

_rose from 26 pounds to a staggering 104

Art by 
Chris Frayne

One fifth of the food we eat is sugar! From 1938 to 1958, world milk production 
increased 30%, meat and food grains 50%, but sugar production leaped 100%. This 
is amazing, especially considering that there is no physiological need for any sugar.

pounds in the 8 years from 1959 to 1967. 
The Zulus of South Africa eat ten times 
more sugar now than they did 20 years 
ago. Many Third World peoples have nutri 
tionally deficient diets to begin with. 
Sugar not only contributes nothing to 
the body's continual need for nourish 
ment, it actually replaces other necessary 
foods. If over time your diet changes 
from a low sugar diet to one where sugar 
accounts for 20" of your caloric intake, 
you will receive 20" less protein, vita 
mins, mineals. etc. than you did former 
ly. Studies have borne this out. The most 
revealing statistics in this area are those 
that demonstrate that between 1955 and 
1965 there was a 109? increase in the num 
ber of American families whose nutrient

content fell below the recommended lev 
els. Food costs rose 169? during this 
period, but average income rose 239r. so 
it is unlikely that the nutritional quality 
of the American diet fell due to economic 
hardship. A doctor for the U.S. Depart 
ment of Agriculture stated, "Surveys show 
that (the blame for) the worsening of diets 
lies in the choices being made - increased 
consumption of soft drinks and decreased 
consumption of milk; more snacks, less 
fruits and vegetables." It is chilling to 
note that when the foregoing statistics 
were compiled, the US was an economical 
ly prosperous nation, and that income 
rose faster than food prices. This is not 
the case any more, and there is every 
reason to believe that the quality of the

American diet will continue to deterior 
ate, significantly because of the continu 
ing sugar take-over.

Sugar's extensive impact on the body 
has-only lately begun to emerge in re 
search. The evidence linking it to tooth 
decay is irrefutable. Sugar has also been 
linked to obesity, chronic indigestion, 
rectal cancer, heart disease and diabetes. 
Sugar's effects on the body will be ex 
plored in Part II of this series, two SUNs 
from now. Part II will also include a com 
parative discussion concerning the rela 
tive merits of white sugar, brown sugar, 
and honey; and tips on how to cut down 
on sugar intake. So stay tuned.

-Free People's Clinic

nial Stirring Up 2nd Revolution
to be controlled by big corporations 
(which the left has been saying all along).

"I think we can learn a lot from going 
back to our roots, especially now because 
the conditions in 1975 are so uncannily 
parallel to 1775. In 1775, there was a to 
tal loss of faith in the government, the 
people were angry about the wealthy and 
hierarchical aristocrats, inflation, riots, sky 
rocketing prices," said Rifkin. "George 
Washington said they should hang the 
worst monopolizers in each state by gib 
bets ten times as high as Hamman's."

In America's Birthday, written by mem 
bers of the PBC, an outline is set up to 
give direction to people trying to organ 
ize around the Bicentennial. Using exam 
ples from the first American revolution, 
the book is filled with suggestions for or 
ganizing around issues like taxes or the 
basic freedoms of the Bill of Rights. Peo 
ple can organize in schools, businesses, 
churches or communities using the pro-

iects in Birthday-
J rthile talking about the American revo 
lutionary tradition, the book also deals 
with the perversion of that tradition 
which corporate America is planning to 
perpetrate on the public over the next few

years. Official^ plans for the Bicentennial 
will try to sell the American public on 
plastic red. white and blue Liberty Bells. 
This 200th birthday will be used as a gol 
den opportunity to pass tons of junk off 
on the consumer in the name of the Rev 
olution. In fact, ads are already appear 
ing, like one with four patriots sitting a- 
round a table with the caption, "If the 
Declaration of Independence had been 
written with a Facit typewriter, we might 
have become a country in 1775 instead 
of 1776."

America's Birthday is a guide for getting 
away from the corporate take-over of the 
American heritage. In one section of the 
book, it compares the official celebration 
of the Boston Tea Party last year in which 
thousands of dollars were spent to recre 
ate the original scene, with the alternative 
PBC-sponsored Boston Oil Party. Instead 
of simply replaying the past, the PBC 
took an issue with current implications. 
They put together a rally to talk about oil 
company monopolies and profits. As the 
original Boston Tea Party was a protest 
against corporate prices and practices, so 
was the PBC celebration of it.

Many of the strategies set up in Birth

day are familiar to people already active 
in the Ann Arbor community. Some of 
the plans are already in use, but most have 
not got a mass-based backing. The book 
can be useful even to experienced organi 
zers by helping to reevaluate priorities, 
and also inspire new or alternative methods.

For example, the book deals with organ 
izing in schools. Among the suggestions 
are using the basics of the Declaration of 
Independence for fighting the school ad 
ministration. It proposes forcing a con 
frontation over the Bill of Rights provi 
sions for freedom of press, speech and as 
sembly. Most students are not even aware 
that various Supreme Court rulings based 
on the Bill of Rights have given privileges 
to students which most schools are still 
denying.

America's Birthday does not seem like a 
revolutionary proposal on the face of it. 
Most of its plans are only first steps in 
overthrowing existing institutions. What 
the book does effectively is remind peo 
ple who feel powerless that means exist 
for taking control over institutions affect 
ing them. While avoiding the rhetoric of 
the "new left." Birthday is full of the 
same ideas most radicals are promoting,

but in simple, straightforward language 
that non-radicals can understand. Instead 
of using Mao or Marx to urge change, the 
whole tradition of the PBC is to take A- 
merica's own past, so gloried by the "pat 
riotic," and present it as a revolutionary 
ideal to be continued.

"Revolutionary movements develop 
when people begin to raise their own ex 
pectations of what the promise of their 
society should be. It is time to expect the 
fulfillment of the promise set forth two 
hundred years ago in our own Declaration 
of Independence. It is time to assert our 
rights against those Tories, like Nixon, 
who would commercialize, trivialize and 
vandalize that promise. In 1976. we, the 
American people, will celebrate the two- 
hundredth anniversary of the signing of 
the Declaration of Independence. It must 
be our goal in the next years of struggle to 
recapture our promise and to build a new 
society worthy of our legacy."

America's Birthday deserves a look. Be 
tween the colonial graphics and the spicy, 
revolutionary anecdotes are some ideas 
of value to any organizer. Through it all 
is a reminder of our right to control our 
own society.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14
WITH THE MOJO BOOGIE BAND
MICHIGAN UNION BALLROOM

SHOW STARTS AT 8 pm
$3 Donation at the door

Sponsored by the Friends Of The Ann Arbor SUN
neRetunofRADOKNG!
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ISetition
SINCE OTHER CAUSES HAVE BEEN PROMOTED AND 
SUCCESSFULLY LEGISLATED IN THIS MANNER WE 
FEEL WE WOULD LIKE TO SOLICIT SIGNATURES TO:

THE YEARS OF WAR ARE OVER.
It's time to work together to boost the economy.
This is more than a slogan or a button for your lapel. Honest to goodness QUALITY MERCHANDISE AT THE LOWEST
POSSIBLE PRICES!
Below are only a handful of money-saving coupons. Sign your name, strengthen the cause and pass the petition on to any
friends that may be interested in saving some money on this merchandise or any electronic equipment.
AN HONEST EFFORT TO CONTROL'lNFLATION, BEGINNING TODAY AND WITH...(please sign at the "X" and cir
culate"

ALL SALE MERCHANDISE NEED NOT BE PURCHASED WITH
COUPONS. PLEASE MENTION THIS ADVERTISEMENT AT
TIME OF PURCHASE. We reserve the right to limit quantities -
all items subject to prior sale.

r-'DUAL 1225V
AUTOMATIC 

TURNTABLE PACKAGE

ONLY $129.97

~S PIONEER SEL 201 V^ 

LIGHTWEIGHT

HEADPHONES
ONLY $14.95

.X SENNHEISER HD-414 V. 
OPEN-AIR

HEADPHONES
ONLY $39.97

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 

SR-50 SCIENTIFIC

SLIDE RULE 
ONLY $127.97

WATT'S DISC 
PREENER 

$2.98
r

ONLY

J SHURE V-15-III V^

SUPER TRACK DELUX MAGNETIC

PHONO CARTRIDGE

ONLY $59.97

DUST
RECORD CLEANER 

ONLY $4.98

V C

DYNAMIC STEREO ^

HEADPHONES
ONLY $4.88

V———

' GARRARDZERO92 >

WOOD BASE. COVER 
SHUREM91ED

ONLY $142.97 y r

SONY STR- 6036
AM-FM 

STEREO RECEIVER

ONLY $149.97

HI-TRACK MAGNETIC 

PHONO CARTRIDGE

$13.77

EMPIRE 66EX 

PHONO CARTRIDGE

FAMOUS MAKE 12" 

BLACK & WHITE TV

ONLY

ONLY $5.97-VL

  ' SCOTCH HI-ENERGY 

CASSETTE TAPE

60MIN. $1.98

90MIN.

TDK DC-60
60MIN. LOW NOISE

CASSETTE TAPE

\
$2.98-r

$2.99

r'PANASONICS
AM-FM BATTERY or PLUG-IN 

PORTABLE RADIO

$22.88ONLY

^x-

  LIVONIA ^BIRMINGHAM 
33760 Plymouth Rd. 377 Hamilton

 DETROIT 
I326 Broadway

 KALAMAZOO 
214 N. Rose St.

 TRENTON 
3460 West Road

  ANN ARBOR 
3430 Wash tenaw

 STERLING HEIGHTS 
34208 Van Dyke

r

  FARMINGTON »OAK PARK 
29400 Orchard Lk. Rd. 10721 W. 10 Mile Rd.
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SP€CIAL SUPPL€M€NT TO TH€ ANN ARDOR SUN

GUID€ TO -Fl €QU1PM€NT

On the next pages the SUN has put together information designed to help you get the 
most out of any Xmas Hi-Fi equipment you may be buying. We're tried to make these 
articles useful and consumer-oriented.

...In which careful instructions are presented to help you get the most for 
your money and steer through the rip-offs. Page 3 '

d Unsortsno the? Gri?ot Quod
...Or how to tell your basic QS from your basic CD-4, how those two compe 
titive quad systems function, what they offer and how to go about buying 
one. Pages 4 - 5

Wi
...The most prevelant problem with hi-fi systems. 
This article gives practical suggestions for telling 
your connections to hiss off. Page 4 - 5

our equipment Page7
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fubdlb ction Of 4
visir 

Pecordbnd

Seals & Crofts

ATLANTIC

All Quodrodiscs G Topes 
At Special Prices!

Recordland Located In Briarwood Shopf)ing Center
Bette Midler

HOURS: , nrif*
9:30-9:30 Mon-Sat 662-6030 

12-5 Sunday

WHERE IS THE ONLY STORE
WHERE YOU GET

e moneyback guarantee (satisfaction) not

e one year full trade   in value on speakers 

vv e very friendly service
V

vx e free hook* up

THIS 
SPECIAL:

Sherwood Stereo vv
Receiver S-7100A x

*Cerwin Vega Speaker 
System 24

^Garrard- Auto Changer

complete with cartridge & dustcoverVvv   guaranteed LOWEST
vv price on system

sehaakX ONLY AT
V

RECEIVER $23995 ^^
SPEAKERS ' 129.95 eachvv
TURNTABLE 96-00 X^

$594.85 _______________ 

NOW $39900 IN BRIARWOOD MALL 

OFFER ENDS SATURDAY DECEMBER 14. ANN ARBOR
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ACONSUMERS GUIDE TO
Hi-fi equipment is mostly a matter of 

taste, and if that weren't enough, potential 
buyers have to run the gamut of hype, high- 
pressure salesmanship and, sometimes, out 
right fraud. Worse, most buyers of hi-fi gear 
can't defend themselves against any of these 
things and come to the cash register meek 
ly. If you aren't careful, you can walk out 
of a hi-fi store with components in one 
hand and bloody chunks of your ego in the 
other. The trick is to be a smart customer.

Buying a hi-fi system takes patience; 
understanding that will save you some grief 
and maybe a lot of money. Because taste 
changes with experience, practically nobody 
is satisfied with his or her first hi-fi system 
and goes on to improve it. However, if you 
try to cultivate your taste in audio   what 
ever it may be - before buying anything 
but records, you probably won't become 
dissatisfied so early; you'll also stand a bet 
ter chance of getting a good system the 
first time around.

After some concert tickets, your first 
purchase should be records. Buy several of 
the sort of music you enjoy and are most 
familiar with. These records are going to 
be useful beyond their musical worth   
they are the "test equipment" with which 
you'll pick a phonograph, amplifier and 
speakers.

Don't buy "demonstration records" or 
"sonic spectaculars." These are usually 
worthless, so stick to decently recorded 
performances of works you enjoy.

Next, listen to your records on your 
friends' systems to get a feel for the sort of 
sound you can get in the home. Don't be 
shocked if the same components sound dif 
ferent in a hi-fi store -- everything does, 
and besides, that's not where you'll be mak 
ing your final decision, so don't sweat it.

After you have narrowed down your 
friends' systems to the one or two you like 
best, note the brands of the components in 
each. While you won't limit your choice to 
these brands, such a list will give you some 
reference points in what can be a confusing 
array of available brands.

Simultaneously, read up on components 
in the major hi-fi magazines. Again, this is 
mostly to familiarize yourself with the 
manufacturers. Make note of those that get 
good equipment reviews. While you can trust 
these reviews only as a general guide to 
what's decent, you will find that some 
brands consistently fare better than others. 
Take these brands seriously in your selec 
tion process.

Why all this fuss about brands? It's 
simple. Retailers stock and sell (hard) what 
are called "house brands" (especially speak 
ers). With rare exception, house-brand 
speakers are dogs in disguise, built so cheap 
ly that they can appear to be discounted 
tremendously. Putting house brands on 
your equipment list enables a retailer to 
quote what seems to be a very low price. 
He is, in fact, making a pile.

After you have some feel for what a

STEREO SURVIW

decent system sounds like /// the home and 
after you have figured out which brands 
are least likely to disappoint you. put some 
records under your arm and start touring 
the hi-fi salons, listening to your records 
and their equipment.

Your first trips around, however, are not 
so much to select equipment but evaluate 
the stores. You can learn a lot just standing 
in a corner.

On most audiophiles' lists, hi-fi salesmen 
rank somewhere below politicans and 
Mafiosi in terms of honesty. This is not to 
say honest ones do not exist, but you must 
look for them.

As you are leaning in your corner, watch 
how the various salesmen treat customers. 
Some are so abusive that you wonder how 
they make a sale   they get away with 
bullying, baiting, brand switching and out

right cons only with customers too timid 
to stand up or too naive to know better.

I watched one poor guy get called 
everything from "asshole" on when he at 
tempted to buy an AR speaker system. 
(Not the highest profit for stores, since ARs 
are discounted considerably.) The salesman 
hounded him until he bought a unit with 
lots more profit for the salesman and lots 
less performance for the user.

The moral is that if you are going to 
take shit, you will be forced to pay for it, 
in terms of either cash up front or dissatis 
faction later. And bullshit is the most ex 
pensive and most widely available on deal 
ers' shelves. This is why you develop some 
taste and get your feet on the ground ear 
ly   so you can't be bullied. This is why 
you do a "recon" of the localemporia   so 
you can see who is shoveling snow at cus

tomers and where you can take your busi 
ness.

So, you have picked out some records, 
gotten a good feel for what hi-fi sounds 
like at home, picked the brands you are 
most interested in and rejected some of 
the stores in town.

Now you can set a price on the system 
you want. You do this using "Mitchell's 
Law," after the "Shop Talk" Mitchell. Fix 
a sum   say $500   as your spending 
limit. Now allocate 20 percent of this for 
the record player and cartridge, 50 percent 
for the electronics and 30 percent for the 
speakers. You can't go far wrong if you fol 
low these figures to within five percent or 
so.

Note that these refer to list prices and 
that discounts run from 12 to more than 25 
percent at many stores, so your S500 is 
really the equivalent of about S600. Use 
the higher figure when drawing up your 
equipment lists.

You can save by buying used equipment 
or by buying from mail-order discount 
houses. As smiling audiophiles in Washing 
ton are wont to say, there is no fair trade 
policy in D.C. You can save by buying from 
the D.C. discounters.

What you can't do is gripe effectively, 
if you get either a poor component or poor 
service. If every component worked beauti 
fully when it came out of the box, there'd 
be little need for the local hi-fi salons, since 
the mass-sales hi-fi salon exists less as a 
place to audition and select equipment than 
as a place to which one returns inoperative 
hardware. This stuff breaks down a lot. of 
ten apparently in the box on the way home 
from the store, making it necessary for 
you to have somebody local who can redress 
grievances.

For the same reason, it's often smart to 
select equipment made, one, by New Eng 
land firms, and two, by American firms. 
If you zap a tweeter on a local make of 
speakers, you are far better off getting it 
fixed here than if the unit came from the 
West Coast, Japan or Equope. This isn't 
regional chauvinism or a pitch for the so- 
called "Cambridge sound," it's a survival 
ploy. With a few exceptions, local firms 
are honest in their advertising and customer 
relations. Happily, their products sound 
good too. "

When should you buy? First, buy only 
when you have found a store you can trust. 
Second, buy onlv if that store will let you 
audition each purchase at home with no 
strings attached. Third, buy only on Friday 
night or Saturday.

The rule about trustworthy retailers is 
of obvious value and the reason for scout 
ing the stores in the first place.

The auditioning rule is no less important. 
To say that hi-fi equipment sounds differ 
ent in a home from in a store is like saying 
death is fatal. If the store refuses this right, 
refuse to buy.

continued on page 7
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What is the deal with quadrophonic sound? Is it just a 
gimmick being pushed to sell more products, or is there 
really an advantage to four channel separation? What a- 
bout the battle between Matrix and Discrete? In looking 
into these and other questions, the SUN discovered that 
much confusion abounds about quad. With X-mas Hi-Fi 
buying in full swing, we commissioned an electronics en 
gineer to shed some light on the subject.

A real good place to start with quad is about 35 years ago 
or when the Japanese became an issue in WW11. The Japan 
ese had a curious device capable of scrambling radio signals 
in such a manner that only some one with a special receiver 
could unscramble the transmitted messages. If we replace 
the terms scramble and unscramble with the new terms en 
code and decode we have the same machine present today 
in the 1 )rm of a matrix quad system.

The war ended and we forgot about the matrix system, 
but some wise guy decided one channel was not enough for 
our hi-fi systems. Everybody thought stereo was, bluntly, 
dumb! Without thinking we tried to throw legs in the path 
of development with such questions as, "'How are you going 
to broadcast stereo? How are you going to get a reasonable 
amount of playing time on a record and TWO channels? 
Where am I going to get the money for a second amplifier, 
another speaker and who wants to buy my mono tape recor 
der?" I'm sure any of you could answer all of these ques 
tions now. At least you could answer with "It's obviously 
better!" If you are under 50 you might not still hold a 
grudge against the wise guy who decided two channels are 
better than one.

The same wise guy was definitely smart enough not to try 
the same trick twice. So we have a new wise guy who's try 
ing to tell us that four channels are better than two. And 
we have a whole new batch of legs to toss in the way, re 
placing the word stereo with the new word ... quad in each 
of the above questions. Quad is better, but only if you're 
willing or able to afford it.

ORIGINS OF QUAD

As far as the recording industry is concerned four channel 
has always been around as well as 8 and 16 channel. Thank 
God they're not trying to press that on us! The industry 

'has been using all those channels and more to make the 
types of STEREO records we're used to. What they do is 
attach a microphone or a cable to anything in the studio 
that moves and record it. The fun part conies when the en 
gineer (butcher) comes along and decides which and how 
much of all those channels are going to be heard on your 
sound system. With all due respect to the recording engin-

What is the best way to put 
four channel information on 
two walls of a record groove? 
Currently the Discrete (RCA) 
and Matrix (CBS, Sansui) sys 
tems are battling it out for 
mass acceptance._______

eers this process requires a terrific amount of skill. A good 
engineer can make a poor group sound better and a good 
group sound worse. To the engineer two channel or four 
channel doesn't make that much difference. Actually, four 
channel gives the engineer more room in which to work with 
more imagination. The problem comes in trying to put four 
channels of information into the two sided groove of the 
record. Obviously, the left and right channels of stereo go 
on the left and right walls of the groove. What is the best 
way to put four channel information on two walls of a rec 
ord groove?
  In 1969 the first four channel systems were introduced to 
the public. Basically, these systems derived four channel 
sound by enhancing existing stereo records. This meant 
that the rear channel music was only very slightly different 
from the front music. What the public wanted was music 
that sounded as different front to rear as it did left to right, 
hence, front to rear separation.

The industry was forced to give us a dramatic increase in 
front to rear separation in order to continue to gain accept 
ance with four channel. This didn't pose too much of a pro 
problem if you were willing to invest in a four channel 8 
track or reel to reel tape deck as well as two more speakers 
and two more amplifiers. Prerecorded 8-track tapes are ex 
pensive and prerecorded reel to reel's are even more so. 
And to the real^sound buff (audiophile), these tapes were 
usually not very good sounding for various reasons. The 
best way to get four channel sound, then, is through records.

That also poses the best question; how do you get four 
channels onto two walls. With tapes you simply narrow 
down the existing two channels and add two more.

MATRIX EMERGES

The Japanese being as conservative as they are, brilliantly 
remembered a discarded'piece of equipment which they im 
mediately dusted off and dragged into their neat little lab 
oratory. They had to drag it because it weighed about three 
hundred pounds and was about three feet tall. This was 
their original WWII secret code box. Remember the device 
capable of scrambling radio messages. The only trouble was 
they had to make their secret code box the size of a secret 
code ring. Of course this was no real problem either since 
they fully realized the advantages of some new devices cal 
led transistors and integrated circuits. They had other tech 
nical innovations, such as OCL'and PI 1 1C and even FET's. 
These are the technical jargon of secret code ring and wrist 
TV manufacturers. Anyway they managed to get the four 
channel music scrambled onto the record and a descrambler 
into your four channel amplifier. This was the first matrix 
decoder. They called it that because no one wants to listen 
to scrambled records through their descrambler, but every 
one wants to listen to their encoded records through their 
matrix decoder. Definitively, a matrix is an ordered array 
of numbers. In this case the front and rear channel info is 
orderly arrayed onto the disc by the encoder and when the 
decoder hears this it puts it back into its four channel form 
and transmits that tp each of the separate speakers

' ENTER "DISCRETE"

Somebody decided that matrix quad was not good enough 
and that another system was far superior to the matrix sys 
tem. RCA and a Japanese company got together and decid 
ed to call themselves the Japanese Victor Corp. or JVC. 
They say the matrix system is less than effective because 
the decoder doesn't know the difference between a four and 
a four (that's not a misprint) i.e. a 3 plus 1 four is different 
from a 2 plus 2 four and even a 1 plus 3 four.

Let me give you a picture of what these numbers indicate. 
Let's say in this case the four indicates a four piece band, 
i.e. keyboard, drums, lead guitar, bass guitar. Let's say the 
engineer wants a 2 + 2 format in the rear channels. This 
could be the two guitars on one side and the keyboard and 
drums on the other side, thus 2 + 2. Half-way through the 
song, the engineer may decide to leave the keyboard man 
by himself on one side and bring in the other three on the 
other channel, hence 1 + 3. Then he decides to switch 
them or do a reverse. Now we have a 3 + 1. What 
the matrix does is give a combination of all these 
additions of four which means that you can't 
get the desired perfect separation.

JVC says that modulation is better 
than encoding. Modulation means 
that they put an inaudible sound 
at the bottom of the groove as 
well as the total four channel

If at first you don't succeed, quad, quad again.

and rear channels. In simplified form it tells each of the 
fours on the walls of the groove exactly what kind of four it 
is, i.e. a 3 + 1 four or a 2 + 2 four or a 1 + 3 four. This gives 
a very obvious improved front to rear 
separation and distinction and 
was therefore termed 
discrete quad.

should on the walls of the 
groove. What that inaud 
ible sound at the bot 
tom of the groove 
does is carry the 
difference of 
the front

Michael Driscoll, from The Boston Phoenix

Let's go through it once more and make sure you under 
stand this exactly. You're a matrix decoder and fhe music 
you receive behaves like the number four. Immediately your 

decoder has to determine what numbers 
added together make four and 

which of those numbers 
front or

Glenn Gould
might hum along with Bach, but your 

hi-fi system shouldn't get away with it. 
Still, the chances are a little better than 50-50 

that your system hums more than it should, despite 
the fact that hum is as easy to cure as any hi-fi ill. And 

spending a couple of bucks (at most) and maybe an hour of 
your time will do more to improve the sound of your hi-fi system 

than anything short of a hot new amp or pre-amp.
Why care about hum if you can barely hear it? Simply because 

even a little hum not only places an added load on your system's ability 
to reproduce music but also mixes with low frequencies, causing muddy bass. 

Remove hum and bass notes will gain a new clarity and a well-defined, spacious 
texture.

Ultimately, hum arises from the fact that almost all hi-fi equipment is pow 
ered from the AC line. In each component there is a power supply which converts 

AC to varoius direct-current (DC) voltages needed to run the device. This power supply 
be designed to work very well (and expensively) or to operate in a so-so fashion that 

will allow the manufacturer to sell his product at a higher profit. Given the choice of gor 
geous performance or a couple of cents profit, the average hi-fi manfuacturer will take the 

money and run; the business isn't known for charity.
In addition to cutting corners on the power supply, many manufacturers are just careless 

and do things such as route the leads from the phonograph past the him-inducing fields of the 
power transformer. They know what they are doing; hum is well understood 
and there are lots of reasons for it but few excuses.

Fortunately, there are some things you can do at home on a rainy day that 
will minimize your system's hum. First, the obvious things.

Space out components. Since the phonograph cartridge will pick up 
hum from the magnetic field around the transformer in your components, 

put some distance between it and them. A few inches often make a differ 
ence, since the strength of a magnetic field (and therefore the amount of 

hum it can induce) drops as the square of the distance from its source. Obviously, 
long phono cables are not necessarily bad.
Keep power and signal lines separate. It may be neater to bundle these together as 

they run between components, but it greatly increases induced hum and noise.

circuited phono plugs look like one end
of a phono cable without the cable. They are
for sale at most local hi-fi stores and are one of the
few bargains in the business.

Shorting plugs are inserted in unused pre-amp or receiver 
imputs to cut noise and they work. For proof you can hear 
disconnect your present phone cables, switch to this imput and 
listen to it with and without shorting plugs in the jacks. Sometimes, 
shorting plugs in open phono jacks will even cut hum on other inputs .

Shorting plugs are especially useful in systems with several low-level »r 
inputs  forexample, a system with two phono inputs or an additional mi 
crophone or tape-head input. If your system has more than one low-level in - 
put, short any that aren't in use.

Ground the turntable to your pre-amp. If you have jost put your system together 
and the phono does nothing but buzz, you haven't followed directions. Run a ground 
wire of heavy lamp cord between your turntable's motor board and your pre-amp. If 
you have already done this and you still have too much hum, look for a better spot on the 
turntable assembly to connect to the ground.

Do this by connecting one end of the lamp cord to your pre-amp or receiver and then by 
touching various places on the motor board. Do this while the system is on, and, if necessary, 
with the bass and volume up (but be careful-not too high). You'll find the connection point 
that gives the least hum easy to spot.

Ground your whole system. If your home has honest three wire electrical outlets or 
hand cold-water (not gas) pipes, by all means run another heavy wire from your pre- 
amp or receiver to ground. There is one spot within your system that will give the 
most hum reduction; find it by connecting one end of the ground wire to the water 
pipe or screw holding the outlet cover on, and then touching the unconnected 
wire end to various components and to various spo'3 on each one. Usually, the 
pre-amp will be the best connection point.

Even if a system ground doesn't cut hum and in rare cases it won't you owe 
it to your body to reduce any potential shock hazard. Ground your system anyway.

If you have done all this, you should have a lot less hum than you started with. There's 
now one final trick that will cut hum to the minimum your system can produce, and it 
may be the simplest step of all flip your wall plugs.

continued on page 7

rear speakers: You decode, 3 in front and 1 in back; or, 2 
in front and 2 in back; or, 1 in front and 3 in back. You 
can see you have a one in three chance of getting it exactly 
right. You don't have enough information here to tell you 
which of the music is supposed to be in the front or the 
rear. What this means is that quite a bit of the music that's 
supposed to be in one part of the room will end up in a dif 
ferent part. If you're standing in the middle of a quad sys 
tem a given instrument will sound primarily in one corner, 
but quite a bit of that instrument will bleed through to the 
rest of the room and cause somewhat of a sense of misdir 
ection. To a lot of us this wouldn't make much difference, 
and actually a little bleeding is necessary to give a feeling of 
presence. Too much bleeding is confusing.

Now you're a discrete demodulator and you're given the 
musical information in the form of a four again. This time, 
however, the walls of the groove of the record say four, but 
the bottom of the groove, i.e., the modulated portion says 
1. That means 1 is in front; what's in back? You're de 
modulator thinks 4 minus 1 equals 3. Aha! Three's in back. 
Now the modulated portion says 2. No sweat, 2 in front 
and 2 in back. The modulated portion says 3. You know 
now that 3 goes in front and 1 goes in back. You've elimi 
nated the 1 in 3 possibility of getting it right. Now each in 
strument comes from wherever it's supposed to with the 
correct amount of bleeding. Armed with this information 
you know more than 90%) of the audio salespeople know a- 
bout quad. Try it. Go to any audio store and ask a sales 
person what the difference is between discrete discs and ma 
trix discs. You'll never have had so much fun in your life.

WHICH SYSTEM IS BETTER?

You're next question is, "What's all the confusion about?" 
From what i've just told you, it's obvious that discrete is the 
best way to go. This would be true if descrete didn't devel 
op some problems of its own. First, the modulation used 
up more record space and your LP became an SP. Then 
they found out some of the higher frequency notes didn't 
come through too well. Also you were told you had to buy 
a new more expensive needle that would be capable of that 
ultra high frequency modulation. Then the discrete demod 
ulator had to be tuned to whatever needle you bought. Fi 
nally after you had everything all set up and you were read- 
y to listen to some fine discrete quad sounds, you found 
that records had a tremendous degree of quality. Some re 
cords would put the piano in one corner, place the bass in 
another, the horns in another, and the tympani in the last 
corner. Great! But other records would get maybe two or 

three corners right but the remaining corners would go 
fzz spsst zap pop etc. No one wants to listen to a 

recording of Rice Krispies backed up with a pia 
no and horn section.

The originators of matrix decoding 
made everyone aware of this and 

claimed superiority. Discrete de 
modulator manufacturers came 

out with improved demodula 
tors and cheaper needles.

RCA held up their end 
with improved records. 

Decoder manufactur 
ers decided they 

had a fight on 
their hands and 

came out with 
improved de 
coders claim 

ing bet-

The chances are a little bit better than 50-50 that your system hums more 
than it should, despite the fact that hum is easy to cure. Spending a couple 
of bucks (at most) and maybe an hour of your time will do more to improve 
your system's sound than anything short of a hot new amp or pre-amp.

ter separation. Everyone had their own ideas and between 
1971 and 1974 the consumer was bombarded with SQ, QS, i 
Vario Matirx, Regular Matirx, SQ logic, SQ full logic and | 
Vari Matrix from the decoder manufacturers and CD-4, 
Quadra-disc and Discrete from the demodulator manufac 
turers. To make things worse compact manufacturers came $ 
up with quatra-sound, quadra-play, quadaptors and other 
quad sounding paraphernalia that has no more to do with 
true quad than Evel Knievel jumping a canyon on a motor 
cycle. No wonder we were all confused!

DISCRETE/MATRIX 1974

The manufacturers seem to be getting it together. Most 
quad units can now be purchased with both a demodulator 
and a decoder built-in that work. Decoded FM is quickly 
becoming available also. Detroit was one of the last metro 
politan areas to introduce FM matrix quad. Soon there may 
be a discrete FM quad method of broadcasting. (There is 
some controversy concerning the quality of quad broadcast 
ing on two Detroit stations in particular. Look to a future 
SUN for a report on the various claims being made.) The 
question now if you want to go quad is-what equipment to 
buy. If you're looking into the possibility of a sound sys 
tem you will first have to determine how much you can 
spend. This is when you will decide if you can afford a 
quad system. A reasonable one can be had starting around 
S500. If you need to spend less than that, I would consider 
a good stereo system capable of being adapted to quad as 
your interests increase in the future. Good stereo is better 
than cheap quad.

When you do find yourself in the quad category, be very 
careful in your selection. Some good name-brands to look 
into are: Technichs; Sansui; Pioneer; Harman Kardon. All 
these brands have both matrix and discrete quad built right 
into the unit. Technics is a good unit to look into if you're 
hovering right around the $500 mark. If you're looking a 
little higher the other three brands offer exceptionally good 
value. The Pioneer QX-949, for example, is an extremely 
well accepted unit. However, that receiver combined with 
speakers and a turntable will bump you over the SI000 
mark. What you can do with this unit is set it up as a ster 
eo system with only two speakers and have enjoyable sound 
until you're able to purchase two more speakers. At that 
time you would simply flip a switch on the back of the 
QX-949 and away you go with a whole new quad system. 
The same goes for the Harman Kardon and the Sansui units. 
You may think there's no difference so why worry what 
kind of unit you get. The trick here is to shop the shop. 
Find a dealer that you trust and stick with him or her. Tell

Through quad's early devel- 
opment a variety of systems 
were introduced and then a- 
bandoned, leaving the consu- ' 
mer holding the bag. Now it 
appears the manufacturers 
are getting it together . . .

the salesperson what you want to do and how much you 
want to spend. Make sure your dealer has a good return 
policy and they're willing to help you even after you've giv 
en them your money. A good policy is to get the dealer to 
come out and hook up your unit for you. That way if there 
are any problems they can be solved for you on the spot. 
Unless you're an expert in electronics, no one knows more 
about the individual components and how they hook up 
than your dealer. You won't be surprised at how agreeable 
a salesperson is before you hand over your rnoeny; so get 
the store to agree to deliver the equipment and hook it up 
for you before you pass the bread. This will not only aid 
you initially, but in the future the salesperson will be total 
ly familiar with your system and will know exactly what 
when you give the store a call concerning a problem.

So now you have some idea of just what quad is about. If 
you don't dwell too much on the small stuff you won't be 
confused. Make sure that you understand exactly what 
you're getting into and double check with your salesperson 
on the details. If you have any doubts concerning quad or 
any of the aspects have the store supply it in writing.

If you have any questions at all concerning quad or any 
aspect of sound equipment, write a letter to the SUN. 
Give us a tough question or one that everyone seems to have 
and maybe we'll print it with an answer .

Thanks for your time.
-Lou Severino
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Announcing the first album from
DARK HORSE RECORDS

Splinter is Bill Elliott and Bob Purvis.
And their first album is nine original songs about drinking all

day, a gravy train, life in somebody's city, a China light,
a girl named Elly May, and the place they love.

SPLINTER "THE PLACE I LOVE"

Produced by George Hanison Distributed by A&M Records, Inc.

ONIY ONE ARTIST IN THE WORLD PERFORMED AT THE
THREE MOST SIGNIFICANT MUSIC EVENTS

OF ALL TIME; MONTEREY POI> WOODSTOCK,
AND THE CONCERT FOR BANGLA DESH.

DARK HORSE RECORDS is PROUD 
TO PRESENT HIS NEW MUSIC.

"SHANKAR FAMILY 3* FRIENDS"
  ISP2202I

Produced by George Hanison Distributed by A&M Records, Inc.

Special Ptlce $4.29 I<WEEKONLY

Available at
discountf recordso

1 235 S. University 668-9866 
300 S. State 665-3679

Mon-Thurs 10-9 Sat 10-9 
Fri 10-Midnight Sun 12-6
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Tips On Equipment Set-Up 
And Record Care

If you've just bought a stereo or quad 
unit, you may need this advice.

The first point about setting up your 
system is to read the instructions. This 
may sound completely self-evident, but 
more equipment malfunctions can be 
traced to skipping the instructions supplied 
with a complex hifi than most other causes. 
Don't plug the unit in until everything is 
digested and then wired up.

Phase your speakers. This overly-mysti 
fied word means simply to insure that 
your positive and negative amplifier and 
speaker terminals are properly linked, i.e. 
positive to positive and negative to nega 
tive. Improperly phased speakers result in 
alternately (as opposed to simultaneously) 
moving woofers, giving mushy bass res 
ponse. You can locate the positive termi 
nal by either a plus sign or red dot on or 
near the contact point. Most wires are 
colored to aid in your identification of 
where to connect leads. Some aren't though, 
and instead have a ribbed insulator, i.e., 
one of the insulators has a raised rib which 
can be felt better than it can be seen.

Also when wiring, it can't be over-em 
phasized that you should make sure wires 
are touching only one terminal, and not 
spreading over to other parts of the chas 
sis besides the designated spot. Otherwise 
you may find a blown-up amplifier after 
you turn it on.

Final suggestions for set-up are to save 
all packaging, as many stores won't accept

returns of defective items without the ori 
ginal cardboard. Also, check your armweight 
and anti-skating turntable devices accord 
ing to the instructions, as these can unnec- 
cessarily shorten the life of your records, 
which are too expensive to be treated cas 
ually any longer.

Speaking of expensive records with a 
$6.98 list and $5.50 average sale price, 
you'll want to take good care of them in 
every possible way. Dust-covers have a 
purpose, despite their frequent lack of 
use. Throw away the plastic that comes 
with a record as it can contribute to warp 
ing.

There are several different record main 
tenance kits on the market, as it's called, 
and some are indeed better than others, 
even though they may look the same. 
Watts makes the most comprehensive re 
cord maintenance kit in the world, we 
have found. If you have already spent a 
few hundred dollars on your system al 
ready, it will be worth your while to spend 
a bit more to keep your records in near- 
perfect acoustical condition. The Watts 
kit includes everything you need to re 
move deep down dust, dirt and static 
charge from the grooves. A $25.00 price 
may seem high but it lasts a long time. If 
you can't come up with that much you 
should at least have a Watts Preener for 
around $6. This cylindrical shaped felt 
cleaner has a moisture wick inside to keep 
dust and static low.

Consumer 
Guide

continued from page 3

Buying on Friday or Saturday gives you 
a weekend in which to try out your pur 
chase and gives the store less time to cash 
your check. If you find out that your pur 
chase is unsatisfactory, you have time to 
get back Monday morning and demand 
your money back. If your salesman won't 
give it up, you still have time to stop pay 
ment on your check. The honorable stores 
will put your check in an envelope and let 
you take the stuff home for a week. The 
less-than-honest stores will tell you that 
that's what they are doing, and as soon as 
you are over the horizon, do a quick fade 
to the local bank. When you come back 
with a stiff in your hands, you get the "I'm 
helpless/it was -i mistake/the bookkeeper

made me do it" routine - at best a long 
wait for your dollars, and at worst a credit 
memo. Refuse credit memos!

A credit memo is not legal tender; no 
body will honor it except the store which 
has dropped it on you   and you really 
don't want to buy anything at a store that 
does.

As a corollary, buy on credit when you 
can, with a check, if you must. Use cash as 
a last resort. Make it as hard for yourself 
to be ripped off as possible;

If all this sounds like a lot of effort, then 
perhaps you are ready to be sheared any 
way. Those who are paranoid enough to v 
see the reason behind this advice are the 
survivor types, and for them, some last 
words to live by: remember that you aren't 
only buying music, you're parting with 
your bread. Part with it dearly.

-Stan Perlmutter 

Reprinted from the Boston Phoenix

uac co-op
concert
presen

Dec. 14, Crisler Arena 8pm
with ROSS Reserve seats $5.50

Available at UM Union, 11 -5:30 daily. Huckleberry 
Party Store Ypsi, and all Hudson stores. Info. 763-4553.

Silencing Hum
continued from page 5

Because eactT component has its own 
power supply, and because these supplies 
interact with each other, it is possible to 
plug units in so that hum in one compon 
ent cancels hum from another.

Make hum as obvious as possible during 
this maneuver by turning up the bass and 
volume controls. If you have a receiver 
complete with tuner, try shorting its in 
puts and listening to it at full volume on 
its phono input. Ditto for a separate pow 
er amplifier: short its inputs and listen to 
it at maximum louclness. Now, quickly 
turn off the equipment, reverse the line 
cord in its socket and raise the volume a-

gain. There's a 50-50 chance that there 
will be less hum in the new position. If 
that's the case, get a piece of tape or some 
paint and mark the plug so you know 
which way works best. Obviously, if hum 
increases, put the plug back the way it 
was.

Do the same as you connect other com 
ponents to the system-phonograph, tun 
er, tape deck, etc. There's one wall plug 
orientation for each component that will 
yield the least system hum. and it just 
takes a flip of the wrist to find it.

If you have done all this, you can now 
sit back and listen to the music and that's 
the way it should be. 
-Stan Perlmutter . by permission of 

The Boston Phoenix

1O% off on 

ALL HEAD ITEMS
Very Complete Selection

RECORDS
at the lowest prices in town! 

S6.98 albums are $4.75

The Best in current LPs 
and many tasty oldies

10am to 10pm Mon-Sat 
1 2 noon to 6pm Sun. 
Also we have a cutout bin 
and overstock selection
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RECEIVER
SALE i

Get Any Of These 3 Premium
Receivers For HALF-PRICE
When Purchased With Any

Pair of Speaker Systems
And Changer Below!

PIONEER SX-424 Receiver 
Save $99.97!

PRO JECT/one Receiver 
50% OFF! Save $114.97!

Introducing the Mark I Stereo 
FM/AM Receiver Remarkable 
performance plus sensational 
features and versatility! Low- 
distortion, wide-response stereo 
amplifier. High-performance AM/ 
FM section has ceramic filters for 
unbeatable selectivity Ultra-low 
2 jiV FM sensitivity Center-tune 
meter Outputs for main and re 
mote speaker systems Automatic 
speaker protection circuitry 
Lighted function indicators A 
phenomenal value 1

Dollar-for-dollar and feature-for- 
feature one of the best buys on 
the hi-fi scene today! Ample clean 
power plus an outstanding stereo 
FM/AM tuner section. Super- 
versatile Drives two pairs of 
speaker systems! Input connec 
tions tor turntable, tape deck and 
auxiliary source! Perfect choice 
for music lovers on a budget!

FISHER 290 Receiver 
Save $134.97!

If you've been looking for a medium-priced Stereo 
FM/AM Receiver with ultra-sophisticated performance 
and features, consider this extraordinary Fisher unit' 
Plenty of power with less than 1% harmonic and 
IM distortion Provisions for record changer, tape deck 
and up to 2 pairs of speaker systems! A four-star value'

Four Superb Speaker System Values
Mighty 6" Three-Way

One of our most popular speaker systems 
delivers rich, well-defined bass and smooth.

clear treble response. Acoustic 
suspension design Perfectly 
matched to any of the above 
receivers'

EPI90
Super

System
Acoustically identical

to top-rated EPI
Model 100'One of
the most accurate

and transparent
systems available'

A best buy'

9589
BIG Venturi F-4 

10" 3-Way System
Super-efficient system with 100-watt 

powerhandlmg capacity Unique enclosure 
design extends bass response to 25Hz' 

Built-in loudness compensation 
Unsurpassed for rock 
music reproduction'

Wide-Range 
10" 3-Way

Top-performing 
compact bookshelf 

speaker system. Solid 
bass response and 

pure, clear highs. 
Ultra-listenabie! 

Outperforms much 
more expensive units'

9599

PlQMbQCk
the electronic

Three Outstanding Turntable Values

BSR2310/X Changer Package
For precision record-handling at a budget 
price, you can't beat this great BSR.unit! 
Comes complete with base, dust cover 
and stereo cartridge! Cueing/pause con 
trol. Heavy-duty motor for constant speed 
operation Low rumble, wow and flutter. 
An inflation fighting value'

Garrard quality and reliability! Plus 
loads of deluxe features' Anti-skating 
control. Exclusive Synchro-Lab Motor 
Low-mass aluminum tonearm. Cueing/ 
pause control. Includes base and 
Empire 66E/X Cartridge.

BIG 960 Semi-Auto 
Turntable
One of the finest and most ad 
vanced turntables on the market! 
May be programmed to repeat a 
record up to 6 times before shut 
ting itself off! Auto arm return 
Belt drive! Very sophisticated arm 
design. Ultra-low rumble, wow 
and flutter Includes base and 
Shure M91E Cartridge

Located in 
Westgate Shopping Center

2555 JACKSON RD., ANN ARBOR
AT THE CORNER OF MAPLE RD. 665-6161
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"My life was made much better by knowing 
him. He was one of the greatest people I 'vc 
ever known, as a man, a friend, and a 
musician. " -John Coltrane

If Eric Dolphy was alive today he would 
be 46, six years younger than Charles Min- 
gus and two younger than Miles Davis. Like 
them he would find his old music re-dis 
covered and his new eagerly consumed by 
a whole new generation of jazz listeners. In 
time someone would come along and write 
down his life story so that we, like Coltrane, 
might come to know Eric Dolphy the man 
as well as the musician. But Eric Dolphy 
died ten years ago leaving only a few re 
cordings, the eulogies of fellow musicians, 
and a jazz community that has only recent 
ly begun to realize the depth of his achieve 
ment.

Dolphy was born June 20, 1928 in Los 
Angeles, California. Picking up clarinet at- 
age 8 and alto sax at 15, he played in the 
school band and studied harmony. The 
time outside school was spent listening to 
all the jazz he could get his hands on   
Duke Ellington, Coleman Hawkins, the two 
Bennys (Goodman and Carter), Count 
Basie, and especially Charlie Parker ("the 
Bird was it!"). Determined to become a 
consummate musician, Dolphy, after grad 
uating, continued his harmonic studies with 
Lloyd Reece.

He soon found work in various clubs 
jamming with such L.A. 'regulars' as George 
Brown, Gerald Wikon, Eddy Beal, and Bud 
dy Collette. From 1958 to 1959 he toured 
with the Chico Hamilton quintet, a starting 
point for many innovative young players. 
In 1960 he moved to New York and joined 
the Charles Mingus quartet with Ted Cur- 
son and drummer Danny Richmond. The 
following year Dolphy fronted his own 
quintet at the Five Spot with Booker Lit 
tle, a young trumpet player who at the 
time seemed most likely to fill the hole 
left by Clifford Brown. This near-perfect 
combination, however, lasted only two 
weeks, terminated by Little's tragic death.

By this time Dolphy was beginning to 
build a fair sized reputation for himself, 
winning the 1961 Downbeat 'New Star' 
award for alto sax, flute, and miscellaneous 
instruments. He began to associate with 
many of the 'new jazz' players like John 
Coltrane and Ornette Coleman with whom 
he recorded a historic double quartet album 
for Atlantic. Meanwhile, he formed various 
small groups of his own with the likes of 
Freddie Hubbard, Jaki Byard, Richard 
Davis, and Elvin Jones, recording until 
1964 on the FM, Prestige, and Blue Note 
labels. But just when Dolphy was in de

mand as both leader and sideman, he and 
several others were singled out as targets 
in a wave or reactionary jazz criticism. 
John Tyman of Downbeat (which carried 
considerably more clout in 1963 than to 
day) accused him of being "anti-jazz". 
John Coltrane remembered, "as sweet as 
this cat was (Dolphy not Tyman), it hurt 
me to see him get hurt irrthis thing." When 
the chance to tour Europe with Mingus 
came in 1964, Dolphy took it saying, "I 
can get more work there playing my own 
music, and if you try to do anything dif 
ferent in this country people put you down 
for it."

What was Dolphy's "own music"? As 
mentioned earlier most critics state that he 
came from a Charlie Parker tradition which 
is about as meaningful as saying some play 
wright came from a William Shakespeare 
tradition. Granted, much of Dolphy's alto 
work bore a 'Parkerish' rhythmic stamp 
but his arpeggiation was like Coltrane's 
and his harmonic sense owed a great deal 
to Art Tatum to whom he constantly lis 
tened. When asked what his musical influ 
ences were, Dolphy would often somewhat 
cryptically reply, New Orleans marching 
bands, the sound of birds, and Indian ragas.

created this impression; 
but as he emphasized, 
"Every note I play has some 
reference to the chords of the 
piece ... I just hear other resolu 
tions in the basic harmonic pattern." 

Dolphy's most striking feature was 
not his technical facility but his 
sound. From the very start he played 
with a distinctive, full sound that 
spoke of a maturity beyond his years. 
Listening to his recordings one gets the 
impression, as with Miles Davis or Son 
ny Rollins, that everything he played, 
be it a frenzie I chase chorus with 
himself or one simple note, was 
played exactly as he wanted it. 
His bass clarinet and alto sax 
work creates this impression 
more strongly than his flute 
playing which was in gener 
al less adventurous. Of his 
bass clarinet Don Heckman 
said, "In Dolphy's hands the 
bass clarinet was never an awk 
ward instrument, it possessed, in 
stead, a serpentine aliveness that 
coiled with vitality." Contrasting 
screamlike glissandos, crisp articulation

Eric Dolphy died ten years ago leaving only 
a few recordings, the eulogies of fellow 
musicians, and a jazz community that has 
only recently begun to realize the depth of 
his achievement.

Listening to his music though, it all makes 
sense. His coloristic reed playing was ex 
ecuted with the same good-natured abandon 
characteristic of earlier clarinet players in 
bands like "Johnny Detroit and his New 
Orleans Jazz Orchestra". As for birds, 
Dolphy once told Leonard Feather, "I can 
remember when the birds used to whistle 
along with me back home in California, 
and I'd drop whatever I was doing and 
play along with them. Sure it's deliberate; 
I've always liked birds and I like to sound 
like them." The horizontal orientation of 
Indian classical music appealed to Dolphy's 
strong melodic sense and from it he bor 
rowed the ideas of extended thematic 
development and intervals smaller than a 
half step. It seems curious that critics 
should have singled out Dolphy as^being 
"non-melodic" and "leaving die changes." 
Perhaps his frequent use of rapid register 
shifts obscured the melodic flow and

bursts of smeared notes, and lyric passages, 
he found in his reeds a second voice, "I 
try to get the instrument to more or less 
speak." It is ironic that much of what was 
put down as "anti-jazz" in Dolphy's play 
ing was actually a return to the very roots 
of jazz when men like King Oliver and 
Louis Armstrong made their horns 'talk'. 
Charles Mingus understood what the 
critics could not, "He (Dolphy) had a big 
sound ... inside that sound was a great 
capacity to talk about the most basic 
feelings... We used to actually talk in our 
playing. He knew that level of language 
which very few musicians get down to."

Dolphy was totally dedicated to his 
music. Several months before the reaction 
ary furor and his subsequent exile he told 
Martin Williams, "It is really wonderful to 
feel I can make my living as a musician now 
because I never wanted to do anything 
else." He remained in Europe after the

Mingus tour where he was recorded in con 
cert with a Dutch and Scandinavian 
rhythm section. On June 29, 1964 Eric 
Dolphy died from diabetes or a possible 
heart attack, and the album was posthum 
ously titled Last Date.

Discograpliy

The following three albums present a good cross -
section ot Eric Dolphy's brief career:
Eric Dolphy Prestige 24008

This double album is a twot'er reissue of "Out 
ward Bound" with 1-reddie Hubbard and 
"Out There" with Ron Carter.

The Great Concert of E.D. Prestige 34002 
A three record set recorded live at the Five 
Spot during the two weeks when Dolphy 
played with Booker Little.

Out to Lunch Blue Note 84163
Recorded shortly before Dolphy's death, this 
album shows the direction in which he was 
headed - unique to say the least.

Additional Albums - This is only a partial list 
ing. Check the Schwann catalog for a complete 
one.

Copenhagen Concert Prestige 24027 
Far Cry w/Booker Little Prestige S-7747 
Greatness of... Trip 5012 
Iron Man Douglas Z-30873 
Last Date Limestone 86103

A book entitled Eric Dolphy by V. Simosko and 
B. Tepperman has just been published by the 
Smithsonian Institution.

-Brad Smith

621 E. WILLIAM ST. ANN ARBOR

24 HOUR 
HELP LINE

COUNSELING   DRUG EDUCATION 

JOIN US
CALL US ANYTIME IF YOU HAVE 
PROBLEMS OR QUESTIONS OR IF 
YOU THINK YOU WOULD LIKE TO 

BECOME A VOLUNTEER.

761-HELP

LAAARl
Unscramble This Plant Name and

/sAother Earth's Creations
Will Sell You One 

This Week at
1 CO/ 
U *>

(Or 10% on any other plant)

POTTERY

621 CHURCH STREET ANN ARBOR, 994-6O5O
MON. 12 TO 6 • TUES. THRU SAT. 1O TO 6

IMPORTED WEAViNGS • PLANT CAREMACRAME

REGISTER NOW
for

ART WORLDS
Winter Program

Classes beginning 
week of Jan.13

Schedule Available 

Phone 668-6244 or 668-6222
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TAPE
RECORDER
SPECIALISTS

AUTHORIZED WARRANTY 
& REPAIR STATION

"THE FULLY-EQUIPPED 
AUDIO LABORATORY"

• ADVENT • AKAI
• ALTEC • AMPEX
• AP • AUDIOVOX
• AUTOMATIC- 

RADIO
• BELL & HOWELL
• B & O • BOGEN
• BOZAK
• BROTHER
• BSR • CLARION
• CONCORD
• CONNOISSEUR
• CRAIG • CROWN
• DOKORDER
• DUAL • DYNACO
• ELAC
• ELECTROPHONIC
• ELECTROVOICE
• EMPIRE
• FERROGRAPH
• FISHER
• GARRARD
• GLENBURN
• GRUNDIG
• HARMON- 

KARDON
• HITACHI
• IMPRO
• JANSZEN • JBL
• JULIETTE • JVC
• KENWOOD
• KCH • LENCO
• LLOYDS
• MAGNACORD
• MARANTZ
• MASTERWORK
• MAYFAIR
• MclNTOSH
• MGA • MIDLAND
• MIKIDA • MORSE
• MUNTZ
• NAKAMICHI
• NIKKO
• NORELCO
• ONKYO

• PANASONIC
• P.E.
• PERPETUUM- 

EBNER
• PHILIPS • PILOT
• PIONEER • QRK
• RABCO • SHURE

• SONY
SUPERSCOPE

• SOUNDESION
• SYLVANIA
• TANDBERG
• TEAC
• TECHNICS

••••• ••••••••'*e S" •
13 o fcsofcfc

MC Adams Digital Audio Analyzer Sys 
tem Model 2000A and Phase Lock Wow 
and Flutter Analyzer Model 1000.

REALISTIC 
REALTONE 
REVERE • REVOX 
SAE • SANSUI 
SANYO 
SCAN-DYNA 
SCHAUB-CORENZ 
SCOTT • SHARP 
SHERWOOD

THORENS 
TOSHIBA 
TRANSCRIPTER 
VHER
VIKING • V-M 
WALLENSAK 
WEBCOR 
WINTHROP 
YAMAHA

CONSUMER AND PROFESSIONAL MODELS 
WE DO CUSTOM MODIFICATIONS

Complete Audio Repair

AMPLIFIERS • RECEIVERS • TAPE RECORDERS 
• TURNTABLES

"ALL MAKES & MODELS"

663-4152
AUDIO SERVICE BUILDING

216 E. WASHINGTON ST. 
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN

Ladies, Gentlemen, Boys and Girls

211 *§. State St.
the shopping center with a heart presents

SUPERj> S
a living, breathing example of the Christmas Spirit

SatDec.7 Sun Dec. 15 & 22

featuring 
Qift

dashing ̂
Christmas time hours 

• Dec. 9 - Dec. 23 1 Oam-9pm 
Sundays 1 2-5pm

Get Frocked • Great American Cover-Up -The Bead Bag • The Pot Shop
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Gladys Knight
Gladys Knight and the Pips, "/ l-'cel A 
Song, "BuddahBDS5612

siv.
if Like the single flower growing in the 
"desert on the covet of her new album, 
Gladys Knight continues to blossom in 
the midst of what can get to be a pretty 
arid scene. Her astounding talent is all 
the more evident since her departure 
from Motown   she is a diamond but 
they treated her like glass   and 1 think 
few would disagree with me that, along 
with Aretha Franklin and Esther Phillips, 
she is perhaps the pre-eminent R&B 
vocalist today.

On "1 Feel A Song," the emphasis is 
on ballads. She gives a couple of Jim 
"Midnight Train To Georgia" Weather- 
ly's tunes better treatment than they de 
serve and manages to make "The Way 
We Were" slightly more palatable than did 
Barbra Streisand despite the schmaltz 
Gladys lards onto the introduction of this
live cut.

There are, however, three tunes fine, 
fast and funky and they make it all worth 
while for this dancer. The title cut is 
Gladys as hot as she gets, dealing with the 
same theme the Manhattans scored with 
last year in "Doin' Fine Without You''. 
She teams up with Bill Withers on his 
tune "Better You Go Your Way" which 
features some tasty anonymous guitar 
frills. And "Don't Burn Down The Bridge" 
cooks solid straight through.

Incidentally, the Pips are in fine voice 
throughout, making flashy good use, as 
us.ua!, of each brief opportunity to 
punctuate Gladys' impassioned declama 
tions, and the sound quality throughout 
is very high. Gladys' special talent is to 
make you feel the high song in your heart 
and she does that here more often than
not. -Bill Adler

Linda Ronstadt
Linda Ronstadt, "Heart Like A Wheel". 
Capitol ST-II358

When Linda Ronstadt left Capitol 
Records to sign with Asylum (to be with 
her friends Jackson Browne and the Eagles) 
she still owed Capitol one more album of 
new material. This disc "Heart Like a 

: Wheel" fulfills her obligation. 
' Here we have ten songs, none of them 
brand new, with the possible exception of 
"Faithless Love" a J.D. Souther tune 
which I don't believe has been recorded 
before. The material ranges from mediocre 
to superb with only one tune "You're No 
Good" being really unsuited to Linda Ron- 
stadt's style. It's an old Betty Everett sin 
gle and Linda is really not a rhythm and 
blues singer. The rest of the cuts are more 
into Linda's country style.

Side one contains the only slow spots 
on this LP. The aforementioned "You're 
No Good" and Anna McGarrigle's "Heart 
Like a Wheel" are good tunes, but the lat 
ter is a bit too heavily dramatic for the 
Ronstadt delivery. It's about time the Mc- 
Garrigle sisters, Kate and Anna, were given 
the chance to record and interpret their 
own material. Also Paul Anka's "It Doesn't 
Matter Anymore" couldn't be saved even 
by Linda Ronstadt.

Despite the presence of a really weak 
musical back-up, side two of this album is 
a beauty. All five tunes here, along with 
"Faithless Love" and "Dark End of the 
Street" on side one, really demonstrate 
how this woman's skill as a vocalist has 
grown. She hits the high notes with power 
and conviction and vocally expands every 
lyric.

The Everly Brothers tune "When Will 1 
Be Loved" is the real stand-out here 
featuring especially beautiful male back-up 
vocals. The tune is followed by "Willin"' 
possibly the best written tune in the pop- 
country idiom. This cut has all the power 
of Lowell George's two original interpreta 
tions of his song, and, at the same time, 
Linda infuses it with new melodic fresh-

Steven Grossman
Steven Grossman, "Caravan Tonight, " Mercury SRM 1-702

Steven is the first gay male voice to 
land a major label record contract. First, 
to clear up some confusion, this is 
neither the Stefan Grossman who played 
with Miles Davis, nor the folkie tradition 
alist who's recorded for various esoteric 
folk labels. This Grossman is a New York 
City boy and his "Caravan Tonight" is 
both a varied and original first album by 
a gay artist and an indirect tribute to the 
viability and importance of the Gay Lib 
eration movement.

It's been my experience that the strong 
est music, in any idiom, is made by music 
ians who are hip to the political nature 
and influence of their art and who conse 
quently live their music. The Gay Libera 
tion struggle is, in large part, to make and 
keep the gay experience visible. And now,- 
with "Caravan," Grossman fills in the 
audio.

His tunes and moods are kaleidoscopic. 
He sings of the sadness of breaking up 
("Caravan Tonight") and the joy of com 
ing together ("5 O'Clock Song," "Can't 
. . . Papa Blues"); of romantic love ("Song 
to Bonnie") and sexual desperation ("Dry 
Dock Dreaming"). Steven also makes a 
point several times of exposing the tawd- 
riness that shrouds the gay bar scene and

of condemning it soundly:

All this boozing and cruising Joes
nothing more

Than to give me a pain in my song 
And dancing halls and bathroom stalls 
Aren 't where I belong

But the good news is that "you don't 
have to be ashamed" and that "there are 
all kinds of people who happen to be this 
way, there's nothing wrong with being
gay".

My reservations about this disc concern 
Steven's voice and "Carvan"'s production. 
His voice sometimes drips with sensitivity 
or tears and when that combines with 
strings and mandolins it's all a bit too 
much. However, there are some genuinely 
lovely melodies and on the odd rocker or 
two Steven's soulfulness edges out the 
tremors. And the recent word from New 
York is that he himself was displeased 
with the production here and plans to 
turn it around on his next release.

In the meantime "Caravan Tonight" 
remains a record of huge historical im 
port. It is already a source of pleasure and 
inspiration to the gay community and will 
most likely serve as a lavendar'flag of hope 
to other gay artists. -Bill Adler

ness. The fact that she is one of the few
women who can convincingly sing a truck- 
driving song like this may be a result of 
her hangin' out at truck drivers' bars when 
she was a teen-ager. The alburn closes with 
three of the best "weepers" around. "I 
Can't Help It If I'm Still in Love With 
You" is given one of live nicest renderings 
since'the Hank Williams original and is 
helped along by Sneaky Pete Kleinow on 
pedal steel. The LP closes with ''You Can 
Close Your Eyes", from James Taylor's 
"Mud Slide Slim,"and manages to sound 
more inspiring than the song really is. Ap 
parently, the strongest voice this side of 
Tracy Nelson is getting stronger.

Bruce Weinberg

Freddie King
Freddie King, "Burglar. " RSO #4803

"Burglar," Freddie King's first album 
on RSO Records, gives you so much that 
it leaves you a little disappointed that it 
doesn't give you more.

It's got tight horn arrangements and 
solid guitar-playing throughout. It's got

low-down big-city Afro-American blues 
wailing (most notably on "Pack it Up," 
"My Credit Didn't Go Through" and "I 
Had a Dream"). It's got guest shots by- 
Caucasian blues all-stars such as Eric Clap- 
ton, Carl Radle and Brian Auger. It's got 
a hit-bound single ("She's a Burglar/ 
"Come On").-h's got a killer instrumental 
("Pulpwood"). It even closes with an all- 
out rocker ("Come On") which is guar 
anteed to get everyone off their asses and 
dancing at your next party.

What it hasn't got is a super-cut that 
takes off and transcends the blues genre. 
Although Freddie's voice and guitar are 

' consistently soulful and intense (alway> 
going somewhere, never just flashy), 
somehow they just don't have the range 
or distinctiveness that can take you into 
the Zone and back.

On the other hand, who needs trans 
cendence, especially when you've got ten 
take-eare-of-business cuts (no weak ones!) 
on one disc. Maybe I'm just spoiled from 
listening to too much BB King or maybe 
I'm just not sure how much of the credit 
for the quality of this album should go to 
King and how much to his producer Mike

Vernon or his engineer or his horn ar 
rangers.

But whoever deserves the kudos for 
the rich, balanced sound of this album, 
make no mistake - Freddie King's voice 
and guitar more than hold their own, in 
the midst of some no-nonsense playing 
that could easily have overwhelmed a 
lesser musician.

Oh yes, don't forget to play this one |
loud.

-Ed Reckford

Jerry Goodman 
& Jan Hammer

Jerry Goodman & Jan Hammer, "Like 
Children, " Nemperor NE 430

Jerry & Jan, respectively former violi: 
ist and keyboard man for Mahavishnu John 
McLaughlin. on their first duo album show 
the influence of the Maha. but it does not 
stifle in any way their own creative in 
stincts. The music is full of pleasant sur 
prises. "Country and Eastern Music", 
marred slightly by a tuneless vocal (next 
time, it would be wise if J & J stuck to 
straight instrumental), is an other,vise 
delicious stew of American and Mitteleur- 
opa folk motifs. "Topeka" is a rocker of. 
the first water. "I Remember Me" and 
"Night" are carefully built tone poems 
which remind me strongly of Mahavishnu 
Orchestra's fiirds •••!'l-'irc work. Except for 
the aforementioned weak vocals, the only 
faults I can pinpoint are inadequate drum- 
work (by Hammer) and slight overdepen- 
dence on the Moog. All in all. Hammer's 
keyboards, especially his Moog leads on 
"Earth" and "Night," and Goodman's work 
on all the V's (viol-in,-a, and electric 
violin) make this an album to sit back, 
wonder at and enjoy.

-Paul Grant

PepeMtoto 
Julian Priester

Pepe Mtoto Julian Priester, "Love, L 
"ECM 1044ST

ECM, probably the only jazz-oriented 
recording company in the world consis 
tent both in quality and quantity, carries 
on with Love, Love by Pepe Mtoto Julian 
Priester. Priester has pretty much picked 
up where his band with Herbie Hancock 
left off, with Dr. Pat Gleeson very promi 
nently on the synthesizer controls, a 
cooking, high energy rhythm section, and 
not too much solo space. It seems Priest 
is more interested in his function as com 
poser-bandleader-arranger than in his 
trombone playing, which is cool. The 
sound he makes with his band is beauti 
ful, and hopefully, we'll hear some more 
of Pepe's trombone in future offerings.

Pat Gleeson is the only player I've 
heard use the synthesizer purely as a con 
juror of sound, rather than as a wierd or 
gan. He's not a jazz keyboard player, and 
he doesn't treat the synthesizer keyboard 
like a piano or organ, blowing jazz lines, 
chords, etc. The sounds he tills the music 
with   tinkling shattering glass, chatter 
ing air hammers, collapsing buildings - 
are sounds, yet in ensemble context, are 
music. And Gleeson never lack for im- 
aginatidh. The other electronics, partic 
ularly the Arp String Synthesizer played 
by Priester himself, work well too. It's 
a gas to hear "strings" played by an im- 
provisor in a small combo, especially 
when the improvisor is the likes of Pepe 
Mtoto Julian Priester.

-Steve Wood 

The Return of

Radio King
& His Court of Rhythm

Dec. 14th 
Michigan Union Ballroom
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  BULLETIN BOARD*
STOP PAYING PRICKS FOR
WINE! Make your own from sim 
ple super market ingredients, at 
small cost. Good tasting, yet 
strong and powerful, complete 
information for making this deli 
cious product. Send $1.00 plus 
self-stamped and addressed envelope 
to box 334 Belleville, Michigan 
48111. 12/13

Baby Sitting. Licensed home, 
evenings, midnights, occasional 
weekends or days. Five and under, 
meals furnished. Call 485-8305. 
12/20

I DO GOOD WORK! House repair 
& construction, typing, moving 
& hauling, you name it. Good 
rates. Call Mike 663-4631. 12/13

James Freeman............Keep your
head down, we know its cold out 
side, but keep your spirit up. So 
long Jack Town.

We will haul away old clothing, 
books, assorted rummage for free. 
662-1729, John or Joan.

Will the owner of "Jack" (female 
puppy) please call Stcven at 994- 
6345^ or 665-9358. Leave name 
and phone number. 11 2/6 ]

One sinceie but lonely guy seek 
ing female for guaranteed friend 
ship. Really! Write Steve Steph- 
enson, 105 S. Huron Si. No. 2, 
Ypsilanti. |12/6|

  MUSICAL STUFF'
For Sale: Italian made acoustic 
guitar, excellent condition, hardly 
ever used. Call Reese at 662-2342. 
$45 or best offer. 12/13

For Sale: Pioneer AM/FM, 8 track 
stereo, $100. Come anytime after 

1 2 noon, 420 S. Division, apt. 1.
12/12

For Sale: Sunn 2000's bass amp. 
$800. Fender jazz bass, black with 
white pickguard, $300. Call Mike 
763-0981 evenings, 6% -7pm. 12/13

Custom guitar painting, also drums 
bikes, small objects, etc. Reason 
able rates. Quality work done in 
airbrushed acrylics. Call 722-6165 
(Westland). 12/13

For Sale: Fender telecaster guitar. 
Fine condition, $175 or best offer, 
call 663-6379. 12/13

Must Sell: Steel string acoustic- 
guitar. Madiera, product of Guild. 
Line new, great sound. Best offer 
over $100. Call Mark at 662-4846.
12/13

For Sale: Marshall super 100 amp, 
mint condition, call Dave, 665- 
6308. 12/13

The SUN is seeking bands of all 
musics to play benefits at local 
bars and halls. Call 761-7148.

For Sale: Cheap electric guitar, 
two 8-track tape players (one 
home, one auto). Call Mike 663- 
4631. 12/13

 JOBS*

COMMUNITY ORGANlZliRS 
NEEDED-We have several open 
ings for people to work in a un 
ique type of community organiz 
ing among the poor of Virginia 
and North Carolina. The hours 
are long and the pay is low but it 
is never boring. For more infor 
mation, write P.O. Box 1834, Pe 
tersburg. V A 23803. (1/3]

  FOR SALE*
KIWI portable health food truck 
for sale. Complete and ready to 
roll. Truck, stock, and complete 
business, only $4500. Call 1-363- 
6942. " [12/6|

For Sale: 1959 Ford 60 passenger 
school bus with kitchen, engine 
in excellent condition. Sale or 
trade. Write 1371 Mead Road, 
Montgomery, Midi. 49255. 12/27

  FOR RENT*
Furnished apt. for rent. $280/mo. 
(was $300/mo.). Includes all util 
ities except electricity. Close to 
campus. Available Dec. 27. Call 
663-6863.

714*
keeps prisoners in touch with real 
ity and makes the time easier. The 
SUN will send subscriptions to 
prisoners and military personnel 
at halt price. If you want to sub 
scribe for a prisoner write to 
the SUN and we'll make the arrange 
ments.

Stanley Epperson 
No. 139920 
PO Box 69 
London, Ohio 43140

Randy Sanford
No. 129578
Marquette, Michigan 49855

Devolie Peterson 
No. 137951 
PO Box 69 
London, Ohio 43140

Willie Richardson 
No. 139516 
PO Box 69 
London. Ohio 43140

Kenneth R. White 
No. 132682 
PO Box 69 
London, Ohio 45648

Daryel Harris 
No. 137752 
PO Box 787 
Lucasville, Ohio 45648

ATTENTION PRISONERS! OUR 
SUPPLY OF THE JA1LHOUSE 
LAWYER'S MANUAL HAS BEEN 
EXHAUSTED AS OF NOV. 11. 
WE WILL TRY TO GET A NEW 
SUPPLY, HOLD OFF ON RE 
QUESTS UNTIL YOU HEAR 
FROM US.

20 WORDS FOR $1!
Phone 761-7148, or mail form below to 603 E. William St., Ann 
Arbor. Mi. 48108
all ads S1 minimum, 5d a word for individuals, lOrf a word for commer 
cial ads. Non-profit organizations first 25 words free, 1CW a word after 
25.

2nd floor

FOREIGN 
cTWATTER

PENNED PALS  
SUN READERS, these brothers & 
sisters are locked up behind cold 
steel and stone in the prisons of 
Babylon. Correspondence from 
brothers ;'nd sisters on the street

Featuring the largest selection 
of wool clothing and blankets 
from Central America ever 
available in the area. Mexican 
sweaters   S32.
Free Embroidery Thread w/Purchases

215 S. State
(upstairs) 994-6059

Over 4,OOO Different Tea Shirts
Tea Shirts

PANAMA RED 

ACAPULCO GOLD 

SAN MESCIOLITO 

JUST PASSING THROUGH 

KEEPONSTREAKIN 

GROW YOUR OWN
HASH BROWN 

HASH OIL HARRY
PEYOTE 

SMOKE THl BEST SMOKE COLUMBIAN

PINBALL WIZARD 

SUPER HEROS Imany lo choose froml

ETHNIC DESIGNS

MOTORCYCLE DESIGNS H ARLEY -DMW-and mart

BIG TRUCKER shim GMC-Peteruuill Mack and more

BEER LOVERS CooivPabM-Molson-and main more

CARS BMW-Poniche-aiid mure

AND MANY MANY MORE 

SIZES CHILD SIZE 2 THRU X-L

Head Items
PIPES OF ALL KINDS

GREAT BONG COLLECTION

INCENSE

SCREENS

CANDLES .iOtioS75.00

Over 100 Different Brands of 
Paper* 10 Choose From

215 SState
1st Floor 2nd Floor

Tapestries, Jewelry, Beads and Para 
phernalia.Plus Waterbeds and waterbed 
supplies

5% off with this ad on any waterbed 
or waterbed supplies.

215 S. State

For the books they're not telling 
you about in school. . .

-The Secret of Light -H.P.B.'s Secret Doctrine

-Pyramid Power  Iris Unveiled

-Pyramid Generators  The knowledge of Higher
Worlds and its attainment

TUC GUITARS ITR1CHD

5ptcializing in Astro fogy and 
Metaphysical'and'Oriental'Philosophy

215 S. State
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48108 

313-769-1583
SSZSSHZ55Z2SB25EH2SK55Z2SZSZ5SHS!
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Aerosmith
At Crisler Arena

Imitation is not only the sincerest form 
of flattery, but the key to financial success 
in, as well as a prime cause of, the ever- 
increasing stagnation of rock. Ever since 
the Beach Boys recorded Chuck Berry's 
"Sweet Little Sixteen" and called it 
"Surfin' U.S.A.", the rip-off has become 
an entrenched institution in the music 
Bid-niz.

Expert practitioners abounded in the 
vast frisbee-filled emptiness of Crisler 
Friday, November 22. We got yet another 
heavy handed, let's-work-the-shit-out-of- 
the-amplifiers band in Madman, ressurec- 
ted from Joe Walsh's Barnstorm (which 
was ressurected from the James Gang. 
Then we met the Toronto Hendrix, young 
Frank Mariono who, (if you believe in 
Fairy Tales) while recovering in the dry- 
out ward of the local hospital from an 
od of something, picked up a guitar for 
the first time in his life. In four weeks, as 
the story goes, he was playing like Garcia. 
But tiring of that (as who wouldn't), he 
put in another two weeks work and got 
the Hendrix arsenal down to a tee. The 
only thing left to do was to get a band, 
call it Mahagony Rush, and cash in on the 
waves of mid-60's nostalgia that has hit

the post-Woodstock good-guys. The result 
is sheer process.

Mahagony Rush is Marino. He never 
paid the slightest attention to his sidemen 
(who were dressed in rags while Franki 
was decked out in silk) and proceeded to 
hype the crowd with Electric Ladylandish 
riffs. He played such classics as "Red 
House," "Come On, Part One" and fin 
ished with a couple bars from "Star 
Spangled You-Know-What." As pat as a 
full house. He does, I must admit, have 
the phrasing and sound near-perfect. His 
voice comes close to Jimi's, but he doesn't 
have Hendrix' sense of Tightness, timing, 
bandmanship or flash. When Mariono 
played the guitar with his teeth, it was - 
just one more visual riff. When Jimi did 
it, people, it was savage frenzy with noth 
ing but creative mania behind it.

Aerosmith was there to shake their 
moneymaker, and I have no quarrel with 
their particular brand of high-power rock 
and roll. The thing is, when you get down 
to ba'sics, they only have one song in their 
repertoire, and they just play it over and 
over again under different titles. They 
opened with Lennon's Manson-inspired 
"Helter Skelter", and went on to play 
numbers from the first two albums and 
the forthcoming third which will feature, 
we are told, their Crisler rendition of 
"Train Keptia-Rollin". Personally, I won't

Aerosmith
hold my breath waiting for it. The antics 
of Steve Tyler, androgyne cum vocalist, 
left me unimpressed after the second num 
ber. He may be a lover, but he ain't no 
dancer. If Mahagony Rush has an explicit 
debt to the J.H. Experience, Aerosmith is 
up to their eyeballs in implied debts to 
the Stones. The bands are of parallel con

struction: vocalist/sex symbol, twin gui 
tars, bass and drums. Tyler must have seen 
every Stones movie five times; he even 
moves like Jagger. The rest of the band 
stumbled around the stage for two hours. 
Just the same old song & dance, children.

-Paul Grant

Radio King
And His Court Of Rhythm 
Michigan Union/Dec. 14th

Do Tuesday nights at the Odyssey (now 
the Whiffletree) stir fond memories? Or 
did you ever Hock to the Primo Showbar 
on Mondays to catch the last sweet set 
with Radio King & his Court of Rhythm? 
For all folks new in town your opportuni 
ty is coming next Saturday night to hear 
one of the best bands Ann Arbor has 
given birth to. Long-time residents get to 
re-live some of what was once a thriving 
local band and music scene, too.

Radio King & his Court of Rhythm

will visit home on December 14th at a 
benefit for this newspaper. They've spent 
the last year working in Boston where 
they hope to attract enough attention to 
break into the national pop scene. The 
band left Ann Arbor feeling there weren't 
enough places to play (there's less now) 
and that Michigan was being ignored by 
the east and west coast record companies. 

Radio King has a new show, with 50% 
original material, and all members shar 
ing the singing. They've been catching 
raves in the New England area for a 
unique brand of rhythm and blues. The 
dance party at the Union Ballroom goes 
from 8-1 Saturday night.

Diana Marcowitz
At The Ark

This crazy, wacky lady already has 
quite a following, judging by the crowd 
at the Ark Saturday night (Nov. 23). A 
personality like Diana Marcowitz has to 
be seen live to be truly appreciated. She 
has an album, "Horse of a Different 
Feather" (Columbia), but her broad, 
zany sense of humor and occasional deep 
pathos come across best in her consider 
able acting ability and stage presence.

Diana did almost all the tunes off her

album and many more which will prob 
ably be on her second album (having 
signed a two-record contract). She ac 
companies herself on piano and brought 
an electric bass player whom she intro 
duced by describing his outfit. She plays 
good music-hall piano, but it's her lyrics 
and expressions that win over audiences. 

She opened with "Three-toed Sloth" 
about the joys of being one. It also opens 
her album and is really just a nice "I'd- 
like-to-get-to-know-you" number. Most 
of her tunes are primarily humorous, but 
a little chilling when you recognize your 
self in one of the characters she skewers

with some incredible ironic twists of 
lyric. She also did two short comedy 
monologues as "Esmerelda Sunshine", a 
hippie who's been everywhere and done 
everything.

Diana established immediate audience 
rapport and maintained it throughout the 
evening. The Ark is a superbly initimate 
atmosphere and since it is not a bar, every 
body listens to the music. The music of 
Diana Marcowitz can best be likened to 
the style Madeline Kahn sang in "Blazing 
Saddles." It's a little Gilbert & Sullivan, a 
little early Broadway, a little early rag 
time, and a little New York chic.

She sings all original material and, with 
the exception of "Prima Ballerina" (a 
somber, nostalgic number), tickles your 
funny bone while she hits the nail on the 
head. She has words for agents, managers,   
old boyfriends, horses, Canada, groupies, 
Ph.D. candidates, and all the rest of us.

Diana's style is still raw and unpolished 
and therein lies her charm and appeal. If 
she ever gets slick, she'll lose that appeal, 
but something tells me that if anyone is 
destined to remain earthy, it's probably 
Diana Marcowitz.

-Bruce Weinberg

J

Tired Of Paying
$5 Or $6 For
\burAlbums?

Here's An 
Alternative

WAZOO
RECORDS

314 E. Liberty (with Soybean Cellar)

10-6 Monday-Saturday
BUY-SELL -TRADE

668-9463
All records are guaranteed.

NEW WORLD FILM CO-OP
 7, SAT. DECEMBER
MAGICAL MYSTERY TOUR (7,9Pm MLB 3)
TREASURE OF THE SIERRA MADRE
11. WED. (7,9Pm-MLB4,

BUTCH 
CASSIDY 
STHE 
SUNDANCE
KID (7, 9pm-Nat.Sci.)

12.THUR.
PINK
FLAMINGOS

(7,9pm - Nat. Sci.)

FILM INFO: 994-0770 AFTER FIVE

THE

5TOME 
5HOFFE

1103S. University
Handicrafted American Indian 
Jewelry from the Southwest.

Strands, unset stones, sand painting, 
blankets, Peruvian Imports & other

imported antiques 
Hours: 11-6 Daily Closed Sundays
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THE OIL BROTHERI • II
continued from page 7
A first offender can be sent to prison for 
life for possession of as little as 25 milli 
grams of LSD, five grams of speed or any 
any trace of heroin. Possession of an 
ounce of marijuana or ten ounces of "dan 
gerous depressants" can draw up to IS 
years. Radio and TV advertising heralded 
in the new law "If you use drugs, don't 
get caught holding the bag." A special 
toll free number was created for inform 
ers who have only to call in a tip leading 
to a conviction to make $1000. Plea bar 
gaining was eliminated. No more copping 
to lower charges. The law was created to 
stop the heroin trade, but Nelson is the 
only one in New York who thinks it's 
working.

Until the Supreme Court declared them 
unconstitutional, Nelson had New Yorkers 
goosestepping to a remarkable set of law 
and order statutes. There was "stop and 
frisk" giving the police complete freedom 
to search anyone walking down the street, 
"no-knock" giving them the right to break 
down your door and "no sock" making it 
a felony to resist arrest.

But perhaps Nelson's greatest contribu 
tion to the law and order crusade was the 
massacre at Attica Prison. Located in up 
state rural New York, Attica contains a 
predominantly black urban-bred prison 
population. The guards are white small 
town hicks. In response to the typically 
brutal, racist dehumanizing prison condi 
tions the prisoners took over a wing of 
the prison after getting no satisfaction for 
their greivances. Even though a commit 
tee of outside observers insisted that the 
prisoners had not harmed their guard hos 
tages and were willing to negotiate, Nel 
son refused an invitation to meet with 
them calling in the troops instead. When 
the smoke cleared, forty-three lay dead at 
the hands of Rocky's army, some of them 
guard hostages. Prisoners who lived were 
tortured and abused. Nelson's commis 
sioner of prisons announced that hostages 
had been castrated, but a later coroners 
report insisted they died of gunshot 
wounds from the invaders. When grand 
jury indictments were announced, only 
.prisoners were charged. Some are now 
facing multiple sentences equaling 500 
years. Asked by the Senate Rules Com 
mittee if he regretted Attica, Nelson an 
swered, "No, I'd make the same decision 
again if I had to."

Wreaking violence on other humans is 
nothing new to the Rockefeller fam 
ily. Nelson's father, John D. Rock 

efeller II also carved himself a special 
place in the hearts of his fellow Ameri 
cans. The owner of several coal and iron 
mines in the Colorado rockies, he paid his

Nelson's refusal to go to Attica helped kill 
43 inmates and guards. But violence to other 
humans is nothing new to the Rockefeller 
family. John D. Rockefeller II called in the 
National Guard to combat a 1915 coal min 
er's strike. The Guard mowed men, women, 
and children down with qun-f ire.

miners less than $700.00 per year, forced 
them to live in company nouses and buy 
at company stores. The camps were pa 
trolled by armed guards and infiltrated 
by company spies. When 9,000 miners 
went on strike in 1915, John D. II called 
in the Colorado State Militia, the National 
Guard and the Cavalry. Raking the miners 
with gun fire, they gutted and burned a

path through the camps. Men, women and 
and children were mowed down.

John D. II was only carrying on in the 
great tradition established by his father 
(Nelson's grandfather) John D. Rockefel 
ler I, founder of the family fortune,.crea 
tor of the Standard Oil Trust and one of 
the most hated and feared men of his day. 
And of course his father was the frontier

barterer of "The Renowned Dr. William 
Rockefeller's Cancer Cure."

When the first oil was discovered in 
Pennsylvania, John D. I was a mere food 
stuff wholesaler. Crude oil was easily re 
fined and tremendous profits made from 
the demand for this new heat and light 
giving substance. He and hundreds of 
others in Cleveland went into the oil re 
finery business, but with one difference. 
Within five years his refinery was to be 
come the largest in Cleveland and in ano 
ther few years Standard Oil would be 
come the largest refinery in the world.

John D. 1 was the developer and master 
of both types of monopoly-vertical and 
horizontal. He eventually controlled not 
only most of oil refining, but its product 
ion, transportation and retailing in addi 
tion to its related industries of coal and 
iron mining. Because of the rebates he 
received form the railroads and the 
special relationship he developed with 
them as their largest oil shipper he was a- 
ble to undercut and deny transportation 
to his competitors. Eventually he bought 
them out, one by one, usually at a frac 
tion of their real worth.
.*******

Historically members of the ruling class 
have kept a low profile in American poli 
tics. The media has helped to perpetuate 
the myth of the autonomy of the private 
versus public sectors of life. Splashed a- 
cross the pages of every major newspaper 
the Watergate revelations illustrated for 
the first time the extent the ruling fami 
lies and the corporations they control ef 
fect the policy of the U.S. government. 
Now the favorite son of corporate inter 
ests has stepped into the limelight, in a 
time when the U.S. economy is faltering 
and the hungry nations of the world will 
soon be clamoring at her doorstep. The 
question is: as the economy grows worse 
and Rocky & Co. ask the American peo 
ple to draw their belts a notch tighter will 
they respond? And what will he do if 
they don't? Rocky for Prez in '76.

COMING NEXT WEEK! PART II

Further tales of the fabulous Rockefel 
ler world wide insurance plan. Read how 
they hand pick the Secretaries of State, 
determine U.S. foreign policy and guaran 
tee the safety of their investments abroad!
This article was compiled from the following 
sources:
North American Congress on Latin America 
Newsletter, "The Incredible Rocky versus The 
Power of the People" an NACLA comic by 
Joel Andreas, "John D. Rockefeller" by Alan 
Nevins, October 1973 Rolling Stone and Liber 
ation Magazine, September/October 1974.

Save $$ on Speakers
Build Your Own With

J€NS€N LOUDSP€AK€R 
COMPON€NTS
Up To 25% Off At

HI Fl STUDIO
2l5Southflshley

Formerly the Primo Show Bar

MAKE X-M AS 
MEAN SOMETHING

Think about it--what's more meaningful a gift than a 
subscription to the SUN, Ann Arbor's unique community 
newspaper? Every subscription includes free Blues & Jazz 
Festival souvenirs or a free record album, hook, or t-shirt. 
Use subscription blanks on page 10 and save 10% over 
regular rates for every gift sub you order.

Island Waterfront in the 
Florida Keys

In its natural state, boat access only, suitable primitive fishing 
camp, wind driven utilities are available, ideal for small con 
genial groups to live on lobster, shrimp and fish. Since land is 
undeveloped price is only $18,000 - for four acres on Half 
Moon Key, also entire island suitable for solar energy research, 
intertidal oceanography, wind energy, etc. Write to President, 
P.O. Box 2081, Key West, Fla. 33040.
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What's Going On
At The 

Ann St. Armory?
continued from page 3

gence on the membership, ideology, pro 
grams and practices of civil rights, white 
supremacy, black power and antiwar 
groups.

Since the operation was secret, a charac 
teristic cover for the thousand plainclothes 
soldier-agents and 300 offices around the 
country was that they were-you guessed 
it performing background investigations 
for security clearances.

By the time the Washington Monthly 
disclosed the MI operation in January 1970, 
the U.S. Army Intelligence Command was 
planning to participate in a national com 
puterized data bank with the FBI, the Se 
cret Service, the Passport Office, the CIA,

the NSA, the Civil Service Commission, 
the AEC and the three military services.

Plans for the data bank are supposed to 
have been scrapped about the same time 
DOD and executive directives ordered the 
dossiers destroyed, but seven million se 
curity clearance dossiers are reported on 
file in the Investigative Records Depository 
at Fort Holabird, Baltimore.

While it isn't known when the 112th 
first set up in Ann Arbor, according to 
the General Services Administration in 
Chicago it signed a five year lease for four 
hundred square feet of armory office space 
in 1970. DIS now occupies that office.

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU 
WORK IN A PUBLIC BUILDING 
AND DON'T IDENTIFY YOURSELF

The SUN investigation into the armory 
began on the morning of November 2, a 
Saturday, when a reporter first encoun 
tered Kleinbeck at the locked entrance 
to the building.

Although the SUN reporter presented 
credentials and noted the armory was a 
public building, Kleinbeck refused to iden 
tify himself. A Sgt. Nutt of the Michigan 
National Guard was also in the building 
at the time, but while identifying himself, 
also refused to identify Kleinbeck.

After receiving calls from DOD in Wash 
ington and Ann Arbor State Rep. Perry 
Bullard's office, Kleinbeck finally identi 
fied himself on Nov. 27. A second man. 
Mr. Barcus, identified himself over the 
telephone

During a ten minute interview, Kleinbeck 
said his office was not involved in any 
special or criminal investigations.

He said the Ann Arbor office conducts 
background investigations for security 
clearances only, explaining that the Ann 
Arbor area has "special investigative re 
quirements" because of the military re 
search and manufacturing industries here.

Kleinbeck said he was "not at liberty to 
reveal" how many persons operated out 
of the Ann Arbor office, where other of

fices in Michigan were located or whether 
he had worked for the 112th MI before 
working for DIS.

According to a reliable source on Ann 
St. however, Kleinbeck has been in the 
area "about three years," or before the lo 
cal MI office was transformed into the 
DIS office.

During the interview, Kleinbeck declined 
to have his picture taken, later refused to 
divulge his first name or answer further 
questions because of instructions from 
his superiors.
Questions which the SUN has forwarded 
to the Defense Dept. in Washington, but 
which have yet to be answered, include:

*When was 112th MI established in 
Ann Arbor?

*Was there any change in personnel 
when DIS replaced 112th MI in October 
1972?

*What is the difference in function be 
tween DIS and 112th MI?

*Is the Ann Arbor office cooperating 
with any law enforcement agencies?

r FREE LECTURE/ 
DEMONSTRATION

IN MIME
Monday, Dec. 9 8pm at Art Worlds 
Weekend workshop starts
Jan. 11 &12 l-4pm

668-6240 
213!/zS. Main St.

JB Co.
Formerly Wynn, John & Ruth

Tuesday thru
Saturday

9~1am
In The Wine Room

Heidelberg
Restaurant

215 N. MAIN ANN ARBOR 663-7758

Primo imported
handicrafts at

down to Earth prices,

407 N.Fifth St.
(in Kerrytown) 

994-6447

HOW DO YOU 
CLEAN YOUR WEED?

"StcniN aiid seedx, 
(ii'c only iceedx, 
and I filiall never smoke them..."

Or so sang our friend as he merrily set about 
the business of removing the trash.

He finished quickly, not that he was short 
on weed, but because of a speedy new sorter... 
Grass-hopper.

What's Grass-hopper? Grass-hopper is a 
sorter designed to do one job and do that job 
very well indeed...remove the trash from 
your weed.

Grafted of Mahogany, Grass-hopper's 
imported Portuguese cork bottom holds the 
smokables...but allows the seeds to tumble 
to the bottom and out through a slot.

Quick and rather clever, as our friend knows.
Now you can get a Grass-hopper of your 

own at a dollar savings. Fill out the coupon and 
send it along with $8.95.

We'll send you a Grass-hopper set of instruc 
tions and a FREE package of Grass-hopper 
papers to get you on your way.

£>[ass-nouDBF
.INT. 

21 hay ward st.,ips with, mass. O1938

Gentle Persons,
Good idea, I'll try it. Enclosed is $8.95 to 
cover the cost of my Grass-hopper, taxes 
where applicable and postage.

Name ______________________ 

Address ______________________

City . State .Zip
Sorry, no C.O.D.s or charges 
Dealer inquiries invited

i
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20% off on 
anylOsp
Student Bike Shop

607 S. Forest -Ann Arbor 
662-6986

AT DETROIT'S NEWEST NIGHTCLUB

Tuesday through Sunday

Dec 3-8 JIMMY SMITH
Dec 10-15 HELLO PEOPLE

ABC recording artists- Rock & Roll Mime

Dec 17-20 GODFREY CAMBRIDGE
& the LYMAN WOOOARD ORGANIZATION

Dec 21 QUICKSILVER
One Night Only - 2 Shows

Dec 22 RADIO KING 2M&T
No Minimum - Reduced Cover on Weekdays

Students Half Price on Sunday   Located in the SHELBY
HOTEL- Lafayette at First, 3 blocks from Cobo Hall

FOR INFORMATION CALL 963-7100

Offering complete 
vegetarian meals-

T-> i \<W whole grains, fresh 
1 OOQS vegetables, salads 
__ and juices, home-
rv6Stl_13r3nt made breads and

desserts, herb teas
Breakfast 8:30-1 l:30am and more. 
Luncheon Specials llam-5pm 
Dinners 5-8:30pm 
Sundays 4-8:30 pm

Indian Summer
315 S. State 761-7918

Clnh Locations for events 
in this calendar arc on page 
26. Film group filioncs & 
auditoriums on page 27.

Friday 6
Moon iit Virgo 
MOVIES
ANN ARBOR
Cinema Guild: "Of Human Bondage" (John

Croimvell) \v/Belie Davis. ~ & '>, SI 
Cinema 11: "Loves of a Blond" (Milos i-'or-

nian) C/ech. sub-titles, 7 ik. 9. SI 
Mediatrics: "The Day of the Jacket" I rue

story based on the attempted assassin.i-
lion'of DeGaulle. 7:30 & 9. SI

YPSILANTI
Mud Cinema: "The Way We Were". 7 & 9:15. 

$1
DETROIT
Detroit Him Theatre 2: "The Life ot'O-Harti" 

(Kenji Mf/oguchi) 7 & 9:30, $2. Students 
$1 (at Raekham Aud., 80 Farnsworth.

MUSIC
ANN ARBOR
Th£ Ark Coffee House: Leon Redbone, 9pm 

$2.50, folk
Bimbo's: Gaslighters, 9pm, 5G(r. ragtime
Blind Pig: Fenton Robinson, 9:30, $ I.Chi 

cago blues
Chances Are: Clicker, 9, r&r
Golden F'alcon: Jazzmen, 10, jazz
Mr. Flood's Party; Big Lost Rainbow, 9:30, 

$1
Pretzel Beth RFD Boys, Sl.bluegrass
YPSILANTI
Bimbo's: Sunday Funnies, 9, r&r
The Suds Factory: Freeway, 9, 5(V, r&r
DETROIT
Baker's Keyboard Lounge: Sonny Stitt & bis

Quartet, 9:30, $3.50, jazz 
Raven Gallery: Josh White Jr., 9:30 & II :30

$3.50, black folksinger 
The Savoy-Shelby Hole!: Jimmy Smith, 9,

call 963-7100 for cover prices, jazz
ELSEWHERE
The Stables (E. Lansins): Ahmad Jamal, 10 &

12, $3, jazz 
The Brewery (E. Lansine): Cheap Trick, SI,

r&r 
TV
6:SOpm: Community Announcements, Cable

7:00prn: Community Dialogue, Cable 3 
7:30pm: Black Perspective on the News, Ch.

56
8:00pm: Detroit Black Journal, Ch. 56 
8:00pm: American Cable Network Tapes,

Cable 3
9:00pm: Washington Week in Review, Ch, 56 
9:00pm: Poetry Reading - Wendell Barry

Cable 3 
9:30pm: Off the Record - Michigan Public

Issues, Ch. 56 
lOiOOpm: Ingmar Bcrgman Film Festival

"Wild Strawberry" Ch. 56 
11:30pm: In Concert - Sly & the Family

Stone, Minnie Ripperton, Donovan, Ch. 7
EVENTS
ANN ARBOR
Galens Tap Day: UofM Medical Students with 

red ponchos and buckets will be collect 
ing money for projects to help sick kids 
(parties for Christmas, workshops)

Ann Arbor Pioneer High presents "Hostile 
Witness", a play about a lawyer on'trial 
for murdering a judge, fipm. Pioneer High

Musket presents "Jericho," a musical comedy 
about the newspaper biz and the dying 
railroads in upstate New York, Spiri, 
Mendelssohn Theatre. Tickets at Mendel 
ssohn Box Office. Call 763-1107

MF.TCO presents the Gelman/Palidofsky 
Dance Theatre, 9pm, Art Worlds Theatre 
(213'AS. Main I SI.50

Ann Arbor Public Library Book Sale, 9am- 
9pm. Book prices reduced each day of 
sale.

Come Celebrate a Gay CHRISTMAS DANCE, 
9pm to lam at the V.F.W., 314 E. Liberty. 
Benefit for Kathy Kozachenko, donation 
S 2.50. Free Beer.

University Theatre Showcase presents "The 
Sty of the Blind Pig," 8pm, Arena Theatre 
(Frei/.e Bldg.} Advance sales and info - 
ticket office, Mendelssohn Lobby, 764- 
0450

Detroit playwright Ron Milner will speak on 
the "Transition of Black Theatre" in 
conjunction with the opening of "The Sty 
of the Blind Pig," 3pm, Arena Theatre 
(Freize Bldg.) Admission open to the 
public. Sponsored by the UofM Black 
Theatre workshop

Gallo & Lettuce Boycott picketing at Village 
Corners, 3-6pm

Babysitting available a! the Children's Com 
munity Center, 7pm-lam, 75^/hr.

OFTB

BUND 
PttM PHILUP 

HAYE5 
DEAN

The University Theatre Showcase presents 
The Sty of the Blind Pig, 8pm, Dec. 4-7 in 
the Arena Theatre, Freize Bldg. $2 genera!
admission.

YPSILANTI
EMU Theatre presents "Whispers on the 

Wind," (a series of vignettes on the 50's & 
60's) 8pm in Quirk Auditorium, EMU 
Campus. For reservations or info call the 
EMU Box Office at 487-1221

Gallo & Lettuce Boycott picketing at Great 
Scott, !l-5pm

Saturday 7
Moon in Virgo 
MOVIES
ANN ARBOR
Cinema Guild: "The Little Foxes 1 ' (William

Wyterj w/Bette Davis 7 & 9, $1 
Cinema H: "Shakespeare Wallah" (James

Ivory) 7 & 9:15, $1
Mediatrics: "The Day of the Jackel" See 12/6 
New World Film Co-op: "Magical Mystery

Tour" 7 & 9 (MHO) $1.25 and "Treasure
of the Sierra Mad re" 7 & 9 (MLB4) SI.25

YPSILANTI
Mud Cinema: "limperor <>f the North" 7 & 

9:15.SI

DETROIT
Detroit Him Theatre 2: "Lola Monies" (Max 

Ophuts) 7 & 9, $2: students SI

MUSIC
ANN ARBOR
The Ark: Leon Redhone, see 12/6
Bimbo's: The Gashghters, see 12/6
Blind Pig: Fen ton Robinson, see 12/6
Chances Are: Clicker, see 12/6
Del Rio: Hesitation, 1:30pm. cw&jtipband
Golden 1-alcon: Ja/./men, sec 12/6
Mr. Flood's Party: The Big Lost Rainbow, see

1 2/6 
Pretzel Bolt: KFU Boys, see 12/6

YPSILANTI
Bimbo's.; Sunday Funnies, see 1 2/6 
The Suds Factory: Freeway, see 12/6

DETROIT
Baker's Keyboard Lounge: Sonny Stitt & his

Quartet, see 12/6 
Michigan Concert Palace: Rl-O Speedwagon,

8pm, r&r 
Rapa House Concert Cafe: After Hours Jaz^

2-6am
Raven Gajlery: Josh White Jr., see 12/6 
The Savoy-Shelby Hotel: Jimmy Smith, see

12/6
ELSEWHERE
The Stables (F,. Lansing): Ahmad Jamal, see

12/6 
The Brewery (h. LansinsO: Cheap Trick, see

12/6

TV
6:50pm: Community Announcements, Cable

3
7:00pm: Community Dialogue, Cable 3 
7:00pm: Soundstage ".The World of Randy

Newman" Ch. 56 
8:00pm: American Cable Network Tapes

Cable 3 
X:3()pm: 1 he Point animated musical fable

Music by Harry Nitlson, Ch. 7
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NDSFG
EVENTS ^^^^1^^

ANN ARBOR

Ann Arbor Pioneer High presents "Hostile
Witness" see 1 2/6 

Galens Lit' Hay: see 1 2 <6 
Musket presents ".leiicho" see 12/6 
I he Gelman/Palidolsky Dance Theatre, see

12/6 
Ann Arbor Public Library liook Sale. 9am-

6pni 
University Theatre Showcase presents "Hie

Sty of the Blind Pig," see 12/6 
Michael Shoemaker (student ot'Swami Rud-

rananda) will speak on Kundulini Yoga.
8pm at Rudrananda Ashram, 64(» Oxford
663-9287 

Women's Community Center Coffeehouse:
"Virginia's Room" Conversation, music,
poetry at Guild House, K!l2 Monroe. All

 women welcome 
Planetarium Show: 3pm. Museum of Nat'1.

History, (comer N.I,'. & Washtenaw)
254. 764-0478 

Gallo & liettuce Boycott at Village Corners
3-6 pm

Babysitting available at Children's Communi 
ty Center, 7pm-lam, 75(</hr.

YPSILANTI
EMU Theatre presents "Whispers on the 

Wind" see 12/6

Sunday 8
Moon in Libra 
MOVIES
ANN ARBOR
Cinema Guild: "The Letter" (William Wyler)

w/Bette Davis, 1 & 9, $1 
Cinema II: "Taming of the Shrew" (Franco

Zeffirelli)7 &9M5.S1 
YPSILANTI 
Mud Cinema: "Emperor of the North" see

12/7

MUSIC
ANN ARBOR
Bimbo's: The Gaslighters, see 12/6 
Blind Pig: The Silk Purse, 9:30. 504, classical 
Chances Are: Masquerade, 9, r&r 
Del Rio: Live jazz 5pm 
Dooley's: Country music, 7pm 
l-lood's-Mike Smith & his Country Volunteers. 

9:30 pm, $.50, C&W
Golden falcon: Scorpio is DJ. 10pm 
Ramada West-Lightnin' Red and his Boogie 

Band. 9pm. blues
Unitarian Church: Ethel Mertz, youth & 

feminist music, 8pm. $1.50. !917 
Washtenaw

YPSILANTI
Bimbo's' Sunday Funnies, see 1 2'6 
!'he Suds I actory: I i lends Road Slum , 

mime and r&r

DETROIT
Baker's Keyboaid Lounge: Sonny Stitt & his

Ouartet. see 1 2/6 
Raven Gallery: Josh White Jr., 9:3(1 & 10:30

S3.50. black I'olksinger 
I he Savo\-Slielhy Hotel: Jimmy Smith, see

1 2/6 
Masonic Audiloiitim: Marshall Tucker Band.

-lames (\iiion. ( liarlie Daniels. 7:3(»pm,
tickets Sh.5,4 at Hudson's, (innnell's
and Masonic Box On ice

ELSEWHERE
The Bre\\et> il . I ansiim): Cheap Trick sec 

12/6 ' '
TV
3:30pm: Issue " 1 he Direction ot the Cn il 

Rights Movement of 1974 and the Pio- 
jection of !975"Ch. 7

4:00pm: Behind the Lines "Henry Kissmger 
and the Press?" Ch. 56

EVENTS
ANN ARBOR
Prison Project of the Ann Arbor Health Care 

Collective-NIC HR. 4pm, call 994-0435 
tor toca!ion

Musket presents "Jericho" 2 & 7pm, Men 
delssohn Theatre

Youth & I cntimst Music h\ Sally Avedikian, 
8pm at the ( nitarian CJuirch, l9l7W'ash- 
lenaw Ave. (3/4 mi. from I -VI campus) 
Adm. Si.50. Sponsored by Youth Lib 
eration, 769-679')

Ann Arbor Civic Ballet presents "Snow 
White," 2:3(lpm & Spin, Power (.enter, 
lickets: Matinee Childien SI, Adults 
S2. Night performance all tickets $2.50

Planetarium Show, see I 2/7
Poetry by Carolyn Gregory. 3pm at David's 

Books, 529 f. Liberty"

Monday 9
Moon in Libra then in Scorpio 1 :14pm 
MUSIC
ANN ARBOR
Blind Pig: Blue Monday with Boouie WooL-ie

Red. 9:30, SI, blue's 
Chances Are: Masquerade, see 12/8 
Pretzel Bell: Amanda Bailey and David Cahn.

country music, no cover 
Ramada West Lightmn' Red and his Boogie

Band, see Sun. 12/8
YPSILANTI
Bimbo's: Concert Night, featuring 2 or 3

different bands 
The Suds Factory: Friends Road Show, see

12/8

DETROIT
Baker's Keyboard Lounge: Sonny Stitt & his

Quartet, see I 2/6 
ELSEWHERE
The Stables <¥.. Lansin.e): 1 ddie Harris. 10 & 

12pm, jazz

TV
2:30pm: "Yoga and You'Th. 56 
8: 00pm: National Geographic "Great Mo- 

jave Desert" Ch. 2
10: 00pm: Eubie Blake - ragtime. Ch. 56

EVENTS
ANN ARBOR
Ann Arbor Public Library Book Sale, 9am-

9pm 
Ann Arbor City Council meeting, 7;30pm

City Hall (Huron & Fifth) 
Free Legal Aid: 7-1 Opm at Free People's

Clinic, 761-8592 
HRP Steering Committee Meeting, 5:30pm,

516 F.William 
Revolutionary Student Brigade Meetine:, 7pm

2207 Michigan Union, 763-6563 for info 
Indochina Peace Campaign meeting, 7:30pm

332 S. State, 764-7548 for info 
HER-SELF: Women's Community News

paper open meeting, 7: 30pm 225 E.
Liberty 

Techno fascism & the Intelligence Communi
ty - Speakers: Winslow Peck, Margaret
Van Houten, John Marks, 8pm, Rackham
Aud. Sponsored by The National Law
yers Guild, The Friends of the Ann Arbor
SUN. and New World Media Project.

Tuesday 10
Moon in Scorpio 
MOVIES
ANN ARBOR
Ann Arbor Him Co-op: "Fiddler on the

Root" (Norman Jewisoni 6:45 & 9:30
$1.50 

Cinema Guild: "La Strada" (I ellinil 7pm
$1 and "A Slight Case ol Murder" (Lloyd
Bacon) 9pm i'i

MUSIC
ANN ARBOR
Blind Pig: 1 he Other Side. 9:30, Sl.ja/./. 
ChancVs Arc: Masquerade, see I 2/S 
I lood's Gemini, 9:30pm. S.5H. folk 
Golden I lacon: Black Marquis. 10pm, soul 
Pret/el Bell: Amanda Bailey <V David Cahn 

see 12/9

YPSILANTI
Bimbo's: Concert Ninhl, leaturing 2 or 3

different bands 
The Suds 1 actor> : Head l.asi, 9pm r&r

DETROIT
Baker's Keyboard Lounge. Somn Stitt & his

Quartet, see 12/6 
R:nen Gallery: Lori Jacobs, 9:30 & 10:30

--3. folk 
I he Sauw-Shelhy Hotel: Hello People, 9pm

call 963-7100 for cover inlo. utr & mime

FLSI WHFRI
The Brewery (I

r&r 
The Stables (I .

12/9
TV
6:30nm: An Ounce of Prevention "Nutri

tion and Staying Well" Ch. 7 
2:dOpm: Grand Teton Nat'1 Park, Wyoming

Ch. 56 
8:30pm: Ann Arbor City Council Meeting

(taped repla\ ot Monday mectin«) Cable
3 

I0:00pm: Sound Stage "Yes We Can Can -
Pointer Sisters" Ch. 56 

5:5(lpni: Community Announcements (.'able

continued on page 24

. 1 arising): Brataxis. 50</ 

I ansiim): I ddie II. mi-., se

See HIFI BUY/
SHOWCASE OF 

GRERT PERFORmnnCES
THE BED SYSTEM

THE GRADUATE

THE SYSTEM THAT SPEAKS FOR 
ITSELF IN EVERY AUDIBLE AND 
USEFUL RESPECT
"LARGE ADVENT LOUDSPEAK 
ERS
"SCOTT R36 STEREO RECEIVER 
"GARRARD 70 AUTOMATIC 
TURNTABLE

THE STARTER

THE RIGHT STSTEM FOR 
SMALL APARTMENTS OR 
COLLEGE DORMS
*NIKKO 1010 STA STEREO 
RECEIVER
"ALM 102's STEREO SPEAK 
ER
"GLENBURN 2110 AUTO 
MATIC TURNTABLE

ADVENT

Glenburn

FOR FLAWLESS REPRODUCTION
"THE BEOMASTER 3000-2 RE 
CEIVER
"THE BEOGRAM 300 AUTOMA 
TIC TURNTABLE 
*BEO SPIZ STEREO CARTRIDGE 
"THE BEOVOX 3702 3 WAY 
SPEAKER SYSTEM

THE INTERMEDIATE

THE LOWEST PRICE SYSTEM 
YOU CAN BUY THAT WILL DE 
LIVER ALL THE MUSIC
*SMALL ADVENT LOUDSPEAK 
ERS
*SCOTT R33 STEREO RECEIVER 
'GLENBURN 2155 AUTOMATIC 
TURNTABLE

HI-FI BUYS
MM It OIHrfJTMTK*. PIA

COMPARE THESE REASONS 
WHY...

*5 YEAR PROTECTION PLAN 
ON ALL SYSTEMS
*1 YEAR LABORATORY ANA 
LYSIS
*1 YEAR PROTECTION PLAN 
ON SELECTED CARTRIDGE 
AND STYLUS
'SPEAKER EXCHANGE PRO 
GRAM
'PROFESSIONAL IN STORE 
SERVICE DEPT. 
"LOCAL DELIVERY AND SET 
UP ASSISTANCE

HI Fl BUYS 
618S.Main A2 769-47OO
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continued from page 23 
EVENTS
ANN ARBOR
Ann Arbor Health Care CuliecMvc.MCHR

general meeting, 7:30ptn, 2207 Michigan
Union (2nd floor near ballroom) 

Solstice A Celebration ot Dance, ( >pm
Harbour Studio, free, presented by I' ol'
M Dance Department 

Ann Arbor Public Library Book Sale. 9am-
6pm 

Lesbians Opening: rap group at Lcminist
Credit Union office. Spin. 225 I-,. Liberty
761-7973 for info

Wednesday 11
Moon in Scorpio then in Sagittarius 

7:35pm
MOVIES
ANN ARBOR
Ann Arbor Him Co-op: "Hditler on the

Root" see 12/10 
Cinema Guild: "La Strade" see 12/10 and

"larluffe" (F.W. Murnau) 9pm, 51 
New World Him Co-op: "Butch Cassidy &

the Sundance Kid, 7 & 9 (Nat. Sci.l'S1.25

YPSILANTI
Mud C'inerna: "Dumbo" 7 & 9. free

MUSIC
ANN ARBOR
Blind Pit;: Jive Soup, 9:30, $1, jazz 
Chances Are: Masquerade, see 12/8 
Golden I ulcon: Double-O-Soul is dj 
Mr. I lood's Party: Ron Crick & his Back to

the Land Band, 9:30, SI 
Pretzel Bell: Amanda Bailey and David Cahn

see 1 2/9
YPSILANTI
Bimbo's: 24 Carol Black, 9:00. soul 
Ihe Suds I aetory: Head Fast, see 12/10

DLTRO1T
Baker's Keyboard Lounge: Sonny Stilt & his

Quartet, see 12/6 
Raven Gallery: Lori Jacobs, see 12/10

The Savoy-Shelby Hotel: Hello People, see
12/10 

ELSEWHKRF
The Brewen (I . 1 ansing): Brataxis, SI. r&r 
The Stables IL. I ansiniO: Miles Davis, K & 1 1 

S4, ja//

TV
2:30pm: "Yoga and You"C'h. 56 
6:50pm: Announcements Cable 3 
7:00pm: Community Dialogue Cable 3

EVENTS
ANN ARBOR
Solstice A Celebration of Dance, see 1 2/10 
People's Food Coop meeting, 7:30pm, call

761-SI 73 tor location 
Women's Community Center Organi/ing

Collective meeting. 8pm. 3rd floor conf.
rm., Michigan Union

Thursday 12
Moon in Sagittarius 

MOVIES

"Women's Liberation"-an ABC News docu 
mentary about the women's movement, will 
be the final film of the Women's Film Series. 
8pm—Angell Hall, Aud. C. Free admission.

WE'RE
WHY SHOULD WE BE? ANYONE COULD SEU. A LOT OF NAME

brand audio components if they all but gave them away And we did -and that's why Michigan's*quality price shoppers selected Douglas* Sound 
for nearly 40 TONS of audio component* during ihe last two months To we why.come m and browse at any of our locations

RECEIVERS
PIONEER

MAHANTZ

SONY

HARMAN KARDON

We ft now openly diicounling many

NAME BRAND itereo receiver AND

207, OFF
ON SOME MODELS OF

RETAIL

8 TRACK REEL TO REE 

Ftcnout Brjndi Like
• lANDBEftti

• TfCHNICS
• TEAC

CABIRIDGES

ADC • STAMTON • SHUHE

SAV(70%THISNHX
DISCOUNTS VARY DEPENDING
ON MODEL

SAVE OVER 
$100

NOW $299 

NWNO iu-MHO
M At AMU 40'i

OAMMO 41 m

M 4OJ*»

HEADPHONES
• PIONEER
• SONY

IDE PRICE IS RISNT

401 OFF Md
more

LARGE SAVINGS ON COMPLETE 

CHANGER PACKAGES FROM

DUAL BSH CARRARD . and Olhw 

Including B<ne. Duncover, Citri ridge 
A PRICE AS LOW AS SOME 
DEALERS PAY 1

RECORDING TAPE
• SCOTCH
• SONY
•TDK

> MlMOKfX
• »ASf 

OTHfRS

BUY AT A LOW PRICE
Right Off Th* D«»l«rCo»t Sh*«t!
(You (ouldn> buy b«rt»r4han our pn<«t 
thu w»*k *vtn if YOU w*f* a d*okfl

1"""" "   S36°

THIS WEEK ONLY*269

25% Off Service 
LABOR WITH THIS AO

ANNOUNCING AN 
EPI SPEAKER SALE

PRICE CUTS SO DEEP 
THEY ACTUALLY HURT

EPI «T 
WAS $69.95 
NCWM9.95 (I 

y

ir 1 11 f,ni.«v.HMh>Misn! rtu^ l.ouwM 
''

Ihr^tftihcumcl 1'Knjkn^vw

TOP RATIO.

•0 SWIUPTO$240/nUR. 
EPI602 TMIMUNDUTCUT

«'AS i2999S OFAU.

.
sfKjkci I run ihi-i.i«iwl[r<M . 1.  ><!>  j I 
sf-Jkr, ,hM «-«, I.^l'-Mu rut.'

I HW EPI ISO
^^WAS $199.95 

NOW SI69 9?
PJ

mUTACWUSTMASGVT!

TMUNUR SOUND

ANN ARBOR
331 S. 4ri< AM. 761-HIFI

KALAMAZOO
224 W. Michigan AM. 382-37K)

CSEE
ANN ARBOR

Ann Arbor film Coop: "S'/i" (Lrederico 
Fellini) 7 & 9:3(1. S1.25

C'inema Guild: "The Good F.arth" (Sidney 
Franklin) 7 & 9:30, SI

New World Film Co-op: "Pink Flamingos" 
7&9<Nat. Sci.) $1.25

Women's Film Series- (final film): "Women's 
Liberation" an ABC News documentary 
about the women's movement, including 
the 1971 lake-over of Ladies Home 
Journal offices. 8pm, Angell Hall, Aud C, 
free admission

YPSILANTI
Mud Cinema: "The Popeye Follies: His Times 

& Life" 7 &9, $1

MUSIC
ANN ARBOR
Blind Pig: Boogie Woogie Red, 9:30, $1, blues 
Chances Are: Lonnie & the Lugnutz, 9pm

r&r
Golden falcon: Jazzmen, 10pm,jazz 
Mr. Flood's Party: Ron Crick & His Back to

the Land Band.see 12/11 
Pretzel Bell: RFD Boys, SI, bluegrass

YPSILANTI
Bimbo's: 24 C'arat Black, see 12/1 I 
The Suds Factory: Head East,see 12/10

DETROIT
Baker's Keyboard Lounge: Sonny Stilt &

Quartet, see 12/6
Raven Gallery: Lori Jacobs, see 12/10 
The Savoy-Shelby Hotel: Hello People, see

12/10
ELSEWHERE
The Brewery (I '.. Lansingl: Brataxis, 50tf r&r 
The Stables (E. Laiisin«i: Eddie Harris, 10 & 

I 2,jazz

TV
6:30am: An Ounce of Prevention - "Pre 

vention of Tooth Decay" Ch. 7 
6:SOpm: Community Announcements Cable 3 
7:00pm Community Dialogue

EVENTS
ANN ARBOR
Solstice A Celebration of Dance, 8pm, 

Schorling Aud-School of I'd, free, pre 
sented by I'ofM Dance Department

HRPCity Committee mei'tinc. 6:30pm. 516 
-E. William

YPSILANTI
The Ypsihmtt rood Co-op will be showing 

"Alice In Wonderland" for a fund raising 
benefit (rent, cooler, etc. are needed) 
7 & 9pm in Room 201, Pray-Harold, EMU

Friday 13
New Moon eclipse in Sagittarius 11:25am 
MOVIES
ANN ARBOR
Cinema Guild: "Treasure Island" (Victor 

i-'lcmming) 7 & 9, $1
Cinema II: "The Twentieth Century" (How 

ard Hawks) 7 &9. SI
VPSILANT1
Mud Cinema: "Betty Boop Scandals of 

1974" 7 &9, $f

DETROIT
Detroit Him Theatre 2: "Two English Girls" 

(Francois TrutTaut) 7 & 9, $2, Students $1

MUSIC
ANN ARBOR
The Ark: Owen MacBride, 9pm, $2.50, folk 
Bimbo's: The GasliplHers, 9pm, 50i/. ragtime 
Blind Pit;: Workman Blues Band and comic

I'ra/.er Smith, 9:3()pm, SI 
Chances Are: Lonnie & ihe I.tignuu 
HoodY-Silvcnones, 9:3()pm, SI.00, blues 
Golden Falcon: .lawmen, sec 1212 
Pretzel Bell: RFD Boys, SI, hluegrass

YPSILANTI
Bimbo's: Sunday I imnies. 9pm, r&r 
Ihe Suds I actory: Head Last, see 12/10

OVER 5 YEARS IN ANN ARBOR 

WE MUST BE DOING SOMETHING 

RIGHT!!

EDEfl
WHOLE EARTH GROCERY

and 
RESTAURANT

Unrefined Corn Germ Oil - 92«i Ib. Cheap Nuts For the Holidays

Organic Whole Wheat Flour-5 lbs.-$1.25 
Stone Ground Un-Bleached White-5 lbs.-$1.00

10-7 Mon.-Sat. 330 Maynard
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DKTROIT
Baker's Keyboard Lounge: Sonny Stitt &

Quartet, sec 12/6 
Michigan Concert Palace: Blue Oyster Cult

& Manfred Mann, Spin, r&r 
Raven Gallery: 1 on Jacobs. 9:30 & 11:30

S3. folk 
The Savoy-Shelhy Hotel: Hello People, sec

12/jO

EI.SEWHKRK
The Brewery: Braiaxis, si, r&r 
The Stables: Hddie Harris, see 12/12

TV
7-Wpm: Black Perspective on the NewsCh."56

8:00pm: Detroit Black Journal Ch. 56 
9:00pm: Washington Week in Review Ch. 56 
9:30prn: Oft'the Record - a look at Michigan

public issues from the Slate Capitol. Ch.
56 

HUlOpni: Inemar Bergman Him f-estival -
"Smiles of a Summer Night" Ch. 56 

11:30pm: "Elton John & Bernie Taupin Say
Goodbye to Norma Jean and Other Things
Ch. 7 

1 :()0am: Rock Concert w/1  'Icetwood Mac,
Weather Report, Ch. 7

EVENTS
ANN ARBOR
Solstice - A Celebration of Dance see 12/12
CALIGAN Merge, 9pm, Art Worlds Theatre

(213 S. Main), $1.50. 668-6244 or 668-
6222. A Mi;TCO performance 

Gallo & Lettuce Boycott picketing Village
Corners, 3-6pm

Community Center Project Bucket Drive, 
I0am-6pm; several locations in Ann Arbor; 
proceeds to Community Switchboard and 
Creative Arts Workshop.

Babysitting available at the Children's Com 
munity Center, 7pm-lam, 75^hr.

ypsiLANir
Gallo & Lettuce Boycott picketing at Great 

Scott, 11-5pm
The Ypsilanti Food Co-op will be showing 

"Alice in Wonderland," see 12/12

3 Years Ago: 
John Sinclair Freedom Rally

On December 10, 1971, 10,000 
people jammed Ann Arbor's Crisler 
Arena in a massive rally aimed at 
securing the freedom of one John 
Sinclair, who at that point had 
been imprisoned for 2'/2 years os 
tensibly for possession of two 
joints. The rally worked, as three 
days later John walked unexpectedly 
free from Jackson State Prison. In

side Crisler, besides the 10,000 
people, performed John Lennon 
and Yoko Ono, Commander Cody, 
Archie Shepp, Stevie Wonder, Bob 
Seger, Bobby Scale, Alien Ginsberg, 
and many others. A dynamic movie 
of the John Sinclair Freedom Rally 
will hopefully be released to the 
public someday, as it is now being 
stalled by Yoko Ono, who owns it.

Saturday 14
Moon in Sagittarius then in Capricorn 

4:05am

MOVIES
ANN ARBOR
Cinema Guild: 'The Cocoanuts" (Joseph 

Santley) w/Marx Bros. 7 & 9, SI
Cinema II: "Who's Afraid of Virginia Wolt'f?" 

{Mike Nichols) 7 £9: 15. 51
New Work! 1-iim Co-op: 'The Harder They 

Come" 7pm and "Perlormance" 9pm 
(MLB 3). "The IVIy American" 7pm and 
"Oueen Christina" (C.arho) 9pm <MLB 4) 
All shows $1.25

DETROIT
Detroit Him Theatre 2: "Ikiru (To Live)" 

( Akira Kurosawa) 7 & 9:30, $2. Students 
SI

MUSIC

ANN ARBOR
The Ark: Owen MacBride, see 121 3 
Bimbo's: I he Gaslighters, see 12,13 
Blind Pig: Workman Blues Band and comic

l-razer Smith, see 12/13
Chances Are: Lonnie & the I lu'nuts, see 12/12 
Crisler Arena: The Doohie Brothers and Ross.

reserved seats S6,5. Tickets available at all
Hudson'.'., Huckleberry's- in Ypsi, and U of
M Union. 763-4553 

I-'loodV Silveitones. see in. 12/13 
Golden Falcon: Ja/./.men. see 12/12 
Pret/el Bell: RI-D Bo>s. see 12/12

YPSILANTI
Bimbo's: Sunday I-mimes, see 12/13 
Suds t-actory: Head Last, see 12/15

DETROIT
Baker's Keyboard Lounge: Sonny Stitt &

Quartet, see 1 2/6 
Michigan Concert Palace: Blue Oyster Cult

and Manfred Mann, see 12/13 
Raven Gallery: l.ori Jacobs, see I 2/1 3 
The Savoy-Shelby Hotel: Hello People, see

12/10

KLSEWHERt
The Brewery: Bralaxis, see 12/13 
The Stables: I'.ddie Harris, see 12/12

TV
6:50pm: Community Announcements Cable

3 
7:00pm: C'ommunity Dialogue Cable 3

continued on page 26

Last month we received a shipment of six brand new coin 
boxes, bringing the total number of Ann Arbor SUN coin 
boxes to fifteen.

The reason that we're making special mention of this fact 
is that all of these coinboxes have been purchased, over the 
last year, with money loaned us by SUN reader/supporters. 
We want to express our gratitude to the folks who have 
helped us in the critical job of getting this newspaper out to 
more people. Your support has been essential to the growth 
of the SUN.

One of the people who has loaned the SUN dollars told us 
recently, "It makes more sense to loan my money to the 
SUN than to stick it in the Ann Arbor Bank." We couldn't 
agree more. The SUN can not only put your money to bet 
ter use, we're also able to pay you back at a higher rate of 
interest than any bank currently offers.

And we still need your support. There are thousands of 
people who would use the paper every week if we could on 
ly get word of it to them. Dollars loaned to the SUN now 
will go towards things like more coinboxes, racks for stores,

advertising, even (if we get the cash) an Ann Arbor SUN 
billboard.

If you have money that's going to sit around the bank for 
a few months, please consider letting the Ann A/_  .  SUN 
use it instead. We're a "good risk" (we're going to be 
around for a long time) and we can tailor payment plans 
and interest rates to suit your needs.

For more information contact David Fenton or Frank 
Bach at 761-7148.

And thanks again for your support.
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PHONES
ACTION GROUPS

A School of Creative Music... 662-8281 
American Indians Unlimited...... 761-1352
Ecology Center of Ann Arbor.. 761-3186 
Gay Awareness Women's

Kollective............................ 763-4186
Gav Liberation Front.............. 761-2044
A 2 Health Care Collective..... 665-0825
Indochina Peace Campaign........ 764-7548
Learning Exchange................... 662-5189
Lettuce Boycott....................... 763-0285
Nat'1 Organization for Women

(NOW)................................ 971-9497
Project Community.................. 763-3548
Zero Population Growth.......... 663-8877
Black Advocate........................ 763^188
Chicano Liaspn........................ 763-4184
Native American Advocate...... 763-4185
Sexuality Program................... 763-4186
Black Women's Caucus............ 764-1 188
Mich. Women's Political Caucus 971-9497 
Radical Lesbians...................... 763-4186
Women's Community School... 763^»186

CHILD CARE 
A2 Childcare & Development

Center................................. 769-7244
Children's Community Center

10am-5pm......................... 663-4392
7- 10pm............................. 662-1916

Clonlara Child Care.................. 769-4511
Coop Community Child Care... 973-0408 
Family Daycare Center............ 484-0978
Little Red Schoolhouse, pre 

school & daycare center...... 485-0257
Parent's Anonymous................ 665-2448

CO-OPS 
Itemized Co-op (food)............. 663-1111
Neighborhood Action Center

Food Coop......................... 769-3771
People's Food Coop................. 761-8173
People's Produce Co-op............ 663-111 1
Ypsilanti Food Co-op 483-5458. 481-0689 
Co-op Auto.............................. 769-0220
Naked Wrench (bike repair)..... 761-1733

COUNSELING U*^
Catholic Social Services........... 662-4534
Counseling Center 764-9467, 764-3163
Counseling Services.................. 764-8437
Gl & Draft Counseling............. 663-5378
Minority Counseling................ 764-8131
Office of Ethics & Religion...... 764-7442
Octagon House........................ 662-4587
Ozone House........................... 769-6540
24-Hour Phone Counseling...... 76-GUIDE

EMERGENCY NUMBERS
Ambulance Service

(Fontana Taylor)................ 994-4 11 1
Ambulance Service (Superior). 769-2300 
Crisis Walk-in & 24-Hour

Phone Service...................... 761-9834
Comm. Mental Health

Emergency Service.............. 761-9834
Drug Help................................ 761-HELP
Fire Dept................................. 663^*138
Poison Center.......................... 764-5102
Police Dept.............................. 769-63 1 1
Suicide Prevention (24 hrs)..... 761-9834
Women's Crisis Center............. 994-9100

FINANCIAL & LEGAL AID
Ann Arbor Tenant's Union...... 761-1225
Commission for Women........... 763-2203
Feminist F'ederal Credit Union 662-5400

	665-0916
Free Legal Aid. 7-10pm, Mon 

day's at F'ree People's Clinic 761-8592 
Student Legal Aid.................... 665-6146

GENERAL INFO
City Hall........x.........................   7*61-2400
Community Switchboard......... 663-1111
24 Hour Phone Counseling...... 76-GUIDE
Directory Assistance................ 41 I
Democrats............................... 665-6529
Express Teen Center................ 769-8367
Gay Hotline............................. 761-2044
Human Rights Party................ 761-6650
Michigan Union....................... 662-4431
Mich. Union Ticket Info.......... 763-4553
Rainbow Agency..................... 994-6300
Student Locator (U of M)........ 764-2330
Time........................................ 665-1212
Trotter House.......................... 763-4692
UAC Daystar........................... 763-1 107
U of M Info............................. 764-1817
University Cellar...................... 769-7940
Weather Info............................ 482-5000

HEALTH CARE
Amer. Cancer Society.............. 668-8857
Free People's Clinic................. 761-8952
Lamaze Childbirth Preparation 761-4404
Medical Mediators.................'... 761-5079
Packard Community Clinic...... 971-1050
Planned Parenthood................. 663-3307
Problem Pregnancy Help.......... 769-7283
Self-Help (Women's Crisis

Center)............................... 994-9100
St. Joe's Hospital..................... 665-4141
U of M Health Service.............. 764-8330
Women's Hosp.-OB Clinic...... 764-8120

MEDIA
Ann Arbor SUN Newspaper.... 761-7148
Herself Newspaper................... 663-1285
Michigan Daily......................... 764-0562
Michigan Cable TV.................. 662-2253
Public Access (cable tv)........... 769-7422

Club Locations
ANN ARBOR

The Ark Coffee House. 1421 Hill, 76 1-1451
*Bimbo's, 114 Washtenaw, 665-3231
*Blind Pig, 208 S. First, 668-9449 
'Chances Are, 516 E. Liberty 994-5350
*Del Rio, 122 W. Washington 761-2530
*Dooley's. 310 Mavnard 994-6500
*GoIden Falcon. 314 S. Fourth, 761-3548
*Mr. Flood's Party, 120 W. Liberty
*Rubaiyat, 102 S. First 663-2401
* I rotter House, 1443 Washtenaw, 763-4692 

YPSILANTI
* Bimbo's, 327 F.. Michigan, 482-71 30
*Suds Factory, 737 N. Huron Dr. 485-0240
*The Underground, 2655 Washtenaw 

DETROIT & SUBURBS
*Baker's Keyboard Lounge, Livernois at W. 8 
Mile 864-1200
*Michigan Concert Palace. 220 Bagley, 963- 
4624
*Rapa House Concert Cafe, on service drive 
off Fisher Fwy., between Woodward & John 
R..WO-19846.
*Raven Gallery, 29101 Greenfield (South- 
field) 557-2622
*The Red Carpet, 16427 W. Warren
*Rock & Roll Farm, 34828 Michigan Ave. 
(Wayne), 721-9864
*The Savoy-Shelby Hotel, 1st & Lafayette, 
963-7100.
*Watts Mozambique Lounge, 8406 Fenkel, 
864-0240

"Performance" with Mick Jagger & James Fox, 
will be showing Sat. 12/14, 9pm MLB 3. $1.25

EVENTS
ANN ARBOR
Solstice - A Celebration of Dance, see 12/12
CALIGAN Merge, see 12/13
Planetarium Show, 3pm at Museum of Nat.

History, corner of Washtenaw and N.U.
IStf, 764-0478

*TUN -IN*
WEMU 88.1 FM (487-2229)
 News-3,5,10pm Monday-Sunday
 Composite-light rock music with breaks for 
features-3:10-5pm Mon-Sat
 Science magazine-Reports on the newest 
development in all sciences and how they affect 
your life, 5:30-6pm, Mondays.
 Late Night Show-Rock Music Till One, 10:15- 
lam, Monday-Sunday.
 Dimensions in Black, Vi hour talk show on 
developments affecting the black community 
Weds. 5:30pm
 Community Calendar-5':30pm Thursdays.
 The Week End summary of the week's top 
news and sports stories. Friday 7:15 pm
 Jazz Scope-6-10pm Saturday.
 The Kollector live performances by local 
progressive musicians in the EMU studios, 
7-1 Opm Sundays.

CJOM 88.7 FM (519 252 7313)
 Bill Robertson M-F 6-10am
  Rick Chappus M-F 10-2pm
 Rockin Ronnie Legge M-F" 2-6pm
 Dave Loncao M-F 6-9pm
 Paul Nathan M-F 9-lam
 Bill Androsiak & Al Tucker- All night 
show
 Special Weekend Programming- Jerry 
Goodwin Sal-Sun 3-8pm. Dave Dixon Sat- 
Sun 8-lam
 National Lampoon- Sunday 11pm
 On Tour llpm
 Connection Tues-Weds 11pm

WCBN 89.5 (763-3500)
 Sundays: 9-12 Classical; 12-1 Third World 
Concert; 1-2:30 Alternative Forum; 2:30- 
4 Broadway Show;4^:30 Radio Drama; 
4:30-5:30 Colleen Chauvin Film Show; 5:30- 
6pm Scattered Arts; 6-7:30 Tuxedo Junction; 
7:30-8pm Historic Rebroadcasts; 8-1 1pm Old 
ies; 1 l-3am Jazz.
 Monday thru Friday: WCBN's format in 
cludes the Morning Show 7am-9am, light rock 
folk; Mid-Morning Show 9ain-12noon, pro 
gressive; Afternoon Show 12n-3pm; Late Af 
ternoon Show 3pm-7pm light rock, progress 
ive, folk; Rhythm and Blues 8-11 pm. Jazz 
1 lpm-3am, Farly Morning Downer Show 3- 
7am.
 Special Programming-M, 7-8pm Women's 
Hour; T 7-8pm Sports & Radio Drama; W 7-8 
Talkback, Scattered Arts;.7-8pm Latino Am 
erica; Sat 6-7pm Feature Album w/Mike Nas- 
tos; Wierd Show Sat. Ilam-3pm.
 Due to limited space we cannot list individu 
al disc jockeys but we do recommend you lis 
ten to the excellent jazz shows every night 
from 1 lpm-3am, hosted by Tavi Fulkerson, 
Charley Wolfson, Mike Wilke. Brenda Patter- 
son, Dennis Davis, and John Clarkson. Also 
recommended listening is our very own Bill 
Adler's show, Tues. 3pm-7pm.
 News throughout the week at 2, 4, 6, 9 & 1 Iprr

WABX 99.5 FM (543-9229)
 David Perr/y-Mon.-Fri., 6-10am
 Jack Broderick-Mon.-Fri., 10am-2pm 
Sun., Noon-5pm
 Ken Calvert-Mon.-Fri., 2-6pm; Sat., 5-JOpm

 Dennis Frawley-Tues.-Fri., 6-10prn;Sat., 
Noon-5 pm.
 Mark Perenteau-Mon.-Thur., 10-2am; 
Sun., 5-10pm.
 Dick Tyne-Tues 2-6am. Sat 10pm-3am 
Sun I0pm-2am
 Ann Christ-Mon. Weds Thurs 2am-6am
 Rhonda Tanton-F'ri 2-7am. Sat 3-7am
 Warren Hanson-Jazz on Sun 2-6am
 "My Music. My Pcople"-a series of the roots 
of Black music, with Ron Scott. 9pm Nov. 26 
Dec. 3 and 10
"Upcoming Concert Listings-Mon. Wed, F'ri. 
5pm; Sat. 4pm; Tucs-Fri 2:40am.
 Alan Watts-Sun 7am
 Rock & Roll News-Thurs 5pm

WDET 101.9 FM (577-4147)
 Bud Spangler-"Jazz Today" Mon. 9pm- 
lam, repeat Sat. MidnighHtam
 Jim Gallert-"Jazz Yesterday" Thur. 
6:30-8:30pm
 Kenn Co.x-"Kaleidophone" Sat. 5-8pm
 Judy Adams. Greg Smela-"Morphogcnesis" 
mon-Fri 3-5pm
 Detroit Listeners Digest-Requests taken. 
Tues 1 2: 15-3pin
 Herman Curry-' Everywhere Music Goes' 
F'ri 1 I pm

WIOT 104.7 FM (419-248-3377)
 Dorian Paster-Mon.-Fri.. 7-11 a.m.
 Rick Bird-Mon.-Fri., 11 a.m.-3 p.m.
 Chris Loop -Mon.-Fri., 3-7 p.m.
 Neil Lasher-Mon.-Fri.. 7-11 p.m.
 Terry Gerbstadt-Mon.-Fri., 11 p.m.-3 a.m.
 Lee Wesoff-Mon.-Fri., 3-7 a.m.
 Chris McCabe-Sat 7-1 2noon. Sun I0am-3pm 
(1 l-l2n Slam Jams Prisoners Hour), Mon 
I-7am
 Mohammcd Shousher-Sat 10pm-3am. Sun 
3-8:3(lpm
 Barbara Davis-Sun 3-8am
 Special Features Include: Sun-Slam Jams 
Prisoners Hour 1 l-l 2n;fcature LP of the 
week. 6:05 and 8:05pm; "4 Way Street" 
Quad Hour. 7-8pm; Nat'1 Lampoon Radio Hall 
Hour, midnight; King Biscuit Flower Hour. 
8:30pm. Mon-On Tour I0:30pm; Import 
Hour. 1 1:30pm. Fri: In Concert Simulcast 
I l:3()pm.

WJZZ 105.9 FM (871-0590)
 Black, mild jazz station with a sampling 
of light rhythm V blues, too.
 Community Calendar-3am, 5am, 1 lam.

WWWW 106FM (961-1067)
*Jim Jefferson-Mon-Fri, 6-10am; Sun 4-8pm 
(Sunday Album Review 7-8p.m)
*Jim McKcon-M-I ', 10am-2pm;Sun 12n-4pm.
*Mikc Benncr-M-F, 2-6pm;Talk Show, 
Sun 8am-l 2n.
* Jerry Lubin-M-F, 6-10pm, Sat I lam-3 pm.
 Karen Savelly-M-F, l()pm-2am; Sat 3-7pm
 Brent Wilson-M-F, 2-6am.
 Don Schuster-Sat 6-1 lam; Sat S-7:30pm
 Steve Quinnell-Sat 7-Mid, Sun 8pm-2am
*Don Burns-Sat Mid-5am
 Silhouette-Sun 7:30-8am.

The Return of RADIO KING and his COURT 
OF RHYTHM with the Mojo Boogie Band. 
8pm, Union Ballroom, S3 donation. A 
benefit for the Ann Arbor SUN. Sponsor 
ed by Friends of (he Ann Arbor SUN.

Gallo &. Lettuce Boycott picketing at Village 
Corners, 3-6pm

The Return of RADIO KING and His Court of 
RHYTHM with the Mojo Boogie Band, 8pm, 
Union Ballroom, $3. donation. A benefit for 
the Ann Arbor Sun.

YPSILANTI
Gallo & Lettuce Boycott picketing at Great 

- Scott, 1 l-5pm

Sunday 15
Moon in Capricorn

MOVIES
ANN ARBOR
Cinema Guild: "Murder" (Alfred Hitchcock)

7&9,$1
Cinema U: "Broken Lullaby" (Ernst Lub- 

itsch)7 &9, $1

MUSIC
ANN ARBOR
Bimbo's: The Gaslighters, sec 12/13 
Blind Pig: Silk Purse. 9:30. 5(W, classical

ANN ARBOR
Arbor Art Association: Softgoods show by 

members with stained glass by Doris Ann 
Smith, through Dec. 20, 9-4 daily, 10-3 
Sat, 2275 Platt Road

Ann Arbor Potter's Guild: Annual guild 
Christmas tent sale, 9-3 Sunday, Dec. 8. 
201 Hill St.

Ann Arbor Public Library: Jewish-American 
art exhibit, through Dec. 15. 9-9 Mondays 
Saturdays. 343 S. Fifth Ave.

Forsythe Gallerys: 69 Per-Columbias arti 
facts; 58 contemporary Latin American 
paintings and graphics, through Dec. 9-5 
Mon-Sat. 9-9 Wed. 201 Nickels Arcade

Gallerie Jacques: Original graphics, water- 
colors, 9-7 every day. 529 E. Liberty

Gallery of Art & Architecture (North Cam 
pus): Drawings, acrylics, prints by Nig- 
nonette and Cheng and Albert Mullen, 
9-5 daily

Gallery of North American Wildlife: Wildlife 
art, Tucs-Fri. 8:30-5:30 daily, Sat 10-4. 
585 S. Maple Rd.

Jacob's Ladder Gallery (Kerrytown II): 
Watercolors by Mark Perrin through Dec. 
14, 9-5 Wed. & Sat. 10-6 other weekdays

Kelsey Museum of Ancient & Mediaeval 
Archaeology: Cities and sanctuaries of 
ancient Greece. 9-4 weekdays, 1-4 Sat 
& Sun. 434 S. State

Lantern Gallery: Jim Dine etchings, David 
I Hockney's aquatint and etching in three 

colors, aquatints by Lowell Nesbitt, prints 
by Joe Goode, Peter Alexander, David 
Trowbridge, Ron Cooper and Karen Car 
son. 10-5 Tues through Sat. through Jan 
uary. 301 N. Main

Michigan Union: Collector's House of Art 
exhibition of Eskimo art objects in dis 
play cases on first floor, through Dec. 8

North Campus Commons: Portraits by Jos 
eph Maniscdco, through Ded. 20, 8:30-5 
Mon-F-ti

Rackham Galleries: School of Arch & Design, 
M.F.A. Graduate Degree Show, Prof Ted 
Ramsay, 10-8 Tucs-Sat

Repartee Gallery: Susan Sorrentino, paintings 
prints and drawings. 10-6, 218 E. Wash 
ington, 994-4952

Union Gallery: Third Annual Holiday Show, 
an invitational exhibit and sale of cer 
amics, prints, paintings, sculpture, photo 
graphs, metal works, fibers, music, re 
freshments. Tues-Tluir, 1-8. Wed, Fri & 
Sat 10-5. 1st floor Michigan Union

Uof M Museum of Art: "Felix Bracquemond 
and the Etching Process" through Dec. 10. 
Mon.-Sat. 9-5, Wed. 9-9, Sunday 2-5pm.

308 Gallery: Affordable Art: paintings, small 
sculpture, prints, and drawings by area 
artists, through Dec. 22. 1-5, 308 S. Ash- 
ley St. Opening: Dec. 6, 7:30-10.
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continued from page 25
Chances Arc: Masquerade, 9pm, r&r
Del Rio: Live jazz, 5pm
Dooiey's: llic Oilier Side, 7pm, j tl //
I liHut'-- Mike Smith and hiv Coii[V:\ \ >ilun-

teers <):3lipm. $.50, C&VV 
Golden 1-aKon: Scmpio i>. d|. lupin

YPSILANII
HimhoV Sunday Funnies, see 12/13 
Suds Factory: Head I a.M.scc 12/10
DF.TRO1T
liakei's Keyl)"ard 1 ouns.'c: Sonny Slitt &

Quartet, see 1 2/6
Raven Gallery: Lori Jacobs,, sec 12/13 
The Savoy-Shelby Hotel: Hello People.

see 12/10 
ELSEWHERE 
The Brewery: Brahms, see 1 2/1 3

TV
1:00pm: "What Price Glory" u 'James C'ag-

ney Ch. 52 
7:00pm: "BirdNvakh" Ho\\ to take care

of birds in cages and healthy birdseed
recipes

EVENTS
ANN ARBOR
December Arts & Crafts Fair, open sales

12:30-6:30pm. Auction 4:3(tpm. Uallmom 
and I'cndelton Art Center. 2nd floor. 
Michigan Union. Presented by the I' ot 
M Artists and Craftsmen Guild

Planetarium Show, see 12/14

Film Groups
*ANN ARBOR 

A2 Film Coop (Angell Hall, And. A) 769-7787 
Cinema Guild (Architecture Aud.) 662-8871 
Cinema II (Anpell Hall, Aud. A) 764-1817 
Mediatrics (Nat Sci. Aud.) 
New World Film Coop (MLB 3 & 4) 994-0770

YPSILANTI 
Mud Cinema (Strong Aud.) 487-2460

DETROIT
Detroit Film Theatre 2 (Detroit Institute of 
Arts, 5200 \\oodwardl

Commercial 
Theatres

Briarwood Movies: (Briurwood Mall, 769- 
8780) Now showing: I "Airport 1975" 
II "The Savage is Loose" III "The Gamb 
ler" IV "The Odessa File" *

Campus: (1214 S. University, 668-6416) * 
Now showing: "King of Hearts"

Fifth Forum: (210 S. I'ifth Ave., 761-9700) 
Now showing: "The Trail of Billy Jack"

Fox Village: (Westgate Shopping Center, 
769-9700) Now showing: "Magical Mys 
tery Tour" and "Reefer Madness"

Michigan: (603 F.. Liberty, 665-6290) Now 
showing: "The Klansman"

State: (213 S. State, 662-6264) Now show 
ing: "2001: A Space Odyssey". Coming 
soon: "The Little Prince"

Welfare 
Rights

is opening their 
new offices er 
431/2S.Main

IN ANN ARBOR

INTERESTED WELFARE AND 
NON-WELFARE PEOPLE ARE 
INVITED TO HELP.

Furniture Donations 
Desparately Needed

OPEN 7 DAZE 

WITH 7 NITES OF 

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

208 South First 
668-9449

ASSASSINATIONS

Left - When a bul 
let like the one that 
hit Connally was 
test-fired into a cad 
aver's wrist, its tip 
was severely flatten 
ed.

continued from page 9

Dorothy Kilgallen, who was the only 
journalist to interview Ruby without   
having a police officer present. The day 
before she died, she was reported in good 
spirits and told a friend she had the evi 
dence to crack the Kennedy case open. 
The next day, she was found dead of a 
reported suicide.

As time goes on, it becomes harder to 
follow up what the Warren Commission 
missed. A Congressman is trying to re 
open the case, but has had little luck. 
A conference is planned by researchers 
for the end of January in Boston to try 
again to draw publicity to this case, as 
well as the other killings. But in the 
meantime, the coverup goes on and on.

Right - But the bul 
let the commission 
says wounded the 
President and the 
Governor is nearly 
perfect in contour.

The middle bullet, \\hich supposedly wounded 
both men, looks remarkably like two fired into 
tubes of cotton.

(Watch fur Part 3 next month in the 
Ann Arbor SUN.)

AKMAD

OVERBECK BOOKSTORE

Many Titles 

on all Subjects.

Extensive Med-Law 

selection.

Mon-Fri 9-6 

Sat 10-5.30

OVERBECK 
BOOKSTORE

1216 S. University 

Ann Arbor 663-9333

*WATTS ACCESSORIES
*DISC WASHER
*T.D.K. TAPE
*MEMOREXTAPE
*IRISH REC. TAPE

ST RfiO
SAL 

j-15-20% OFF ON ALL
*HITACHI*

COMPACT MUSIC SYSTEMS 
971-1750

HI-FISPTV CENTER
lARBORLAND- ANN ARBOR

3731 WASHTENAW AVE. In Arborland Shopping Center W. of U.S. 23

5



THE RETURN OF

WITH THE

MO JO BOOGIE BAND 
8 PM   SATURDAY DEC 14
MICHIGAN UNION BALLROOM

DONATION A BENEFIT FOR 
THE ANN ARBOR SUN

SPONSORED BY THE FRIENDS OF THE ANN ARBOR SUN


